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Three good reasons why Catalina is the biggest DG 
equipment dealer in the Western U.S. 

• Selection - the biggest inventory of quality DG equip
ment in the West. 

• Service - attention to every detail , right down to 
shipping your hardware so it arrives on time, 
in working order, every time. 

• Straight Dealing - our reputation for fairness and 
honesty is based on 10 years of 
service to the DG community. 

CATALINA 
COMPUTERS, INC. 
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T he waiting is over. Word
Perfect Corporation's re

cently released Library program 
is hard at work delivering phone 
messages letters, memos, and 
file to Data General AOSNS 
computers all 

password can contain up to 78 
characters. 

Right on time 

The calendar has an 

WordPerfect@ Libr.ary 
Delivers the Mail 

over the country. 
In addition to the electronic mail 
features, WordPerfect Library 
comes with a Calendar, 
Scheduler, and a shell program 
to tie everything together. 

First letter arrives 

A large department of the U.S. 
Government became the first 
official WordPerfect Library 
installation. Their system, which 
uses 14 I /10000s and 10 M / 
4000DCs, supports more than 600 
users. I n a test of the new system, 
a phone message was sent from 
one coast to the other in less than 
30 seconds, including notifica
tion. In less than eight minutes, 
a message was delivered to all 
600 users in four states and six 
locations. 

Confidential services 

WordPerfect Library includes 
a Password Encryption feature 
which lets you create a password 
to encode any mail document or 
file. The encryption is practically 
impossible to break since the 

attractive 
screen and supports to-do lists as 
well as daily appointments and 
memos. The alarm feature will 
notify you in advance of an 
appointment. And calendar 
entries can be converted to 
merge format for use with Word
Perfect. 

A complete package 

The entire WordPerfect 
Library, including Maii, Calendar, 
Schedular, Phone Messages, and 
shell, are linked together into 
one program. The program re
quires only one PID for the mail 
server, one for the network 
server, and one for each user. 
DG's I FOS is not required. 

With the shell, you can quickly 
move from one WordPerfect 
Corporation program to another, 
and with the shell clipboard, you 
can easily pass information 
between programs. The sources 
and explanations necessary for 
any software developer to support 
the shell and clipboard are 
included with the package at no 
extra charge. 
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The price is just $2,000 on the 
2000, $4,000 on the 4000 (and the 
MV/6000, MV/7800, and 
MV/8000), $5000 on the 10000, 

and $6,500 on the 
20000. DG System 
Suppliers can 
receive the latest 
AOSNS demon-
stration versions 
of WordPerfect, 
MathPlan, and 
WordPerfect 
Library for $90. 
Evaluation 
copies are 

available to end 
users for the same price. All 
orders are shipped within 3-4 
working days. 

For more information, call or 
write WordPerfect Corporation, 
or see your DG System Supplier. 

To order WordPerfect Library, 
call toll-free at (800) 321-4566 
and ask for Debbie. 

WordPerfect Corporation 
288 West Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
(801) 227-4100 

WordPerfect 
CORPORAT I ON 



THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE _______ _ 

REPRESENTATION 
WITHOUT TAXATION 
NADGUG serves all 
DG users-even 
nonmembers 
by Calvin Durden 
NADGUG President 

There are about 1,000 new member of 
ADGUG this month . If you're one of 

them, I know that all of our longstanding 
member will join me in wishing you 
welcome. 

ADGUG' member hip roll have 
b n growing at a pretty good rate for the 
la t yearor 0, but getting a thou and new 
m mber at one time i till a pretty 
unu ual event. Thi sudden gain had its 
tart about a year ago when members of the 

Executive Board began wondering how 
many DG u er are active in regional or 
pecial intere t group, but have never 

joined the national organization. When we 
compared the membership reports of the 
RIGs and SIGs to the tatistics for AD
GUG, it was apparent that we were talk
ing about quite a few people . We thought 
it would be a good idea to put out the wel
c me mat for them . 

The re ult wa a pecial ffer. Recog
nized RIG and SIGs could participate by 
ending in a Ii t of their active member . 

The ADGUG staff would review the list, 
and every user who was not already a 

ADGUG member would get a free six
month introductory membership . 

We still don ' t know how successful this 
promotion will be. The initial re ponse 
I oks pretty encou ragi ng, bu t we won't get 
the proof of the pudding until we ee how 
many of our introductory members renew 
their member hips in six months . We're 
betting that all the benefits ADGUG now 
offer will win them over. 

It was gratifying to see how much 
c operation we got from the RIGs and 
SIGs as we launched this offer. On the 
other hand, it was disturbing to see how 
little support the national organization had 
been getting from DG users who are active 
at the grass roots level. In some cases, only 
11 percent of the members of a regional 
interest group belonged to ADGUG! 

Statistics like that are hard to under
stand. Anybody who takes the time to be 
active in a RIG orSIG must already believe 
in the basic assumption behind any user 
group: that each of us becomes more effec-
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tive when we join together to pool our 
knowledge and state ourconcerns. Sowhy 
were so many RIG and SIG members not 

ADGUG members? 
Part of the reason may be that until a few 

years ago, ADGUG wasn't in a position 
to offer many tangible benefits to its mem
bers . Except for organizing the annual 
conference, most of what the national 
organization did was "behind the cenes." 
That has changed. ow that Focus is a 
monthly magazine, members get a 
reminder every month of the return they 
get on their membership inve tment . We 
also publish an annual roster of our total 
membership, and operate two electronic 
bulletin boards to help user stay in touch 
and keep informed; other member benefits 
are on the way. 

But let's take a second look at some of the 
less tangible benefits . Probably the biggest 
is the influence and credibility our united 
voices have within Data General. Manyof 
the improvements we have seen in DG 
service and support, and many of the 
product enhancements of the past few 
years, have their roots in the improved 
communication u ers now enjoy with Data 
General. 

All DG users benefit from this improved 
communication-even those who haven 't 
joined ADGUG . In a sense, nonmem
ber are getting a free ride- it's something 
like getting the benefits of a representative 
government without having to pay taxes. 

Some RIGs are actively encouraging 
their members to join ADGUG . The 
Chicago Area Data General User Group is 
a leader in this respect : they have unified 
their dues, so CADGUG membership 
automatically includes membership in 

ADGUG. WehopeotherRIGsandSIGs 
will follow suit and encourage their mem
bers to support the national organization. 
After all, ADGUG is supporting RIG and 
SIG activities with start-up funding, 
support for speakers and publications, 
reimbursements for representatives to 
Executive Board meetings, ... The list 
goes on. 

ADGUG is growing at an impressive 
rate, butwestillhavealongwaytogo. We 
don't expect people to join out of altruism-

ADGUG will continue to provide the 
kinds of member benefits that DG users 
will want to pay for. But we do hope that 
RIGs, SIGs, and individuals will remem
ber both the tangible and intangible 
benefits of membership . l!. 
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IF IBM AND DEC TIED 
FOR SECOND, WHOSE 
DBMS WAS FIRST? ORACLE. 
~day, computer users polled in 
1 ~the Software User Survey rank 

Oracle Corporation as their number 
one vendor choice for 1986. 
ORACLE® is the number one rela
tional DBMS, with thousands of 
installations on IBM mainframes, 
DEC, DG, HP and most other vendors' 
minis and micros, inclucting the 
IBM PC. In fact , INC. MAGAZINE 
ranks Oracle as the fastest-growing 
major software company in the USA. 

Surprised? Don't be. Oracle intro
duced the first rela:ional DBMS and 
the first implementation of SQL 
back in 1979. 

PERCENT 
CONSIDERING 

VENDOR 
.... FOR 

MINICOMPUTER 
DBMS 
1986 

1986 RANK 

Stratus, Sperry, Prime, Honeywell and 
several other manufacturers' mini
computers, and on a wide range of 
microcomputers including the IBM 
PC/ XT and PC / AT. ORACLE runs 
under MVS, VM / CMS, VMS, PC-DOS, 
AOS/ VS, UNIX,'" etc. All versions of 
ORACLE are identical and include a 
complete implementation of SQL
not a subset. 

CONNECTABILITY 

1 Oracle .... . ..... . ... 14.6% 

Oracle's SQ~StarTM architecture 
enables organizations to integrate dif
ferent computers, different operating 
systems, different networks - even 
different brands of DBMSs- into a 
single unified computing and infor
mation resource . 

COMPATIBILITY 2 DEC ............... 12.2% SQ~Star allows users to access data 
stored in different databases - includ
ing our own ORACLE and IBM's DB2 
and SQLlDS-located on multiple 
dissimilar systems as easily as if all 
the information were stored in the 
same database on a single computer. 

The ORACLE® relational database 
management system is compatible 
with IBM's SQLlDS and DB2. 
SQLlDS and DB2 represent IBM's 
latest generation of database 
management technology for IBM's 
largest computers. ORACLE's 
capabilities and user interface-

3 IBM ................ 12.2% 
4 Software Vendor ..... . 7.3% 
5 Hardware Vendor ..... 7.3% 

SOURCE: 1986 Sof/ware User Survey' 

PORTABILITY 
the SQL language-are identical to 
those ofSQLlDS and DB2. Programs 
written for SQLlDS and DB2 will 
run unmodified on ORACLE. 

SQLlDS and DB2 run only on IBM 
mainframes; ORACLE runs on IBM 
mainframes, DEC, DG, AThT, HP, 

To attend the next free, half-day 
seminar in your area or receive 
additional information, write Oracle 
Corporation, Dept. SW2, 20 Davis 
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002, or call 
1-800-345-DBMS. 

u.s. SEMINARS 

AK Anchorage . . . ... Apr 14 
AL Blrm,"gham. .. ....... May 12 

HUnlsville ....... .. ..... Mar 26 
AR Lillie Rock ..... " Mar 21. May 12 
A2 PhoeOlX ... " ...... ". Apr IS 

lUcson ...... " .. ". Mar 25 
CA Los Angeles .. ". ... Mar 11 , 

FL FI Lauderdale . . " ... Mar 5 
Orlando . " .. " .. """. Mar 11 
Tampa. "".... ." " .. Apr 8 

GA AIlanla" .. """"" .. Mar IB, May 6 
Savannah ........ " .. " .. """,,. Mar 19 

IA Des Moines."." ..... " ......... Apr 15 
IL ChIcago ....... " .......... " Mar 11 . 

Apr 9. May 14 
Springfield " ..... " ........... ". May 1 

Apr 1, ~lay 12 I Indianapolis " .... " .... " .. "". Mar lB. 
Newpon Beach Mar 11, May 5 
Pleasanlon " ........ Apr 8 
Sacramenlo .. " .... Mar 10, May 5 
San DIego Mar 3, May 14 
San FrancISCO Mar 12. 

Apr 9, May 1 
San Jose Mar 26. Apr 30 

CO Colorado Spnngs . . "" Apr 21 
Denver . Mar 11, Apr 16. May 5 

CT Hanford (Farm) .... May 5 
New Haven .... " . Mar 25 

DE WIlm'"Qlon .. " Mar 31 . May 5 

Apr 22, May 20 
KS Wichila .. " .... " ................... Apr 2 
KY Louisv"'e .......... " ............. Apr 8 
LA New Orleans ..................... Apr 15 
MA 8oslon ... Mar lB. Apr 15. May 14 

Spnngfield ......... " ............ Apr 9 
MD Salumore ................ Apr 2 

Belhesda ............ Mar 4. Mar 12. 
Mar IB, Apr1. Apr IS. Apr2J. 

May 5. May 13. May 19 
ME Ponland ................. Apr 22 
MI Delroll ..... Mar 10. Apr 1. May 12 

ORACLE® 

Grand RapIds . ........... Apr 9 
~1 M,"neapolis ....... Mar 12, 

Apr 23, May 13 
MO Kansas Clly .. .." .... " ... Apr 9 

51. Louis ..... " .... " ............ Mar 12. 
Apr 14. May 12 

NC Charlolle ......... ".. .. ... ... Mar IB 
RaleIgh ........................... Mar 12 

E Omaha ............................. Mar 3 
H Manchesler ................... Mar 5 

I'{J l50hn ........ " .... " .. Mar 10. Mar 26. 
Apr 1. Apr 15. Apr 29. 

May 13. May 19 
NM Albuquerque" ................... Apr 30 
NV Las vegas ...................... Apr I 
NY Albany ... . ......... Apr 23 

Buffalo . . . ........ Apr B 
New York Clly .. " Mar 11 , Mar 19. 

Mar 25. Apr B. Apr 16, 
Apr 22, May 6. May 14, May 21 

Rochesler . . ............... Mar 19. 
Apr 16. May 14 

COMPATIBILITY· PORTABILITY· CONNECTABILITY 
Ollawa (613)238-2381 Quebec (514)337-0755 0 Toronlo (416)596-7750 
ORACLE·U K (SURREY) 44·1·94B·6916 0 ORACLE· EUROPE ( AARDE . THE ETHERLANDS) 31·2159·49344 

Syracuse.... ....... . .. Mar 10 
OH Cincinnau ... .. Mar 19, Apr 22 

Cleveland ................... " .. Mar 3. 
Apr I . May 5 

Columbus .. Mar 4, Apr 2. May 6 
Daylon .......... " ... Mar lB. Apr 21 

OK Oklahoma C,ly .... Apr 1. May 29 
lUlsa .......... "" ................. Mar 24 

OR Ponland ............ Mar 24. May 1 
PA Allenlown .............. Mar 5, Apr 21 

Harrisburg ....................... May 6 
King of Prussia ................. Apr 23 
PhiladelphIa .................... Mar IB, 

Apr 9, May 1 
Pillsburgh ................ Mar 10 
1l'evose . .. ............... Mar 26 

SC ColumbIa... .. ........ " ..... Apr 1 
TN Nashville" ...................... Apr 9 
TX Amarillo .................... .. ...... Apr 1 

Auslin ........ " .................. " Apr I 
Dallas/ FI. Wonh .............. Mar 11, 

Apr 14. May 5 

Houslon ..................... Mar 12. 
Apr 9. May 1 

San Anlonio............ Apr 2 
UT Sail Lake C,ly .... Mar 24 . Apr 29 
VT Burlinglon ...................... May 6 
WA Seallle ...... Mar 3. Apr 1. May 12 
WI Madison "" .. " "".. Mar 31 

~lllwaukee .......... Mar 10, Apr 29 
WV Charleslon ............... ". Apr 15 

CANADIAN SEMINARS 
Calgary ...... .. ........... Mar 18. May 19 
Edmonlon .. . ..... .. . .... Apr 14 
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London ...... Mar 24 . Apr 2B. May 26 
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Call (800) 345-DBMS today. 
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RIGISIG ROUNDUP 

by Dave Angulo, President 
Chicago Area Data General 
Users Group 

AD U ' fir t m ting of 19 7 wa 
held on january 14 at RSB ompani (for
merly Republic rvic Bureau). I began 
th meeting by pa ing out a Ii t f th 
Area 4 D managem nt after the recent 
r tructuring (ee ADCUC minute in 
the February 1987 i u of FoCIIs). 

ext, am ndm nt to the AD UC 
con titution were intr duc d so th y can 
be voted on in the next m ting (for mor 
d tail e the executiv board r port 
below). 

I then mad e an appeal to member to in
Vt' t om of their time in the u er 
group- the only way for anyone to b ne
fit from th group i if there i a ufficient 
number of peopl contributing their 
effort. 

There arc three committ e · in need of 
help. Th participation committee need 
p opl to all up AD UC m mb r 
before a meting and r mind th m of the 
topic, time, and plac of that meeting. P 0-

pie on thi committee help prepar , 
distribute, co lle t , and tabulat 

AD U ' annua l urvey (and urvey 
ome m mber by phon ). They al 0 ex

tend p ronal invitation and information 
about ADCUC to n w pro p ctive 
memb r . Finally, they help theothercom
mittee recruit committ e memb r . 

Th program committ e also n ed 
a i tance. Thi committee et topic for 
each m ting, find a place to ho t the 
meeting , and om tim obtain 
refre hment . The program committee i 
aloin charge of the annual dinn r 
m ting. 

Th final commi tt n eding help i th 
technical committee. One function of this 
committee' memb r is to write article 
for th ADCUC new letter (which i 
publi hed in FoCII). They a l 0 find 
technical topic for a sel ct numb r of 
meeting , help in technical roundtable 
di cus ion, and pon or technical 
eminar. 

omination w r r opened, and the 
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T HEGNLY 
WAY FOR 

ANYONE TO 
BENEFIT FROM 
THE GROUP IS 
IF THERE ARE 

E OUG 
PEOPLE 

CONTRIBUTING 
THEIR 

EFFORTS 

propo ed late wa el ct d unanimou Iy. 
Th new officer are Art Lewandow ki , 
pre ident; john Eymann, vic pr ident; 
jim iegman, treasur r; and my e lf, 
ecr tary. A outgoing presid nt, I 

thanked Art , john, and jim for the x
cellent job they had don in 1986. 

The p aker for th night wa Tom 
Koulopoulo of Henco oftware. Our ho t 
for the evening, R B Companie , i a 
ho pital co t containment service firm that 
u e Henco Software's I Fa. They had 
been u inganMV/8000, but upgraded itto 
an MV/20000; they now have both 
machines running. 

An overview of INFO 
Koulopoulos began by aying that 

H nco, located out ide of Bo ton , 
Ma achu ett , ha an in tailed ba e of 
over 3,500. It cu tomer include ASA, 
Texa A&M Univer ity, A RCa, and the 
EPA (not all of th e u e DC hardware). 
I Fa run on the IBM Pc. the DCIOne, 
and the entire MV/ family. 

I Fa ha fulll FOS II upport (ISAM 

and DBAM) and can read and writ to 
the e data ba es. It can int grate I Fa file 
and y tem file ,convert files for input into 
PRESE 1; and tran fer data t the 
DCIOn and Da her/One. It an al 0 in
terface with BLAST and allow u er t go 
directly to the Ll . 

Koulopoulo aid that I Fa's trength 
lie in it ability to u e the Engli h 
language, allow programming, all w 
qu ryingvia QL, and upportdata ntry 
and retrieval. He claimed that it work b t 
by upplementing third -ge neration 
language, where it can improve func
tionality within a limited time pan and 
budget. 

Koulopoulo tated that the program
mer till ha control over 110 by creating 
a modular command et. I Fa al oha 
the ability to RELATE up to 10 files. These 
can be I Fa, I FOS, flat , or other file 
typ . RELATEing two or more file create 
a virtual fil by matching fi Id . 

To tart a pr j ct from cratch, you fir t 
d fine the data base nam . You then et 
up a data dictionary and relate it to any file 
or data ba e in any directory on any n de 
(if you have XODIA ). Once all thi i 
don , you can quickly Ii t data . 

Once you e lect ome records, you can 
re elect, add to the election, get the 
record , or get the records that weren' t 
selected. When setting up form, several 
form can be defined on a ingle page, r 
everal page can be u ed f r a ingle form . 

A form can have header, detail, and foot r 
area . 

Form can be et up to check for 
numeric/alpha formatting, ranges, and 
field lengths. If a key for a different rec rd 
i entered into a form , data from that rec
ord can be di played . For example, if an 
empl yee record i being entered and the 
department code is typed in, the depart
ment name can be displayed . 

One drawback eemed to be that u er 
mu t tate wheth r they are doing updat 
or entries into the forms before they call 
the form up. Evidently, user can' t mix 
tho e functions . One of INFO's real 
trength , however, i it intimacy with 

CEO. A user can go into CEO and I ok at 
a mail or phone mes ag without leaving 
I FO. 
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That's about how long it takes to 
load a MegaTape cartridge and start 
the backup proce . 

ow comes the crucial MegaTape 
difference: with our 630 MB capacity 
(formatted) you can back up the 
entire contents of any popular disk 
drive without changing cartridges. 
Translation: turn out the lights and 
go home. 

Every other backup y tern requires 
multiple media changes with all the 
attendant waiting around and label
ing and storage headaches. Fact i 
an independent niver ity of Califor
nia tudy found that aving in time 
and media can pay for the entire 
MegaTape system in less than a year. 

So stop wasting all those hour . 
Pick up the phone now and call 
MegaTape. 

In a few seconds you could be on 
the way to a breakthrough in solving 
your backup 
problems. 

"egaTape 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 91010-031 
(818) 357-9921 
TELEX 510 600 7131 

© 19 <> ~legaTape Corporation 
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I FO data ba e can al 0 be sent to EO 
to be merged with a CEO report. For ex
ample, if you want to give raises to some 
employee and end them letter, you e
lect the employees and send them to the 
CEO list file. You then enter CEO and 
merge the I FO Ii t file with a EO word 
proce ing file. The results are in
dividualized letters to each employee, with 
each letter telling of the raise and giving 
its amount. 

I FO can run in batch, but on ly by pro
gramming u ing the Fortran interface (you 
may wi h to do thi if you're electing from 
a data ba e with 200,000 record ). 

Prices are $1,200 for the IBM PC, $8,600 
for the MV/2000, $19,500 for the MV/7800, 
and $30,000 for th MV/20000. Koulo
poulo can be reached at Henco at 
617/890-8670. 

CADGUG executive board meeting 
The 1986 fourth-quarter executive board 

meeting wa held on january 7, 1987. jim 
Roop, a DG sale rep, talked about DC' 
upcoming effort to increa e their pre -
ence in the Chicago market. These local ef
fort come under DC's Pegasu and 
Di cover DG program . They will be 
kicked ff with a week-long event April6 
to 10 at the Marriott, Chicago. The pre 
and con ultants will be invited to attend 
on Tue day of that week. Wedne day will 
be a day for the indu try ales branch. 
Roop offered to have DG ho t the 

AD UG meting that Wedne day night 
with cocktails and appetizer. 

The executive board i trying t make ar
rangement with an out ide auditor to per
form the function of ADGUG' audit 
committee. I n other committee bu ine , 
Paul Gib on will head the participation 
committee for the next quarter. Hi term 
will expire when he give hi report at the 
next executive board meeting. 

Finally, the board unanimou Iy ap
proved ubmitting two amendment to 
our con titution to ADGU m mber 
for ratification . The fir t amendment 
would open eligibility for office to a ociate 
member. We have had two officer who 
have both held office for many year a 
a ciate member without realizing that 
thi violated the con titution. The cond 
am ndment would allow absent e 
voting-another ca e where the group had 
unwittingly violated the constitution. 

jim Siegman pre ented the trea urer' 
report. The current balance i $1,841.19, 
and the e timated clo ing balance for 1987 
is $1,155.81. This reflect a $500 10 for the 
year, a oppo ed toa projected $1,100 10 
The 19 7 budget show a projected 10 
$1,700. 
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I NFO HAS 
THE 

ABILITY 
TO RELATE 
UP TO 10 

F LES. 
THESE CAN 

BE INFO, 
INFOS, 
FLAT, 

OR 
OTHER 

FILE 
TYPE. 

The improved ituation in 1986 over 
what wa budgeted IVa due to a decrea e 
in the number of individual member hip 
(where membership benefit are more ex
pen ive than the due), and t the 
genero ity of Brian john on in not charg
ing a fee for being our peaker at the din
ner meeting. On the other hand, du 
from DG and peaker fund reimbur e
ment fr m ADGUG were not received. 

Th m mb r hip committe reported 
126 member and 41 DG employee nth 
ro ter. john Eymann, giving the report, 
aid there are 31 additional prospective 

member -the highe t uch total ever. 
Eymann aid that he would start giving 

the participation committ monthly Ii t 
of expiring and pro pective member hip . 

oting that we find many of our pro pec
tive member from meeting attendance 
ign-in heet, we decided that the pre i

dent hould remind ev ryone to ign in at 
ev ry m ting. We will al 0 a k the DG 

ale staff to get more involved in 
generating pro pective name and per
haps provide free memberships. 

Art Lewandowski reported that the only 
member of the program committee were 
Don Mungoven and Paul Gib on. With 
Lewandow ki leaving the committee to 
become an officer and Gib on spending 
more time with the participation commit
tee, members are badly needed. 

The committee has been trying to con
firm meeting at lea t two month in ad
vance 0 that meeting notice will contain 
information about the upcoming as well 
a the current meeting. Meetings in the 
planning tage include February and 
April, b th of which are being handled by 
the technical committee. 

The work on the 1987 dinner me ting 
will commence hort! y 0 that we can con
firm a location and end out notice with 
plenty of lead time. Thi lead time i 
nece sary so that follow-up by the par
ticipation committee can occur in th la t 
two to three week . 

eil Red haw was unable to attend the 
meeting, but ent 'in a report for the 
technical committee, which eem to be 
with ut member again. The participation 
committe will help look for n w 
member. 

A related earlier, the technical commit
tee i handling the February meeting. 0 

new letter article ar currently being 
plann d. The op n house idea (DB redit 
and ag) has not progres ed b yond th 
previou quarter. A EO work hop is till 
being planned for April. 

1987 CADGUG officers and committee 
chairs 

Pre ident-Art Lewandowski, RSP Com
panies; 312/420-6800 

Vice president-John Eymann, DB Credit; 
312/948-7272 

Secretary-Dave Angulo, Angulo Con
ulting; 312/342-7368 

Treasurer-Jim Siegman, McDonnell 
Dougla Automation; 312/318-0700 

Past president-Dave Angulo 

Program committee-Don Mungoven, 
QST; 312/930-9400 

Technicalcommittee- eilRedshaw, DB 
Credit; 312/948-7272 

Financial committee-Jim Siegman 

Membership committee-John Eymann 

Participation committee-Paul Gibson, 1st 
United Leasing; 312/498-0992 l1 
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The Data Analysis Tool You Won't Outgrow. 

Warehouse Inventory Report - 16JAN87 

Quant i ty Quant i ty Projected 
on liand on Order Reorder Oate 

For details, send 
us your name and 
address. Or call a 
Software Sales 
Representative today. 

The SAS System. 
It's the most 
widely installed 
tool for data 
analysis among 
VMS users* ••• 
And more. 

I f your job demands a 
powerful data analysis tool, 
the SAS® System is your 

solution. The SAS System gives 
you ready-to-use procedures 
for performing every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 
discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs grow, 
the SAS System grows with 
you. All the tools you need for 
color graphics, forecasting, 
modeling, ''what if" analysis, 
project management, optimiza
tion, and quality control are 
available in the SAS System. 
You choose the products you 

1A'1 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle 
Cary, NC 27511-8000 
(919) 467-8000 

® Fax (919) 469-3737 

The SAS System reads data 
in any structure from any kind 
of file. You can create new 
variables, modify old ones, com
bine files, detect errors, and 
accumulate totals. Once your 
analysis is complete, you can 
report your results in lists, 
tables, charts, or plots. 

need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use 
language and 
syntax in each. Plus, 
you can use the 
same software on 
your personal 
computer. 

• Computer Intelligence, January 1986. 

The SAS System runs on these minicomputers: Digital Equipment 
Corp. VAX " 8""" and 11/7xx .eries under VMS!" and MicroVAX II'" 
under MicroVMS" . Prime Computer. Inc. Primo 50 series under 
PRIMOS·; and Data General Corp. ECLIPSE- MV series under 
AOSNS. The SAS System also runs on IBM 370 130 xx/43xx and 
compatible machines under OS, eMS. DOSNSE. SSX. and ICCF; 
IBM XT1370 and AT1370 under VM/PC; and IBM PC XT and 
PC AT under PC DOS. ot all products are available for all 
operating systems. 

SAS is tho registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc .. Cary. NC, 
USA. Copyright 0 1986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in tho USA. 
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CAN-AM takes flight 
by Carolyn Kelly 
Focus Staff 

O rganizers in Buffalo, ew York, are 
ending out approximately 200 invitation 

to Data Generalu er in the outhern On
tario, we t rn ew York, and we tern 
Penn ylvania area for th fir t meeting of 
the anadian-American regi nal intere t 
group. At the time thi magazine i going 
to pre , the dinner and meeting are 
cheduled for March 3 at the Hilton in 

Buffalo. 
The fir t order of bu in will b to elect 

officer , e tabli h committee , and meet 
people. Sp aker have not been cheduled 
as yet. Scot Love, a systems and pro
gramming managerin Buffalo's planning 
division, and John Gogniat, a DG sales 
representative in the Amherst area, have 
been the key planners "down to beef or 
chicken," Love said. 

Along with the invitation , pro pective 
memb r were sent a que tionnaire con
cerning when, where, how often, etc., 
u er are int re ted in conv ning. Becau e 

SCOT LOVEAHD 
JOHN GOGHIAT 

HAVE BEEN 
THE KEY PLANNERS 

"DOWN TO 
BEEF OR CHICKEN" 

the RIG cover uch a larg area, Love 
hop that th que tionnair will allow 
tho e who cannot make it to th meeting 
to participate. To in ur ucce for thi 
new group, Lo e wrote to every RI and 

I in the country and a ked for ugge -
tion on how to tart up and maintain a 
ucc ful intere t group. 
Once the RIG get underway, Love 

want to activate an QL S I ,but right 
now he ne d a Ii t of Q L u er . He ha 
about 30 name and n d more to get a 
eri u grou p goi ng. 
Anyone inter ted in eith r th A-

AM RIG or the QL IG hould contact 
cot Love, ity Hall , Room 42 , divi ion 

of planning, Buffalo, Y 1-t202; 
7161 55-5061. 

• 
Members of another new RIG,the 01-

orado Data General U er Group 
( 0 UG) met for the th ird time January 
8 at the office of the DG technical sy tern 
divi ion. The group voted on item ap
proved in advanced by the executive 
board, including $20 yearly due (no pro
rating or refunding). omination for 
officer were pre ented. U r con enting 
to take p ition ar ancy Walter, pr i
dent; Terry Spencer, vice pre ident; 

huck Siefke, ecretary; Don Davi , 
trea urer; and Bruce arey, AD UG 
repr ntative. 

Ted tuber talked about data com
municati n and gave a su rvey of product 
available in that market . Later, the group 
brok up into different work hop that in
clud d data communications, exploring 
DG' op rating y t m, data ba e manage
ment y tern, performance, and macro . 

Me ting ar cheduled for the econd 
Thur dayofeveryoth rm nthexceptJuly. 
The fourth meeting will b held March 12 
at the DG Technical ervice enter. The 
topic for th even ing will b " omparing 
and aluating DB 1 ." 11 

,/ ;:;r / 
Professiona1rTraining Solutions 

;/ foi CEO® Users!/ /' 

/' 
.,,/ 

",. 

If you design, implement, support or integrate CEO systems, technical training 
from Data General can help you improve the effectiveness of your system. 

CEO Toolkit for Application Integration 
SM519 

/ By integrating CEO with in your applications, 
/ you can create a more user-friendly, 

/ 

productive environment! This seminar 
shows programmers how to integrate 
applications software with CEO, enabling 

/ CEO users to access the applications 
/" without leaving the CEO environment. 

BONUS! Participants in th is seminar will 
/' receive a mag tape of source code for 

routines that allow COBOL programs to 

/ 

interface with the CEO Toolkit. 

Washington D.C. March 5 - 6 
Boston May 21 - 22 

/ 

New York July 23 - 24 
Los Angeles August 24 - 25 

10..---__ ______ 

0/ 4. Data General 
/' a Generation ahead . 
../' CEO is a U.S. registered trademark of Data General Corporation. 

Advanced. CEO System Support 
SM518 

Learn how to provide better support for your 
CEO users! This three-day seminar will teach 
you to create fixes and workarounds for 
common problems caused by system 
crashes and hardware failures, improve 
CEO system performance, and plan for 
future system expansion. 

Los Angeles April 13 - 15 
Boston May 18 - 20 // 
Chicago June 15 - 17 ",.-
New York July 20 - 22 / 
Atlanta August 24 - 26 

"':-----~ 

Call 617-366-2900 to enroll. Y ,/ 
Class size is limited - call today! ./ / 

/ A" [ed~\l / 
Circle 12 on reader service card 
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DG REIGNS 
DG helps automate 
municipal governments 

by Carolyn Kelly 
Focus Staff 

L.e word "red tap " u ed to b ynony
mou with government work, but today 
mag tapes and di k drives would be a bet
ter synonym. As local governments switch 
from manual to automated operations, 
Data General computer are being plugged 
into city hall aero the country and are 
meeting the general approval of u er . Al
though employees complain of some soft
ware problems, the computers are 
managing the reams of paperwork that 
government regulations require, plus 
offering orne service never befor 
possible. 

When AI Devitt, data processing direc
tor in Sarpy County, ebraska, cut the rib
bon on the new MY/20000 running 
AOSIVS, he also cut down on waiting line 
to pay for motor vehicle regi tration . 
Processing that u ed to take the old over
worked Cl350 up to 10 minute now takes 
approximately 3 minutes to run. 

In the Sarpy County treasurer's office, 
the computer prints the registration, and 

Focus 

compute the taxe and plate fee for ve
hicle . Then it hunt the tax monie to the 
proper government division to receive 
fund . All this u ed to be done manually, 
which left a lot of room for error in calcu
lations, according to Kathleen Ingram, 
county trea urer. Th improvem nt have 
eliminated a bulky file cabinet y tern. "I 
would pr bably have to have at lea t eight 
more people if we were going manual," In
gram aid. 

The recent installation of the MY/20000 
demon trates the wide pread applications 
available to municipal governments. The 
machine, which has 80 terminals on-line 
and 8 MB of memory, services the tax as-
e or, the trea urer' office, the court y -

tem, and the heriff' department . Specific 
applications u ed countywide include: 
county attorney information; motor vehi
cle titles, tax assessment, and registration; 
county budget; claims and warrants; dis
trict court ca e management; child upport 

Radio dispatchers in 
Richmond, Virginia, operate 
from a new communications 

center using all new D470 
color CRTs 

coli ction; and a criminal ju tice informa
tion y tern . 

With 38 year of IBM experience behind 
him, Devitt recommended the DG up
grade to the county when he moved to the 
town of Papillion in Sarpy County more 
than a year ago. "Th deci ion ha turn d 
out to be a very valid one. I th ink the tran -
ition (wa smooth)-and I've been 

through many of the e before. We jumped 
over about three generations of com
puter ," he aid. He project that the 
county will be u ing the MV/20000 for at 
lea t five year before any more major 
hardware upgrade . 

It took Devitt and th eight men of the 
DP staff approximately five months to 
write all the programs for the conversion. 
It took another 90 days, from June to Sep
tember 1986, "from the time the MY was 
in tailed until the 350 left the building," 
Ovitt aid. 

The sheriff's department is u ing more 
new applications than any other depart-

11 
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ment, and is awaiting more enhancements 
to be completed by January 1988. "They 
used to hand-type dozen of reports, for 
in tance, just to book a person in jail. Now 
they don't handle any paper," said Chuck 
Paige, assistant director in data processing. 

The sy tem now includes a master name 
index that lists any name put into the com
puter for any reason, whether as a victim, 
a witnes , a passenger, or a person who 
reports a crime. An arrest records system 
compiles all information regarding an ar
rest, including both a suspect's physical 
description and information taken by an 
officer at the time of the arrest incident. 
The booking/jail management y tem han
dle information acquired once a person 
is in custody- even a suspect's one phone 
call. 

According to Captain Jim Sanderson, 
the ystem should soon include a master 
incident file and a civil process system. By 
January 1988, a 911-enhanced emergency 
y tem will be in effect. As a headline in the 

Omaha World-Herald( ovember21,1986) 
read, "Computerwill ave soles on Sarpy's 
deputie ' shoe ." 

o far, the 20000 handle it workload 
well. The only hardware problems in ix 
month were one bad board, two micro
code changes, and fewer than 10 failures. 
"Overall ," Devitt aid, " the machine 
burned in very well. From a hardware 
tandpoint, it burned in exceptionally 

well." 

Farther south, in Carrollton, Texa , just 
out ide of Dallas, another upgrade in city 
government office didn't go a moothly. 

ince witching four year ago to an 
MY/8000 from an MY/4000, employee 
training ha occurred gradually. The bulk 
of CEO training ha taken place in the last 

ix week . 
The city now operate with about 70 
EO u er on 40 terminal . It u e two 354 

MB drive , a 602 MB drive, and 10 MB of 
memory with another 2 MB on order. "We 
are loading the memory as far as it will go," 
aid Randy Keltner, DP manager. 
The MY/8000 handle nearly all of the 

ci ty' admini trative operation, including 
financial accounting, purcha ing 
proce e, payroll, per onne!, utility bill
ing, tax billing, and accounts payable. 
However, unlike Sarpy County, the 
heriff' department doe not run off of the 
am y tem. According to Keltner, "In 

Texa , it get real ticky to put a police 
department on a city administrative sys
tem .... For ecurity rea on , the DP per-
on in charge of the y tem has to report 

t the police chief. I don't want to be called 
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'Sarge:" 
Keltner likes DC products. He became 

familiar with them at hi la t job in Green
ville, Texas, about 50 miles north of Car
rollton, when the city switched from 
Honeywell to Data General. Then Dun
canville, 20 miles south of Carrollton, al 0 

purchased Data General product . 
Although the MY upgrade has im

proved the city's overall efficiency, initial 
training on CEO, word processing, Deci-

sion Base, and Present was ineffective. 
"They had 15 people in a room with four 
terminal . That obviou Iy doe n't work," 
said Keltner. "There was a lot of frustra
tion from the users' side, having the equip
ment around and nobody knowing how 
to use it." 

Since the beginning of November 1986, 
30 people have been trained for office au
tomation. In early December 1986, Keltner 
sent the CEO office manager to DC's train-

We're in the market for MVequipment. 
W hen you're buying or selling 
Data General MV systems, or any 
other DG computers, you have to 
talk to Hanson to be sure you're 
getting the best deal. As the only 
full-line, full- ervice DG econd 
ource in the country, there's a good 

chance we have just what you're 
looking for. 
That include the price. 

If you're buying, we almo t alway 
have a cache of MV y tem in stock. 
All type . All peripherals. And all 
compatibles - controllers, printers 
and di k from uch price 

leader as CDC, Spectralogic, C.Itoh, 
NEC, Fujit u, Perfect, MICOM, 
FACIT, Dataproducts and Kennedy. 

If you're elling, we're very gen rou . 
The demand for Data General 
equipment ha never been 
greater and we have to pay top 
dollar to keep our 
inventory up. 
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ing center in Bost n in order to teach the 
re t f the taff. 

Once everybody get trained, Keltner 
anticipates b tterc ordinati n of activities. 
For n w, ome u CEO while other till 
do thing manually. Right now, he'd be 
happy if everyb dy ju t learned to u e the 
conference room cheduler. "When ome 

It create a problem," he aid. 

About 270 miles away from the suburbs 
of Dalla , 30,000 re ident of La Porte, 
Texa , are being erviced by 35 u er on a 
four-year-old MV/8000. The machine is 
used for city taxes, financial accounting, 
billing utilities, the court system, person
nel, purchasing, and CEO. The police 
department is on-line 24 hours a day. 

AIOwen , ystem analyst, ha no com-

And any other kind of DG gear. 
There are many other reason for 
talking to u . Like Han on mainte
nance rvice at a fraction of DC 
price . Depot r pair with immediate 
replacement f defective part Equip
m nt training program . And 
cu tom oftwar. 

~~ 
::::? 

Data General's Only 
Single-Source Second Source. 

Call or write Hanson Data Systems, 
60 Brigham St. , Marlb ro, MA 01752 , 
(617) 481-3901. Outside Ma 
(800) 225-9215 . 

.-"""~~:=-O--==:-""iI_ 

DATA SYSTEMS INC 

Circle 24 on reader ervice card 

plaints in the year ince he began work
ing at thi position with the city, except for 
slow response time at peak hour . The city 
purchased their software from HMS, a 
vendor that specializes in municipal pack
age and train the employee . They al 0 

have a maintenance contract with Data 
General. 

"When I've got mo t of my u ers on, the 
computer slows down and sometime 
there' a 10- to 15-minute wait," he said . 

Owen worked with Data General com
puter for 10 year while working for 11 x
aco; overall, he still finds it "reliable, 
durable equipment." 

On the East Coast, Durham County, 
orth ar lina, u e three different DG 

computer - an MV/4000, MV/8000, and 
MV/I0000 running AOSIVS. Programs 
were written in-house in COBOL. About 
250 of the 900 county employees are on
line. Of those, the ocial services depart
ment ha the largest hare of u er -
approximately 100. 

The computer are u ed for mo t of the 
county's department (with a few excep
tions, such as animal control), including 
mental health; public health ; personnel; 
the heriff' department; tax, billing, and 
collecting; and finance. Likely areas for ex
pansion would be general ledger account
ing, purchase orders, cou nty payroll, and 
more finance uses. Although some em
ployees were sent to DG schools, most of 
the training took very little time. 

Paul Warren, finance director for four 
year , wa not around in 1980 when the 
DG system was introduced, replacing a 
manual administration aided only by leas
ing computer time. 

"The biggest problem we had was prob
ably when the county first went into the 
computer busines . The com puter facility 
was not properly set up. As a result , that 
created a lot of hardware problems," he 
said . 

An MV/BOOO II in Fort Walton Beach, 
Florida, has been keeping the city running 
effiCiently for the past two years. Pur
cha ed from HMS as a turnkey system, the 
800011 runs the city's payroll, personnel, 
utility billing, CEO, and occupational 
licen ing. The police department operate 
out of one of three remote sites. 

DP Coordinator Donna Gleason is 
happy with the system's job performance. 
For example, licensing previously took 
several hours by hand . "Now we do it in 
batch jobs about two time a week;' he 
aid . 
The city is considering upgrades in the 

public works area, which would include 
vehicle maintenance and work orders. In 

13 
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the meantime, workload uch a account
ing and in urance ar cr atively bing put 
into CEO pread heet , according to 
Glea on . 

Some bigger cities are using DG for 
more specialized, ingle-department ap
plications. Buffalo, ew York, for example, 
run two MV/4000 D and an MV/4000 
in their comm unity development depart
ment. The DG equipment replaced 
Honeywell level six and level eight equip
ment . They have had the DCs for about 1112 
year and the 4000 for over two year . 

One specific u e of the machine that will 
be ready for implementation sometime in 
1987 is the Geographic Information Sy -
tern (GIS), an operation that falls under the 
planning and analy is section of the of the 
city' planning divi ion . The GIS take a 
data base and a mapping component and 
combines the two to formulate geographi
cal statistic . It may differentiate an area 
by variable such as taxes, crime rates, fire 
occurrences, and more. 

The computer will g nerate data that can 
be accessed two way, according to Scot 
Love, ystem and programming manager. 
"You can look at a map on the computer 
and find your hou e, and the computer 
will give you pecific information, or you 
can give the computer your address to find 
that information," he said. 

There are approximately 130 users in the 
departments of community development, 
revitalization, and inspection. There are 30 
u er in the planning division , which is in 
the community development department . 
Thi division communicates with city hall 
about pertinent information such a crime, 
fire, and preservation statistics in certain 
locations. They can give land information 

14 

uch a the length of an area. The divi ion 
al 0 an wer r qu t from out ide th ci ty 
government, for example, college tudent 
or developers. 

"The GI act a an information center 
... We don't do account payable," Love 
aid. 
Current software includes Fortran, 

COBOL, and BASIC. The department i 
also purchasing the 4GL PowerHou e. 
They u e CEO heavi ly. "We exploded with 
the OA; we really raced . ow we need to 
meet our goals for the data base," he aid. 
When that is accomplished, Love hopes 
to distribute information instead of wait
ing for que tions to come into the office. 
It appear computer could make that hap
pen oon. 

When querying an SQL table on a trial 
run of the 4GL PowerHouse, Love saw 
some promising results. "I saw a demo
created application that took 2112 minutes 
t do a job that would have taken an ex
perienced guy four weeks. It stunned me. 
Of course, we used all our defaults. The 
screen wasn't pretty," Love said. 

Although all of the management tools 
and most of the data ba e is ready, the 
planning and analysi section is now 
working with Data General on the creation 
of a model to put their data in a workable 
structure. 

In another large city, DG plays a more 
basic role. Without Data General, Chicago 
city employees wouldn't get paid as effi
ciently. For the past year, Chicago has used 
an MY/8oo0 for payroll . The city upgrad
ed from a Nixdorf. 

They made the switch to the MV/ eries 
when the city's main data center witched 
to Data General. Other city departments 

In Sarpy County, Nebraska, 
Sergeant Fred Rosemann 
and Deputy Sue Moenssen 
review arrest and booking 
records 

u ing MV/8000s include inspectional erv
ice and human service . The department 
of health is in the pr ce of acquiring one. 

Joe herone, principle operation re
arch analy t, recall orne initial prob

lem with the in tallati n when nly 2 MB 
out of 4 MB were being utilized . 'The thing 
almo t ground to a halt. We complained 
a lot to the software upport. We were 
making a lot of noi e. We had the hardware 
p ople here almo t every oth r day ... 
But now itchugs along ju t fine," he aid. 

Payroll acts as a front end operating out 
of the building next door to city hall. It also 
use the com puterfor billing purpose for 
item uch a building in pection and 
landing fee at O'Hare Airport. Minor ap
plication include data inquiry, general 
ledger, and mo t CEO applications. 

Minor enhancement po ibilitie are a 
354 disk, 3 MB, a letter-quality printer, and 
a laser printer. 

An application for federal housing in 
Phoenix, Arizona, gets a per on's name on 
a waiting Ii t by way of a DG MV/4000. The 
city's urban development and housing 
department upgraded in February 1984 
from an S/120. They bought the DG hard
war when they purcha ed oftware 
through an OEM . 

Th Y tern k ep track of tenant file 
and tenant application for hou ing uch 
as conventional, elderly, or section eight 
hou ing. About 90 percent of the proces -
ing is for low-income housing. The com
puter also maintains landlord record for 
the landlord payment y tern, g n rates 

Programmer Paul Bonvissuto works at 
!tis DC termillal ill Buffalo'S plml/lillgdivisioll 
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leed more disk pace? Choose 
our Argu. - mulating MAX-30 Disk 
Subs)' 'tem, ~ ith on-line capacities 
rangingfrom -10MB to 2.9GB. 

eed faster re 'Pon e time? Choo 
our -15MB \A.X-20 Di k ubsy tem 
\ ith its 18 ms average access time. 

For faster back-up, choo e Zetaco' 
21 P-20 Tape ub~1' tem, wi th a . peed 
of 200 ip -. I physical spa e a prob
lem? Our ZIP-IO artridg Tape 
Subsy tem r quire only 10.5 vertical 
inches of rack space. And, if you're 
upgrading ),our ova via the MY / 

800, you 'll find that Zetaco's BM -
compatible 'ub ')'-tems provide the 
mo -t cost-effective solutions. 

ow that DG ha eliminated it 
Minimum Equipm nt onfiguration, 
you can choose, right from the start, 
exactly the peripheral you need to 
meet your unique on-lin ma s 
lorag requir ments. 

Zetaco ha taken the b t disk 
and tape drive offered today and 
combined th m with our fully emu
lating controller to bring you the 
wid t vari ty of high performance 
periph ral y t available in the 
DG world. Formatt d drive , con
figured controller , interconnect 
cabling, dia nostic tape, and user 
manual - complete ubs)' tem from 

ZET4~ 
The Link To Tomorrow 

Circle 53 on reader ervice ca rd 

Zetaco, the leading uppli r of DG
compatible controller for over 
a decade. 

Th re' no longer any ne d to 
, ettie' for a torage device that i n't 
as fa t or a big or a economical a 
you want. Be choosey. hoo Zetaco. 

all or write today for the full 
story on Zetaco' high performance 
'ub tem : 6850 hady Oak Road, 
Eden Prairie, M 553 , .. . 
(612) 9'1 1-9480 orteiex 2909 S. 
In Europe: 9 High treet, Tring, 
Hertford hir HP23 5AH, England, 
(-1-1)4 282- 011 ortelex 851-
82 55 . Zetaco is a ubsidiary of 
the arlisle orporation. 



Focus ON: MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT ___________ _ 

check to ub idize payment to landlords, 
and runs maintenance work order and in
ventory. The department also record ten
ant accounts receivable and tenant billing 
for the project that the city own and 
operat 

' 'I'd say the bulk of the machine is an 
accounting system. The rest of it is mainly 
a data records management type of system 
for both our tenants and our landlords," 
said Rob Kogen, MIS coordinator. 

Ther are 41 terminal for the 300 peo
ple in the department, and five remote 
site . "The re t of them are su pplemented 
by P becau e the MV/4000 just can't han
dle it. The y tem we'r running is at a very 
high overhead ... VS BASIC i a non-DC 
product imilar to BASI , but it wa 
de igned b fore the MVI y tem . It func
tion a b th a language and a teleproces-
or, and that cau e the high overhead. 

The TP define and controls the terminal . 
We're running the sy tem on AOSIVS, but 
e erythingi the onofV Ba ic:' he aid. 

Ov rail, Kogen is plea ed with th y
tem . "Everything i really menu-driven . 
You're not tied in, like IBM screen-bound 
types of systems .... The system has a lot 

A bank holdup would 
appear 

on the screen in red, 
while a disabled 

motorist, considered a 
non-emergency, 
would appear in 

light blue 

of flexibility," he aid. He al 0 like the 
macro , which hi u 'er have found ea y 
to de ign and u e. 

He expect expansion of the y tem for 
work orders and inventory. AI 0, they 
should be getting into a general ledger and 
accounting yst 01 for the d partment t 
monitor expen e and revenu s and track 
and record property in pections. 

Right now, the department i looking for 
funding for an upgrade that has already 
been approved by management . "Origi
nally, it was to be an MV/lOOOO, but ince 
the 15 is a bett r deal, both financially and 
performance-wi e, it will 010 t likely go t 
a 15," Kogen said. 

AC/DC Ink 

~"IIIIII!I~~I1!!!"'!!""""'!!!!P!!~_. Jet Printer 

In Richmond, Virginia, when em
ployees who operate the 911 emergency 
'y tem e r d, they don't get mad, they 
get to work . The new c lor-coded system 
run by an S/280 using RDOS recommend 
what police unit to di patch in the vicin
ity and prioritizes the calls according to 
color. For example, a bank holdup would 
appear on the creen in red, whi le a di a
bled motori t, con idered a non
emergency, would appear in light blue. 

'The graphics are really nice. The creen 
looks really pretty," said Bill Hobgood, the 
enior programmer who wrote the pro

gra m . "Thi y tem ha cut a coupl of 
minute offof in-hou e time. It would take 
about three minute to write that informa
tion down . ow it take about 30 second 
to a minute," Hobgood aid. That extra 
time could ave a life, he aid. 

There ar 67 u er total on-line during 
the four hift in a 24-hour period. About 
15 people are usually on at one time. Of 
tho e, about six answer 911 call . 

The ci ty i planning to upgrade next year 
to an MV/ eries computer that wi ll inter
face with a mobile digital terminal (from 
another company). Thi could link police 
officers to the system from their car. b. 

Lease Through 

MEDBAR 
COMPLETE 

PORTABLE OFFICE 

From $160 to $235 per month 

Free cigarette lighter 
attachment with computer. 

MEDBAR ENTERPRISES, INC. 
71 -0851 Avenue. Woodside, N.Y., 11377 

• Tel: 718-335-0404 • Fax: 718-426-3014 • ITT: Telex 421706 

Circle 34 on reader service card 
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Minicomputer specialists since 1973 
Data General and Compatible Equipment 

DATA GENERAL CPUs Will Configure Memory 

MV 10000 System, 2MB ............. CAll 
MV 8000·11 , 4MB, BBU, Cab .......... $39,950 
MV 4000, 2MB System . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,500 
ECl C150, 512KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,395 
ECl S280, 1MB, FPU, BMC .......... 19,500 
ECl S140, 1MB, 16 slot .......... . ... 6,400 
ECl S130, 256KB, FIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,650 
ECl S120, 16 slot, 512KB . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,300 
ECl S20, 128KB, 8 slot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,395 
NOVA 4X, 256KB, 16 slot ............ 2,495 
NOVA 3, 64KB ....... . ............. 695 
Desktop Systems ... . .... . ....... . . CAll 

DATA GENERAL & COMPATIBLE MEMORY 

DG MV Universal Memory, 8MB ...... $13,500 
DG MV Universal Memory, 2MB ...... 3,950 
DG 8708 MV8000 2MB .............. 2,900 
DG 8687 S-140 256KB ERCC ......... 950 
Mostek S140 256KB ................ 595 
DG 8656 ECl 256KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595 
DG 8387 NOVA 4 256KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650 
DG 8343 NOVA 3 32KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
DG 8736-RT Desktop 512KB . . ....... 695 

DISKS for DG 

6045 10M B SIS ............ .. .... .. . $ 895 
6061 192M B SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,850 
6160 73MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,995 
6222 microNova 15MB disk w/1 .5MB 

Floppy .......... . .............. . 
CDC 9762 80MB Drive .............. . 
CDC 9771 825MB Drive ............. . 
CDC 9775 600MB Drive ..... . ....... . 
Fujitsu 2312 84MB Drive . . .......... . 
Fujitsu 2284 169MB Drive ........ . .. . 
DG SMD Kismet Interface 

for 6160/6161 . .................. . 
DG 6060/6061 ControlierlAdaptor Set . 
SPEC 20 Disk/Tape Interface ........ . 
ZETACO 295 Disk Controller . . ...... . 

995 
950 

10,000 
2,500 
1,500 
1,895 

1,050 
500 
900 
750 

TAPE DRIVES for DG 

6021 800BPI Tape SIS .......... From $ 800 
6026800/1600 BPI Tape SIS . . . . . . . . . . 3,995 
6125 1600 BPI Streaming Tape SIS . . . . 1,950 
CIPHER M891 Cache Tape Drive . . . . .. 2,750 
CIPHER F880 Tape Drive ........ . ... 1,750 
CIPHER 910 Tape Drive (800/1600 BPI) . 1,750 
CIPHER 920 Tape Drive . ............. 2,400 
Kennedy 9300 PE/NRZI , 125 ips .. .... 1,995 

PRINTERS/CRTs for DG 

Dataproducts B900 900lPM Printer ... $ 4,500 
Dataproducts B1000, 

1000lPM Band Printer ......... . . . 7,250 
Dataproducts 2290, 

900 lPM Drum Printer ........... . 
DG 4215 600lPM Drum Printer . ..... . 
DG 4434 Multifunction Slave Printer .. 
DG 6193 TP2 Printer, RO ............ . 
DG 6194 TP2 Printer w/Keyboard ..... . 
Okidata Sl 160, 160lPM ............ . 
Printronix P300 ................... . 
Trilog T100 300lPM Printer .......... . 
DG 6108 D200 CRT ................ . 
DG 6134 0450 CRT w/Keyboard ...... . 
DG 6166 0410 CRT w/Keyboard ...... . 
DG 6167 D460 CRT w/Keyboard ...... . 
DG 6169 D211 CRT w/Keyboard .. . ... . 
Perfect P210 CRT (Emul. D2101D211) New 
Perfect P411 CRT (Emul. D410/D411) New 

DG MISCELLAN EOUS 

DG 5 slot chassis .................. $ 
DG 16 slot chassis ...... . ........ . . 
DG 16 slot chassis FCC compliant ... . 
DG Cabinets .................. From 
DG 4241 UlM·5 ........... . .. . .... . 
DG 4254 DCU 200 ................. . 
DG 4255 AlM ·8 ................... . 
DG 4257 AlM·16 w/Cable Set ..... . .. . 
DG 4340 AMI-8 w/Cable Set ... . ..... . 
DG 4342 ATI ·16 w/Cable Set ... . ..... . 
ZETACO 400 (8 Lines of UlM5 

Emulation) ..................... . 

2,950 
995 
395 
950 

1,295 
500 

2,200 
1,500 

295 
650 
795 

1,095 
595 
625 
745 

350 
1,200 
2,500 

250 
250 
795 
395 
950 

1,095 
1,950 

400 

If you don't see it, call for it! 
Depot repairs • DG terminals • Disks • Boards 

(408) 733-4400 
• all equipment subject to prior sale • 

Circle 36 on reader ervice card 



Focus ON: PROMISING TKHNOLOGIES ____ .. ~_ 

The systems division 
tries to take a proven 
concept-and 
execute it 
magnificently 
by Greg Farman 
Focus Staff 

The followillg interoiewwas conducted with 
0011 Lwine, a senior technical consultant in 
Data General 's system deve/opmen t division. 
Working closely with Vice Presiden t Tom West, 
it 's 0011 's job to keep tabs on promising tech-
1I010gies alld to help formulate DG 's response 
to them. 

Q. When IBM introduced its reduced 
in truction set computer (RISC), many of 
us thought about the old ova. What are 
the advantage of a reduced in truction 
et? Are they significant enough to cause 

developers to rethink the instructions u ed 
by DG products? 
A. ThecurrentcropofRISCcomputers is 
quite ucce fu\, and it' successful for 
pretty much the same reasons the ova 
was. What Ed de Castro did with theorigi
nal ova was to implement asetofinstruc
tion that was extremely well-matched to 
the current technology. The trouble with 
that approach is that it's hard to keep it 
compatible a the technology changes over 
time. If we were starting from scratch on 
the MV / series, it would be more RISC-like, 
but we have a commitment to keep our 
new products compatible so customers can 
continue to run their software. If you con
centrate only on the technological aspects, 
you run the ri k of developing products 
that are a technical success, but a commer
cial failure. 

Q. That's an interesting distinction. Can 
you give me an example of a product that 
ucceeded in a technical en e, but was a 

commercial failure? 

18 

A. IBM's System 38 is an example. It 
looked like it would be the basis for a whole 
lineofnewcomputers, and Isuppo ethat 
there were quite a few of them actually 
installed just by virtue of the size of IBM. 
But it was a dead end. 

Q. DG obviously wants to avoid that. 
How is the research and development 
effort at Data General organized, and what 
kinds of projects get top priority? For 
instance, how interested is Data General 
in long-range research into exotic re earch 
such as photon computers? 
A. We are comfortable handling R&D 
projects that might take from take 18 
months to three years to complete. I guess 
you could say we're careful about the kinds 
of risks we take. We ' re willing to take 
enormous risks on a specific technology
for instance, we were willing to bet the 
farm that Motorola would be able to 
produce the gate arrays we wanted for the 
MV /20000 before we even saw a prototype. 
But we avoid doing pioneering research, 
because it's so difficult to pick a winning 
technology five or six years before it 
becomes practical. Instead, we emphasize 
good engineering and manufacturing-we 
take a proven concept and execute it mag
nificently. 

Q. When somebody describes a com
puter system as "state of the art, " I'm 
never sure what they mean. What do you 
think are the principle requirements to 
qualify a minicomputer as " state of the art" 
today? 
A. "State of the art" is mainly a market
ing and public relations term used to 
describe your own products . It could mean 
anything. If somebody used it when they 
were talking about something based on 
core memory, I might get a little u pi
cious, though .... 

In general, if people are talking about a 
state of the art minicomputer, they proba
bly mean that it u es contemporary com
ponents (such as gate arrays and 256 KB or 
1 MB memory chips) and has a small 
number of crmponents and boards. That 

would give it agood ratio of MIPS per cubic 
foot. 

Q. While you're defining things, I run 
into a lotofterms in product literature that 
I don't understand. Things like VLSI, gate 
array, ECL/TTL, FAST, AS, highly pipe
lined architecture, and so on. Is it possible 
to explain any of these in a few words? 
A. VLSI stands for very large scale 
integration, and it's another overused 
term. Basically, it means "chip ." It was 
used to distinguish the relatively simple 
chips that had only a few transistors from 
those that had a lot, but now we're deal
ing with chips that have hundreds of thou
sands of transistors . The next level of 
integration will beat the wafer scale, where 
you'll basically have everything for an 
entire CPU on a single wafer. Trilogy tried 
to accomplish that, but wasn't able to. 
Everybody expected them to run into 
manufacturing difficulties, but the hardest 
problem they ran into was with timing: 
they weren't able to keep all the parts 
working together properly. 

Gate array is a very interesting tech
nology. It's a kind of chip that lets you 
arrange how it works so it will suit your 
own needs. You might think of it as a cir
cuit board filled with sockets into which 
you can plug a limited number of com
ponents and then wire the connections 
between them. Since it's a volume pro
d uct, you get a good price on it, bu t you ca n 
modify it to your own specifications . 

ECL/TTL, FAST, and AS just refer to 
different kind of electrical switches used 
in the transistors. More meaningful terms 
would be "bipolar," which means the 
transistorcarries a current, and "CMOS," 
which doesn't actually carry the current, 
but just controls it. Bipolar is attractive 
when you need very high speed, but 
CMOS is better when you're looking for 
lower power consumption and heat, and 
greater density. 

Pipelined architecture takes advantage 
of the fact that each instruction the com
puter executes takes several steps. It has 
to read the instruction, get the data, do 
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I Data General MV/4000, MV/1 0000 and S-280 Users, 

Performance 
Problems? 

At last, an add-on memory alternative that can boost 
performance without boosting your budget. 

Adding memory may be the 
olution to your performance 

problems. 

It' a faeL B) impl} ad ling m mol') 
to OUI' prescnt Data en ral , t m, 
) ou can: 

• immcdiatcl. jll(Tea c re pOll time 

• I"lIl1 exi ting application fa ter 

• en (. Illore u I' without degrading 
pedormane 

• add n \\ application , 

And memor expan ion i {'ompletcl, 
painle ' h olut I no modification to 
e 'i tillg oCt\\ arc i required, 

At last , a real alternative. 

Datal'am offcr a unique alt rnati\e 
to l\ / WOO,MVlIOOOOand -280 
liseI' .. '\ ith Datal'am' 10\\ {' t, 
IIIaillt('nane(' fr add-on memOI'Y, 
)Oll call pre ('n(' )Olll' pre nt , tem 
im tm nt and get the hoo tin O\el'all 
pedonnanec }OU demand, 

COST OF OWNERSHIP 

Data General ........ 

C 
o 
S 
T 

~ 

I 

2 

D taram 

3 4 

YEARS 

",(lIt>: BaSt'd (III currcnt Data G"lIcralli,t pri('c 
fur u<i(I·()f) IUt'IlWr) and maintf'uall('('. 

5 

Save at least 40% 
Datal'am und r tand OUI' bud'" t 
con l/-aillt , W of'c I' at lea t a 400/£ 
a\ in .... over th co t of add-on melllOl'Y 

fl'om Data en I'al. nd inc 110 

maintenance i .. equil'ed, YOl/r overall 
cost of owner, hip call be redu ed by 
a much a 60%! 

Lifetime Warrallty 
We b Ii e that a manllfa tlll' " 
warrant · i an iJl(lication of th ,'rliability 
of it produ t ,That \ h) \\e offer a 
Lifetime Warranty on ollr DG 

OJllI atible add-on 

IllCmOl' 
our Data G neral er icc 

contract in an, \\a), 

1I1' m mOl') i d ign d and 
manufactlll'ed to I'('quire ab olutcly 
no maint nanc, hould) ou or your 
Data General en icc repre entati e 
d termin that a Datar'am mcmol'Y 
board i not opcratin .... properly, ju t 
!Ti\e u a call , and \ e'll exprc hip a 
" placement to you, , ,fr ,In fa't, 
we' ll ven pay fOl' the co t of 
that ervice caU, 

Illstallatioll 
n- ite in taUation i a\ ailable , 

thOlflYh man) 1I I' take ad\ antage of 
th additional a\ ing b, doing the 
imple in tallation direetl" Eithel' 

\\a}, OUI' memol'} fllil upporl aU 
Data eneral} t III diagllo ti , 

Dataram-
a total commitment to memory. 

Dataram q>oration wa foundl'd 
ovel' 20 cal' ago and oon cmcrged a, 
a major pr \ ider of mcmOI') t I{'ading 
minicomput I' manufactlll'ers, Datat'am 
wa onc of th eadie t independent 
uppli r of m mol' , to Data ,cn('I'al 

and ha built a I' putation fOl' qualit) 
that endlll'e ' With 0\('1' 50,000 high 
I ..corman ,10\\ ('0 tmemol') ) st m 
d livered woddwide , and a long tenll 
eommitmentto Data G nel'alu el' , 
Dataram i uniquel) qualified to 
ad II' oUl'm mOl' , requil'cmenl , 

Here's an opportunity to 
give us a try. 

You can take lip to 30 day to 
aluate our memo I' I'unning Olll' 

mo 1 demanding appueation , I I' not 
complet I ati fied , retum it to ufoI' 
an imm diate, full refund, 

all u to<la all-800-822-0071 
and prove to our, e1f that Dataram' 
a I<I-on memol'Y alternati\ e will boo t 

tem pcrformance without hoo ting 
yOUl' budget. 

Datanuu's I)H,280, 
\\ailabl(' ill 2'1B, nIH alld InlB ('apa('ili"" 

DATARAM 
DATARAM CORPORATION 
P,O, BOX 7528 
PRINCETON, NJ 08543·7528 
(609) 799·0071 (800) 822,0071 

HEGIO'\ \1. OFFICES - B .. , hlll (6n 890·()()j I: Chil'af(" (312) 5i l-:nlO; L .. s \Ilf(~"" C l ~) 8:36·;)988 
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Focus ON: PROMISING TKHNOLOGIES ______ ____ _ 

something with it, and soon. If you're very 
careful, you can overlap the separate steps 
and actually be executing more than one 
in truction at a time, which can make a big 
improvement in performance. The trick to 
this is that some instructions will alter the 
execution of the instructions that follow, 
so it can be difficult to make it work 
properly. 

a. And how does the developmentdivi
sion go about making sure that it will work 
eroperly? 
A. Almost as soon as we begin to work on 
a new machine, we can start simulating it 
in software. Long before we ever commit 
it to silicon, we have a good idea of what 
to expect, and we know that it will be an 
MV. Of course, there are always surprises, 
but with each generation we produce, we 
get better at it. 

a. OG's Sunnyvale division appears to 
have been redirected from producing high
volume components toward special
purpose proprietary chips. What types of 
semiconductor components will OG con
tinue to produce at Sunnyvale? 

A. We stay away from the price war part 
of the industry, where there are several 
manufacturers fighting for market share 
for products that have very slim margins . 
We'd rather buy from them than compete 
with them, and that makes justabout all of 
the semiconductor manufacturers our 
suppliers. As for our own chip production, 
we concentrate on things that will give us 
an advantage for our own products, but 
wouldn't be attractive for anybody else to 
manufacture in volume. An example 
would be a memory bus driver with speCial 
electrical characteristics to give our 
finished computers better performance. 

a. Considering the dual processor 
architecture of the MV/20000, is it likely 
that we could see three or more OG proces
sors coupled in the same way in years to 
come? 
A. There are very substantial advantages 
in doing so, because you're able to increase 
your performance in a modular fashion 
without having to replace the whole com
puter. If you' re talking about coupling only 
four or eight processors, the technical 
hurdles aren' ttoo great. That's something 

thatcouldbedonewithin two to four years. 
However, if you're talking about putting 
128 proce or together, that's till a 
university problem. It was fashionable a 
few years ago to talk about putting together 
huge arrays of 8088 processors-which are 
almost free now-to get the power of an 
IBM mainframe or a Cray. What they dis
covered is that there are lots of bottlenecks 
at that scale- providing things like cool
ing, power, packaging, a nd so on, make it 
a tough problem. 

a. If you had three or more OG CPUs 
coupled together, it seems likely users 
would need more memory than the maxi
mum capacity of the MV /20000. What is a 
reasonable upper limit on memory in the 
next generation of minicomputers? 
A. I think it's reasonable within the next 
few years to think that you could put a giga
byte of memory on an MV machine, and 
with a few more modifications, maybe 4 
gigabytes. That seems like a pretty huge 
number, but stop to think that the current 
limit is 64 megabytes. When I got started 
in this industry, there probably weren ' t 
64 megabytes of memory on aU the com-

The Business, Inventory, Assets 
and Goodwill of 

- ---- - - - -------- --- -----

Why would anyone want to develop 
a compatible file management 
product to replace INFOS II? 

20 

----- -- ----~ ---- -- - --- -----. -----. --_._--- . _ . .--._ ........ 
SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

have been acquired by 

E6fN 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

The undersig ned acted as 
financia l consultants 

in this transaction . 

THE FIRST PHILADELPHIA 
CORPORATION 

Investment Bankers 

EGAN SYSTEMS, INC. 
255 Oser Avenue 

Hauppauge, NY 11788 
800-645-9898 516-231-7730 

Circle 18 on reader service card 

Because INFO-LYNX has 

(kf 2 to 3 times improved 
performance 

(kf check pointing after every 
transaction 

(kf improved backup 

(kf flexibility and customization 

(kf more functionality 

To find out more call us at 

(619) 543-0348 

DATA LYNX 
·Systems and Information Solutions· 

438 Camino del Rio So., Suite 8206 
San Diego, CA 92108 

Circle 14 on reader service card 
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puters in theworJd. We see indications that 
those same trends will continue. 

Q . TheMV/20000seemstogoalongway 
toward the kind of fault-tolerant machine 
that companies like Tandem are market
ing. What additional steps would have to 
be taken to make it a true fault-tolerant 
machine? 
A. We think that the kind of absolute 
guarantee that the computer will never 
stop running is very expensive. For in
stance, with Tandem, you might have to 
have four processors running on every job. 
We don't anticipate providing that kind of 
redundancy. On the other hand, if all you 
really need is very high availability, then 
that's something you can expect fairly 
soon. By that, I mean the system could 
crash occasionally, but there would be 
enough hardware redundancy and soft
ware capability to restart within a few 
minutes and keep on processing from 
where you went down . 

Q . The next question comes from a 

reader, Kim D. Geiger: The advent of the 
80386 microchip will greatly reduce the 
cost of computer capable ofhandling large 
numbers of users . How will DG re pond 
to this new product development? 
A. I guess I disagree with his premise that 
the 80386 will reduce the cost of systems. 
The actual cost of the processor is insignifi
cant when compared totherestofa multi
user system, so the 80386 won't make 
much difference here. It will probably do 
very well in the Compaq part of the mar
ket, where people essentially just want a 
PC with lots more power. 

Q . Many analysts are saying DG sup
ports the broadest range of industry stan
dards for communicating documents and 
data between systems. To me, it looks like 
there are so many "standards" that users 
will still have a big problem deciding 
between them . In your view, which of the 
emerging standards have the best 
Erospects for acceptance by users? 
A. We take the reverse view. First, we 
look at the market and our customer 

requests, and decide which are widely 
accepted enough for us to invest in. Per
sonally, I think the Open System Inter
connect model will catch on in a number 
of dialects, and for U nix you have TCP/IP. 
For mail, the X.400 specifications look 
pretty promising. 

Q. There is also quite a variety of products 
and standards emerging for peripheral 
devices. Which of them will have the 
greatest impact on products offered and/or 
supported by Data General? 
A. Therearequiteafew. We're doing a lot 
with the SCSI family, but you really have 
to test each disk to see if it will work with 
your system and software, because there 
are so many implementations of the 
standard. 

Q. How long will it be until optical disk 
technology becomes practical for the ordi
nary applications that now require mag
netic disks? 
A. Optical disks are already working well 

(continued on page 58) 
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Break all your old speed limits. 
Let Dataproducts transform your 
old 300 line/minute 432x into 
a 600 line/ minute 436x. For only 
$2797, less than half the replace
ment cost. With full factory certi-

l1li1 Remanufacture™ 1'-Repair and Resale 
West Coast Depot: 9601 Lurline Ave .. Chatswofth. CA 91311 
East Coast Depot: Route 13. Milford. NH 03055 
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Ada: THE TIME HAS COME 
The Department of Defense has adopted a 
solution for the software crisis 

by Richard A Lehman 
Special to Focus 

"About the use of lallguage: it is impossible 
to sharpen a pencil with a blunt axe. It is equally 
vail1to tn) to do it with 10 blunt axes instead." 

-Edward Dijkstra, 1983 

More than just another computer lan
guage, Ada is spawning programming 
techniques and products that promise to 
revolutionize software development. As 
the United States Department of Defense's 
standard language for software develop
ment, Ada has the potential to promote 
productivity and portability of both soft
ware and human resources. And with the 
weight of the Department of Defense be
hind it, Ada is gathering momentum to 
carry out its potential. Governments and 
industry everywhere are sponsoring mas
sive efforts to develop new methods and 
tools to support full use of the language. 

This article addresses some of the topics 
in software design using Ada and the soft
ware engineering technologies that Ada 
supports, as well as the Data General Ada 
Development Environment (ADE). 

The programming language Ada is the 
result of an effort by the U.S. Department 
of Defense (DOD) to control the increas
ing cost of its software-better known as 
the software crisis. A study conducted be
tween 1973 and 1974 revealed that the 
department was spending $3 billion each 
year on computer software, over half of it 
for embedded computers. An embedded 
computer is one that forms part of a larger 
system, such as a radar system or a miles
per-gallon calculator in your new car. 

According to the 1973-1974 study, soft
ware was accounting for a growing portion 
of the total cost of such systems. In fact, 
the ratio of software to hardware costs was 
skyrocketing. System reliability and cus
tomer satisfaction were inversely propor
tional to the size of the software system, 
and maintenance and operations costs 
were accounting for as much as 90 percent 
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of the entire life cycle of a project. 
Most of this cost was in the maintenance 

of old software (written in more than 500 
variations of different languages) rather 
than in the development of new software. 
The overwhelming majority of this work 
was performed not by government person
nel, but by contractors- and most of the 
work was so specialized that the original 
developers of a system controlled the mar
ket for all future contracts to maintain that 
system. 

The programming 
language Ada is the 

result of an effort by the 
U.S. Department of 
Defense (DOD) to 

control the increasing 
cost of its software 
better known as the 

software crisis 

The DOD recognized the need for a stan
dard high-order language along with stan
dards for software development envi
ronments in order to reduce compiler and 
tool development costs, to improve soft
ware and programmer portability, and to 
reduce the total software life cycle costs. 

Its answer was Ada, developed under 
the direction of the DOD through compe
tition and committee reviews. Before 1979, 
four companies responded to the DOD's 
request to design a new language for 
embedded systems. From the four origi
nallanguage proposals, the field was nar
rowed to two finalists : "Green," developed 
by Honeywell-Bull, and "Red," by Inter
metrics. Through competition and exten-

sive reviews around the world, "Green" 
was finally selected as the standard. 

Honeywell-Bull of France had used Pas
cal as a starting point in developing Ada, 
and the language reflects its heritage. At
tributes of the language include strongly 
typed variables, structured support 
through the use of procedures and blocks, 
and enumeration of data types. 

At the same time, a study was done to 
develop a programming environment that 
would complement the facilities provided 
by the Ada programming language. This 
environment would support development 
and maintenance of Ada applications and 
encapsulate host/target environments. 
This is why Ada is considered more than 
just another programming language. It is 
a tool for modern software engineering de
veloped to support the several hundred 
embedded computer systems that are de
veloped and maintained by the DOD. 

Probably the most unique feature of the 
Ada programming language is the fact that 
the word "Ada" is a registered trademark 
of the United States Department of De
fense. Ada is identified as ANSIIMIL-STD 
1815A-1983 and has recently been adopted 
by the International Standards Organiza
tion as announced by the Ada Joint Pro
gram Office (AJPO). The AJPO Ada 
Validation Facility is responsible for 
validating a compiler before a software 
vendor can market a product with the 
DOD's registered trademark. The Ada 
compiler must pass thousands of tests 
called the Ada Compiler Validation Capa
bility (ACVC) . 

These ACVC tests must be rerun every 
year to keep the Ada compiler validated. 
This is the mechanism by which the 
Department of Defense ensures that a soft
ware system delivered today will conform 
to software engineering changes many 
years into the future. 

Not only has Ada been mandated by the 
DOD for mission-critical embedded soft-
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ware systems, bu t the U.s. Army ha stipu
lat d that Ada be u ed in all new oftware 
y tems and any old systems that undergo 

a 40 p rc nt revision . Ada ha b n u ed 
for relational data ba e y tem , banking 
environments, proces control, data com
munication system , inventory control, 
and numerou other applications. 

Ada is a software tool. One of the driv
ing force behind the development of a in
gle high-order language was the de ire to 
develop a common et of language
oriented tools. A defined et of the e tool 
i called the Ada Programming Support 
Environment (APSE). Th purpo e of the 
APSE is to provide upport for the entire 
project team throughout the life of a soft
ware sy tem. An APSE might include de
sign tools, a syntax directed editor, 
compilers for variou embedded targets, 
sy mbolic deb ugg r, co nfiguration 
management to I , and Ada text 
formatter. 

How are the late t products working 
out? Industry is now into the second 
generation of Ada compiler . The first 
generation wa the ru h by the vendor to 
get a compiler certified. Th is econd gener
ation is producing more mature compiler 
products. When the fir t Ada compilers hit 
the street, people complained about how 
slow they were. Complaints are now 
directed to topic concerning portability i -
sue, implementation issues, and runtime 
support. In the next few years, advances 
in Ada compiler technology are expected 
to meet or surpass the performance of 
older, mature compiler such as Fortran or 
COBOL. 

Data General's Ada product is the Ada 
Development Environment (ADE). The 
ADE is a comprehensive Ada program
ming environment to support program de
velopment and maintenance activities. It 
con ists of a validated Ada compiler, as 
well as associated tools to support software 
engineering development, including the 
Ada Loader, Ada Debugger, Pretty Printer 
(text formatter) , Configuration Control 
Manager, and other (see Figure 1). 

Approximately three years ago, the Data 
GenerallRolm Ada compiler was the first 
Ada compiler certified by the DOD. (The 
first certificate was the University of New 
York for an Ada interpreter.) Since then 
more than 75 compilers have been certi
fied by over 30 different software vendor . 

The current revision of ADE is available 
as a software package or as part of a fully 
integrated Ada Work Environment system 
that includes a 32-bit Eclipse MV/ family 
computer, peripherals, software, training, 
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and upport . Thi revi ion of ADE i vali
dat d for the ntire Eclip e MV/family 
under AOSIVS and AOS/RD2; it can also 
be targeted at Rolm Mil-Spec computer 
y tem . 
Data General is about to release rev 2.40 

of the Ada compiler. Thi new release ha 
a compilation sp d 40 percent fa ter than 
rev 2.30. Major changes were made to the 
tasking environment. They include: ta k
ing I/O up to 50 percent fa ster, parameter
less rendezvous time up to 100 percent 
faster, and other . 

Over 110 oftware trouble reports (STRs) 
have been fixed in rev 2.40, including all 
outstanding STRs within the tasking ker
nel. One of these major tasking fixe wa 
within the DELAY statement. Features 
within the environment have al 0 been en
hanced . Thes includ the Library Man
ager, Autobuild Tool , and Chapter 13 
enhancements. The e enhancements to 
the Ada product are very welcome at this 
time, in that Data General has not allowed 

their product to evolve and mature very 
mu h 'inc itwasoriginallyrelea ed. Data 
General is now playing ca tch-up with 
other Ada compiler vendors and hopes to 
become a leading Ada player in the near 
future. 

At this point you might ask, "Why do 
I need Ada?" The answer: "for the arne 
rea ons that the Department of Defen e 
decided it needed Ada - to reduce your 
total oftware life cycle cost ." Ada up
port all of the modern software engineer
ing concept of portability, modularity, and 
reu ability. The modern definition of oft
ware engineering is the establishment and 
u e of ound engineering principle , 
methods, and tools to support proce ing 
that is correct, modifiable, reliable, effi
cient, and under tandable throughout the 
life cycle of the application. 

Ada is also useful for relatively short pro
grams, and makes prototyping a program 
very easy. These short program can be re-

Figure l ADETM SOFTWARE 
USER 

INTERFACE 

ADE·Ada Development Environment features fu ll DOD·Spec, 
ANSI Standard Ada Compiler and the most complete set of 
integrated Ada environment tools available. 
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THE PERSONAL SYSTEM FOR PEOPLE 
ttlOO YEARS" ON THE GO 

Free Commemorative Statue of Liberty 
Gift With Purchase. 

SUPER SALE 
2212 DG/One with 256KB one 
3.5" drive ............................ 995 

2223 DG/one with 256KB two 3.5" drives and 
300 modem ................... . ..... 1695 

2227 DG/One with 512KB two 3.5" drives and 
300 modem ... . .. ...... . .. . . .. . .. . .. 1995 

DESKTOPS, NEW IN STOCK 
20% OFF LIST 

NOW IN STOCK 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 

978()'1 MV/8000 MOD·2 PACKAGE . CALL 
90199 MV/4000 2MB, DTM, 354MB .CALL 
9834·0 Sl120 512KB, 73MB, 

1600BPI ....... .. ...... . $12,500 
8732·R Sl120 512KB . . . . . ... " .3,200 
8622-V C/150 1MB, EXP. CHASSIS .. 2.900 
8678-V Sl140 ECLIPSE 1MB ....... 6.900 
8678-N Sl140 ECLIPSE 256KB ...... 2,900 
8395-N NOVA 4X 256KB 16 SLOT ... 1,795 
8392-H NOVA 4X 256KB 5 SLOT .. 1,395 
C/150 ECLIPSE WIO MEMORY ...... 800 
NOVA-3 16 SLOT WIO MEMORY ..... 350 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 

6236 354MB WINCHESTER SIS ... 516,000 
6161 147MB WINCHESTER SIS .... 8,900 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS ..... 6,500 
6234 50MB WINCHESTER SIS . . . . .. 3,900 
6122 2nMB DISK SIS .. . ........ 6,500 
6061 192MB DISK SIS ... ...•..... 2,900 
6060 96MB DISK SIS ..• . . . .. 1,900 
6045 10MB DISK SiS ................ 800 
6067 20MB DISK SIS . . . . . . . . . . 600 
6100 25MB DISK WITH 1.28 SiS ..... 1,200 
6103 25MB DISK SIS .. ........... 800 
6105 25MB MiCRO .............. ... . 800 
6026 DUAL MODE MAG TAPE SIS . 4,800 
6125 1600BPI STREAMER SIS ...... 1,600 
6021 MAG TAPE SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 

MEMORIES 

8871 8MB MV/4000110000 ..... $14,900 
8765 2MB MV/4ooo/10000 .... ... ... 3,900 
8708 2MB MV8000 ................ 3,200 
8716 1 MB C/150 .. .....•.......... 2,900 
8754 512KB Sl140 ............... 2,900 
8687 256KB Sl140 ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .950 

8387 256KB NOVN4 .. . . • ... .. 950 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE ............... 395 
8637 64KB ECLIPSE . . . .. .... .250 
8547 64KB NOVN3 ............ . ... 350 
8545 16KB NOVN3 .... . 150 

TERMINALS & PRINTERS 

D-214, D-215, D-411 , D-461 , D-470C . CALL 
6108 0-200 CRT .. ..... . ......... $ 275 
6167 0-460 CRT . .. ... . .. .... .. 850 
4327 300 LPM D.C. SIS ............ 2,900 
4215 600 LPM D.C. SIS .......... 2,900 
4218 300 LPM P.I.O .............. 1,200 
4355 340 CPS PIO SIS ............. 1 ,900 
6074 180 CPS LP-2 NEW ....•...... 395 
6075 180 CPS TP-2 . . ............... 495 
6195 180 CPS TP-2 . . .950 
4034 P.I .O. CONTROLLER ........... 450 
005-8096 D.C. CONTROLLER .. . ... 1.100 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CONTROLLER .400 

COMMUNICATIONS 

4358 IAC-16 .... . ............. . .. $4,400 
4367 IAC-8 . ............. . 3,100 
4380 ISC-2 .......... . .... . ..•.... 2,400 
4342 ATI·16 .................. 1.695 
4340 AMI-8 ........................ 550 
4257 ALM-16 ..................... 595 
4255 ALM-8 ..................... .. 395 
4254 DCU-2oo ..... .. . . . . ... .. 450 
4250 DCU-50 ...... ... . .......... 450 
4241 ULM·5 4·LINES ASYNC ......... 295 
4242 ULM·5 1-LINE SYNC . . .. .... .. 295 
4243 ULM·5 4·LlNES WITH SYNC ..... 495 
4206 MCA NO CABLES . . ......... 850 
4345 SLM MOD-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .500 
4240 IPB ......... . .. ... . .... .500 
5898 MCA STAR .................. CALL 

Call for other unlisted equipment on sale 

DATA INVESTORS CORPORATION 
6 West 18th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011, (212) 675-1000 

SPECIALIZING IN DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

Grele 13 on reader service card 



N DATA 
Ltd. 

MARKETING t. DataGeneral 
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE. 

BUY SELL LEASE (516) 491-1100 
CRT & 

SYSTEMS Printers Comm. Memory 
MV10000 System with: 

6MB Memory 3-IAC 16 
2-592 SIS ISC-2 
6300 Tape SIS Battery backup 
In stock - Call for priCing 

MV4000 System with: 
2MB Memory IAC·16 
6236 SIS ISC-2 
In stock · Call for pricing 

2· MV8000·11 Systems available 
Call for pricing 

6053 
0·200 
0·214 New 
0·215 New 
0·411 New 
0·461 New 
TP 1 
LP 2 
8-300 
Lear Seagler 
Okl Data 
Nec. 

IAC-8 
IAC-16 
Ulm-5 
Alm·8 
Alm·16 
4251 

CPU 
M600 
C-350 
S/130 
Nova 4x 
In stock 
call for 
pricing 

Eclipse 
Nova 4 
MV 4000 
2MB-4MB 

MV-10,000 
8MB Board 
$15,250 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS AND SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS. 

WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE IBM PC, XT, AT, COMPAQ .. PERIPHERALS 

SVSGEN DATA LTD. 
77 AIRPARK ORIVE. RONKONKOMA. N.Y. 117'711 (1118) '737-4300 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

PERFORMANCE/EXPANSION 
IF YOU NEED I10RE FROI1 YOUR SYSTEtf 
OR YOUR BOTTOtf LINE,CHECK WITH US 

WE tfANUFACTURE VALUE PRICED 
tfEI10RY BOARDS for 

Add-In Memory 
DESKTOP t¥)VA ECLIPSE MVser1es 

Ram Cache Disks 
t«)VA DISK .................. 4019 emulation 
PAGING DISK ........ 6063/65 emulation 

VAP. .OEM .,*,Uty SId cWI dtscoonts assured. delivery stook to 45 d&ys. 
Cen, write or bi19 for specs, priat or more information. 

-- --- - - ---- -- - --- -- ----- ~ -- -

SYSTEH CO.TROLLERS & IITERFACE PRODUCTS 
449 SO BEVERlV DR -201 BEVERlV HillS CA 90212 

Circle 44 on reader service card 

SCIP 
(213) 

282 8700 

u ed to develop a more mature deliverable 
software package as the life cycle of a pro
ject progre se . The u e of package and 
separate compilation units supports and 
enforces these concepts of proto typing and 
reusability . 

Ada is a general-purpo e programming 
language with con iderable expressive 
power. This has brought an awarenes that 
the techniques u ed for oftware system 
being developed today may not be ade
quate for the future. Its unique feature 
and upport for modern oftware en
gineering principle make it the fir t lan
guage to hold real promi e for 
computer-aided software engineering en
vironments and a reusable software com
ponent indu try. 

In the near future, oftware engineer 
will be able to pick oftware parts from a 
catalog, much as a hardware engineer 
chooses parts from a catalog to build a sys
tem. Software engineering is becoming too 
co tly to evolve any other way. !J. 

Richard A Lehmall is the Ada task mallager for 
thealliollic systems departmellt with Lockheed 
EII~illeerill~ Malla~emellt alld Sen'ice Co 
wh'icl1 pro~ides Ada research assistallce t~ 
NASA at the /oilllsoll Spacecraft Cellter. Hecall 
be reached at MC-C07A; 2400 NASA Road 1, 
HOllston, TX 77058; 713/483-8329. 

M r information can be obtained by con
tacting any of the ag nci blow: 

The Ada Information Clearinghouse 
Newsletter (AdaIC) 

Ada Information Clearinghouse 
Room 3D139 (Fern St ./C-1070) 
The Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301-3081 
703/685-1477 

Language Control Facility Ada-Jovial 
Newsletter 

Language Control Branch 
ASD/SIOL 
Computer Operations Division 
Information Systems and Technology 

Center 
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6503 
513/255·4472 x 4472 

Ada Letters 
SigAda, The ACM Special Interest Group 

on Ada 
Association for Computing Machinery, 

Inc. 
11 West 42nd St. 
New York, NY 10036 
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4GL APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
GUIDELINES 
To make the best use 
of 4GL flexibility, 
remember the lessons 
of the past 
by Marc Praly 
Special to Focus 

11 get the mo t from a fourth-generation 
language (4GL), project managers must be 
prepared to discard many of the methods 
appropriate to system development with 
third-generation languages. 

In their place, project managers should 
xp ct to u e a new approach to sy tem de

velopment; as 4GLs simplify the work of 
application creation and maintenance, 
they simplify the work of system develop
ment as well . 

The following application development 
guid line are different fr m traditional 
methodologie . They include both a road
map of procedure to follow, and a check
list of principles to implement along the 
way. Together, they describe the steps and 
principles that lead to a successful 4GL 
application. 

Project manager can tailor the guide
line to suit their unique programming en
vironments. This allows them to take 
advantage of the natural strengths of 4GLs, 
whether the systems being built with them 
are large or small. 

My "seven star checklist" details the 
main principles of 4GL application 
development: 
* Modeling- involves definition of the 

relationship between data analy i and 
business functions. 
* Functional prototyping- manifests 

or translates users' requirements, and acts 
as a catalyst in refining the users' re
quirements. 

* Controlled iterative development
deals with the evolution of the functional 
prototype and beta testing. 
* Phased approach - deals with the de

velopment of a system in phases in con
junction with the separate activities of the 
development process. 

* Packaging the prototype- covers the 
remaining functions to be developed, dis-
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cu ses optimization, system-wide te ting, 
and production system preparation . 

* Sy tem and programming tan
dard - concern menu , creen , reports, 
and naming conventions. They also dis
cu environmental factor during d -
velopment, testing, and production . 

* General plans- discuss the controls 
over the project in terms of prototyping, 
te ting, conversion, and implementation . 

The e controls mu t be specified early in 
the development pr ce in a project mas
ter plan . Thi plan i useful in obtaining 
project approval since the current system, 
company objectives, user requirements, 
and project data and documentation are 
defined in it. The ma ter plan summarizes 
the sy tem overview and di cus es project 
controls - status report , prototype 
reviews and requests, and so on . 

HOW TO APPLY THE SEVEN STAR PRINCIPLES 
AND DEFINE AN APPROACH 

OBJECTIVES 

Documenting 
the problem ................ .. 

Scoping 
the system ................ .. . 

Defining the 
data structure ....... 

I UNDERSTAND ...... .. ...... . 

User 
appreciation ............... . 

Packaging 
the prototype ............ . 

A new star is born .... ......... . 

PHASES RESULTS 

............ Motivation to 
do something 

. ............. Entity model 
(data relationship) 
Preliminary DD 
Project Plan 

.. .. . Logical view 
of data 

.. ........... Functional 
system 

.. ........... GO AHEADI 
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Getting approval for a project is the first 
step in applying the principles. It involves 
documenting requests and reviewing ob
jectives. Today's project managers require 
an understanding of the point of view of 
their organization and their management. 
They must be able to identify and organize 
system end-users in preparation for 
prototyping. 

The manager's preliminary analysis 
summarizes a system's basic requirements 
and constraints- its impact on an organi
zation- and gives an overview of both its 
manual and automated parts. Then the 
feasibility of the system can be assessed, 
and an estimate can be made of the time 
and resources required to complete it. 

The manager must also review and re
ceive approval for the project, satisfying 
the requirement that it be consistent with 
corporate philosophy and objectives. The 
role of the project manager includes set
ting up a user committee, getting a firm 
commitment from management, opening 
communication channels, and defining 
the project and team structure. 

With these preliminaries taken care of, 
the next step is to document user re
quirements. 

First, determine the current bu ine 
functions, study the flow of data of the ex
isting system, and identify key users. 

Go to the users and document their re
quirements. Make a summary list that 
describes the scope of your system, show
ing how it meets users' needs. The man
ager must talk to the users to benefit from 
their satisfaction later on. 

In determining the scope of the system, 
define the entities and basic data relation
ships for the system's entity model. An en
tity model is a graphic representation of 
entities. An entity is a thing (like a cus
tomer or a product) that represents data 
elements. The entity model is a logical 
view of the organization of data. 

Next, define the elements that make up 
a preliminary data dictionary. User re
quirements will have provided a good idea 
of what these elements should be. 

Document the system's technical re
quirements, including both hardware and 
software. Review system and program-

DATA GENERAL 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 

SPECIAL · Eclipse S/140 w/S12KB, 16 slot ........ $2,900 

CPU's: CRT's: 
MV 8000 9600 Series w/2MB ... .. $16,900 0214 New ....................... $630 
MV 4000 w/2MB ................ 16,900 6106 Dasher 0100 ................. 195 
Desktop Mod. 10 256KB, 15MB ..... 2,700 6120 Dasher 0400 ................ .490 
Eclipse C/350 w/256KB ........... 1,900 
CS100 w/256KB ................. 1,200 
Nova 4, S/140, 16 Slot Chassis ...... 750 
Nova 4/X w/256KB, 16 Slot ........ 1,900 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
4254 DCU 200 ................... $390 
SBS MUX w/TCU .................. 190 
4257 ALM 16 w/4 EIA Interface ...... 990 

MEMORIES: 
8708 2MB MV 8000 Mem ......... $2,750 

4340 AMI8 ....................... 690 
4342 ATI16 ..................... 1,800 

8687 256KB S/140 Mem ............ 690 
8656 256KB MOS Eclipse Mem ...... 490 
8765 2MB, MV Universal Mem ..... 3,900 
Nova 4 128KB Mem ................ 390 

PRINTERS: 
2290 900LPM .................. $2,900 
4327 300LPM Band w/DCH ........ 2,900 
DG 4215 600LPM Drum ........... 1,200 

DISKS AND TAPES: 6190 LP2 Enhanced ............... 950 

6160 73MB Disk SIS .. .......... $4,900 
6061 192MB SIS . ................ 2,490 CONTROLLERS: 
6280 50MB w/BMC ............... 3,700 Floating PI. for S/140 ............ $1 ,200 
6122 277MB Disk SIS ......... ... 4,900 25MB, 10MB, 20MB, Controllers ..... 400 
6026 800/1600 BPI Mag Tape SIS .. 3,950 
6125, 1600 BPI , SIS .............. 1,750 

Comm Basic 110 ................. 1 ,200 
Kismit 73/147MB Controller ........ 1,100 

Circle 9 on reader service card 
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ming standards and identify external in
terfaces. Then, list the requirements for 
support and conversion. With the infor
mation the project team has gathered, they 
can now produce a project master plan and 
make a presentation to the user commit
tee which helps carry the project to the 
next phase. 

Data analysis means defining the sys
tem's data structure in detail. At this point 
there are two possibilities. 

First, suppose a good entity model has 
already been defined and accepted by the 
users. In this case, you must create the data 
groupings, define keys, and carry out op
timization and validation against the users' 
requirements. Data groupings, in this con
text, refer to the distribution of elements 
in the entity model. Data groupings are 
most efficient when you have good access 
to, and contact with, the users. 

Second, suppose you don't have good 
access to users, or the entity model hasn' t 
been clearly defined and can't be used . You 
must then proceed with normalization . 
The following, in order, are the basic steps 

• Do I have enough 
memory? 

• Is my cache adequate? 
• What's my response 

time? 
• What's my bottleneck: 

CPU, memory or disk? 
:PERFMGR can help you find 
the answers to these and other 
questions about your AOS/ VS 
configuration . 

Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
screen monitor, file structure 
analyzer and performance 
analysis tutorial. 

AOS/VS :PERFMGR $399 
10 DAY TRIAL COPY FREE! 

:SYSI1GB 
Software for System Managers 
A Division of B.I. tnc. 

109 Mmna Street, SUite 215 
San F'ranclsco, CA 94105 (415) 550-1 454 
TELEX: 296544 BJ INC SF'O UR 

Circle 48 on reader service card 
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to follow : list all data elements, identify pri
mary keys, separate repeating groups of 
elements, analyze "data to key" depen
dency, and draw a relationship diagram . 

The normalization process helps meet 
two objectives: it helps obtain detailed 
knowledge of data, and it helps define the 
data groupings that will contain non
redundant data. 

The final benefit of data analysis is that 
it allows you to take a big tep toward 
finalizing the contents of your data 
dictionary. 

The functional prototype matches a 
firm's internal organization with its infor
mation requirements. The object in creat
ing a prototype is for the user to under
stand and confirm these requirements. 
This step involves both physical data base 
design and conceptual design . The con
ceptual de ign includes a review of bu i
nes functions and relates these to the 
physical /logical data model. The system 
architecture (the system of menus and 
creens) hould reflect this. At the same 

time, the system de igner creates the de-

leDI presents 

INTERPLOT™ 

This set of software 
will let, Calcomp, 
Tektronics (Preview), 
Houston Instruments 
& Zeta Fortran 77 
plot programs run 
with every graphics 
device Data General 
supports through GKS 
(GKS required). 

LICENSE FEE $995. 
SOURCE CODE INCLUDED 

ISAACS CONSULTING 
& DEVELOPMENT, INC. 

11017 FRANCOISE 
HOUSTON, TX. 77042 

(713) 266-9227 

Circle 28 on reader ervice card 
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velopment, te ting, production, and con
version environments. 

function of the system, not just the opera
tor's tutorial. 

A functional prototype consists of 
menus, function , and on-line help. Hav
ing developed it, you must win the confi
dence of the user and support his or her 
attempts to use it. This prototype must be 
developed very quickly to maintain the 
users' interest, and must be a clear reflec
tion of their requirements. The idea of 
producing a prototype is to translate words 
into code without detailed specifications. 

Finally, when you review the functional 
prototype with the user committee, you 
must confirm the commitment for the beta 
test . But don't forget to carry out system 
testing. 

A process of iterative development 

Beta testing requires that the users agree 
to try the system and implement a produc
tion version of it . The beta test includes the 
following : installing the hardware, if 
necessary, as well as the software; data 
conversion; user training; and security 
reviews. You may also want to finalize 
forms and procedures. 

hould now begin . This process includes 
demonstrations, reviews, the collection of 
user feedback, and program changes. You 
must avoid too many iterations and agree 
with the users in advance on their num
ber. The project manager play an impor
tant role here, because this is the only 
person who has control of the project. A 
"we" approach is critical to successful 
prototyping. 

Performance should be analyzed and a 
mechanism should be set up to resolve 
problems, route change requests, and 
make provisions for new system releases. 

If you decide to conduct a beta test, you 
can prepare, at the same time, the plans 
to implement it. Complete the procedures 
guide, which describes the purpose and 

The operational system is a packaged 
version of the prototype. To complete it, 
review the prototype and documentation 
for all remaining untested functions. Build 
external interfaces and develop secondary 
functions - any remaining reports, secu
rity (if not complete at this point), and 

(continued on page 58) 

DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS 

MV200oo, 8 Mb, 
AOS/RTU ........... .. Call 

MV10000, 16 Mb, AOS .. Call 
MV8000-II , 8 Mb, AOS ... Call 
MV8000 9300 Series, FPU, 
(No mem.) ........ $13,500 

MV8000 9600 Series, 2 Mb, 
FPU . . .... ..... .. . . $16,000 
MV4oo0, 2 Mb, AOS . ... Call 
C-350, BBU, 3 Bay, 
No Mem ... ...... .. $1 ,900 

M600, 512 Kb ....... $4,800 
S-20 Systems . ... .. .. .. Call 
Nova 4C, 64 Kb . .. .... Offer 
Model 20, 256 Kb, SGL FPY, 

15 Mb, USAM4 .. . ..... Call 
Model 10, 256 Kb, SGL FPY, 
15 Mb, USAM4 .. . ..... Call 

8745 BBU-MV8000-1I .. $2,800 
8746-B Expansion Chassis, 

BBU .............. $2,800 
8762 Expan. Chass., 
MV4/8/10000 ......... . Call 

DISKS/TAPES/PRINTERS 
6161 SIS, 147 Mb (New) 
. ... ....... . . . .. ... $8,500 

6161-A, 147 Mb (New) $6,900 
6160 SIS , 73 Mb (New) 
.. . .... ... . .. ...... $7,000 

6160-A, 73 Mb .... . . $6,900 
6160-A, 73 Mb (New) .$5,500 
6061 SIS, 192 Mb .... $5,800 
6122 SIS , 277 Mb .... $5,800 
6236-A, 354 Mb .... $14,800 
6236, 354 Mb ... . . . $16,200 
6237, SIS, 1.06 Gb .. $44,500 
6239, 592 Mb .......... Call 
6123 Streamer Micro-Nova 

(New) .. .. .. .... .. . $3,100 
6026 SIS, 800/1600 (New & 

Used) .......... . ..... Call 
6026-A 80011600 (New & 
Used) ...... .. ........ Call 

6125 1600 bpi ....... $2,900 
4374 1200 LPM ..... $15,000 
4373 890 LPM ...... $15,500 
4327 300 LPM ......... Call 
4364 600 LPM (New & Used) 
...................... Call 

COMM/CRTs 
0215 (New) .. . ........ $685 
0211 (New) ........... $875 
0200 ................ $400 
0400 ...... . ......... $425 
IAC-16 . .. . .. ...... . . $4,200 
IAC-8 .. . ............ $3,200 
ATI-16 .............. $1 ,900 
AMI-8 .............. $1 ,100 
ALM-16 ..... . ....... . $950 
TCB-16 ... ............. Call 
TCB-8 ................. Call 

MEMORIES 
MV4000, 2 Mb 
MV4000, 4 Mb 
MV4oo0, 8 Mb 
MV10000, 2 Mb 
MV10000, 4 Mb 
MV10000, 8 Mb 
MV8000, 2 Mb 
MV8000, 256 Kb 
S120, 512 Kb 

Our 
prices 

beat any 
advertised 

price! 
Call! 

Mod 20 & 30 all sizes up to 
2 Mb boards 

~ Intefnational Computing Systems ~~\ 
( P.O. Box 343 • Hopkins, MN 55343 .,.. 

Dick Olson - ( 12) 935-8 1 \ 
We buy, sell , trade an makes/mq,dels of com uter systems I 

Circle 27 on reader ervice card 
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WHEN TWO IS BETTER THAN TWO 
AOS/VS and multi
processors. Part I 
by J. R. Gilgis 
Special to Focus 

Thisislhejirsl ill nIwv-pnrl eries,lo/JecvlI
cllIrlerlllexllllolllh. 

On ovember 18, 1985, Data General an
nounced the Eclipse MV /20000 Modell 
and M del2. The MV /20000 Modell is the 
uni-pr ce or ver ion rated at 6.44 single 
pr cision and 4.95 double preci ion mega
Whetstones. The MV /20000 Model 2 is the 
dual-proce or, tightly coupled version 
rated at 12.42 single precision and 9.72 dou
ble precision mega-Whetstones. Both ver
sion are upported by Data General's 
AOSIVS op rating sy tem. 

Thi article will be divided into three 
part: 
1. The benefit of a tightly coupled 
multi-processor. 
2. Overview of the MV /20000 hardware 
and oftware. 
3. General performance discussion. 

Next month I will conclude by discuss
ing the machine's performance on a series 
of controlled tests as well as its perfor
mance on an INFOS mix and a CEO mix 
whil varying th number of u er . 

Why a tightly coupled multi-processor? 
The MV /20000 Model 2 is tightly cou

pled, which means that both processors 
acce s the same memory system using a 
high- peed backplane bus. For contra t, 
in a loosely coupled system, each proces
sor, referred to as a "node," has its own 
memory system and the nodes communi
cate usually via some lower speed connec
tion uch as a local area network (LAN). 

From a u er' perspective, the tightly 
coupled arrangement has a numberof ad
vantages over a loosely coupled 
arrangement: 
1. Both processors appear as a single 
processing unit. 
2. The system balances both batch and in
teractive jobs between processors au
tomatically. 
3. It shares file and data bases au
tomatically. 
4. Physical memory sharing and usage is 
efficient. 
5. There is no duplication of peripherals. 
6. There is an easy upgrade path from uni
to dual-processor. 
7. There is only one operator console. 
8. System management is much easier. 
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The e advantage can be grouped into 
two categorie - ea e of u e and price / 
performance. 

Once the system has been initialized, 
both processors in a Model 2 appear as a 
single unit. The user doesn't have to as-
ign job to a pecific proce or, ince the 

operating system automatically load
balances processes between the two 
processors. Each processor will execute the 
highest priority job that is ready to run and 
not already executing. However, if the 
u er or ystem managers wish, they can 
control assignment of jobs to a particular 
processor. If the system manager wants to 
divide jobs between processors, the Class 
Assignment and Scheduling Program 
(CLASP) is available. The default, though, 
is that the sy tem will automatically load
balance jobs between processor on the 
system, running the highest priority jobs 
first. 

A loosely coupled environment pro
vides much less flexibility. Some systems 
may provide load balancing for batch job . 
In the worst case, the jobs run only on the 
node on which they were submitted or 
started. The elapsed time for a job is de
termined by the load on that node. If the 
user is unhappy with the performance of 
a job or a particular node, he or she mu t 
terminate the job, log onto another node 
(less loaded, with any luck), and start the 
job over. To do this, however, any files or 
data bases that the job needs must be ac
cessible from that node, also . So, in a 
loosely coupled environment, the user 
must make the decisions and monitor the 
job's performance. None of this is neces
sary with AOSIVS and the MV /20000 
Model 2. The operating system automati
cally load balances the jobs between the 
two processors. 

Under AOSIVS on the MY /20000 Model 
2, files and data bases are automatically 
shared between the two processors, be
cause there is only a single operating sys
tem running both processors. The file 
system, data ba e servers, etc. , are com
mon to both processors. In the loosely cou
pled system, this is not the case. The 
loosely coupled system needs disk or file 
servers to provide access to common files; 
or some type of remote access to the node 
that owns the file or data base; or replicated 
copies of the file or data base. These cre
ate a performance problem for the user of 
the file or data base and /or an up
date /error recovery problem for the sys
tem manager. None of this is necessary on 
the MV /20000 Model 2, since the file sys-

tem and data ba e are vi wed a one by 
both proces or . 

Phy ical memory i shared between 
both processors on the MV /20000 Model 
2, so there is no need for the user to deter
mine which proces or has the mo t mem
ory to execute the job. In a 100 ely coupled 
arrangement, unless each node has the 
same amount of memory, the u er may 
have to make this decision. At any given 
time, on some node , there may be sur
plus memory (some of it being unused), 
and on other node, there may be too lit
tle memory (with the y tem paging and 
swapping to satisfy the users' needs) . On 
the MV /20000 Model 2, since memory is 
shared between both processors, the cus
tomer only has to purchase sufficient 
memory to olve the total u er commu
nity's needs - it need not be ub-divided 
between processors. If additional memory 
is ever needed, it only has to be added to 
a single system-not multiple memory 
boards for multiple nodes. 

Another ease-of-u e feature is the ease 
of upgrade from a Modell to Model2. This 
entails only the purchase of a second 
single-board CPU (and the floating point 
unit (FPU) if the uni-processor version had 
a hardware FPU). The new board(s) are 
simply plugged into the molded chassis 
slots and the ystem i re-b oted. If at the 
time of upgrade, the customer intends also 
to increase the number of users on the sys
tem, there might be a need to add addi
tional memory or disks to support those 
new u ers. ote that this i a performance 
is ue, not a neces ity. 

From a software standpoint, the up
grade is just as easy. No re-sysgen is neces
sary. The system manager just issues a 
single CLI command - JPI NIT I - and the 
second processor i functionally in the 
sy tem. 

The MV /20000 Model 2 is much ea ier 
to manage than a loosely coupled arrange
ment, simply because the system manager 
views it as a single system with a single 
operator console. It may have many more 
users, but many activities need only be 
done once, as compared to a loosely cou
pled arrangement where they need to be 
done multiple times for different nodes, 
possibly from different operator consoles. 

etwork management is also not needed 
for the two proces ors to communicate. 
Matters could be made worse in a loosely 
coupled arrangement if all the nodes have 
to be upgraded at the same time, making 
the system partially (or totally) unusable 
until all nodes have been upgraded. 
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odel2 bring a num
ber of benefit to the cu tomer. Fir t, com
par d with two epa rate y tern , there i 
no need to replicate peripherals: the cus
t mer ju t bu y the peripherals necessary 
for a ingle y tem - n t extra tape drive 
anddi k to configu re each y tern equally. 
The same appli to both memory and 
chassi . 

econd, it is ea ier for the customer to 
tart mall with a ingle pr ce or then 

later upgrade it to a dual-proce sor ystem. 
Third, ince all the file and data ba e 

are local acce from both proce ors, the 
file acce time are approximately the 
arne a for a uni-processor with the arne 

I ad. In a loosely coupled arrangement, 
variou files may exi t on variou node , 
or they may exi t on a common di k or file 
erver. In either ca e, there are additional 

delays for remote data accesses ince both 
the requests and the data must be handled 
by multiple node and transported aero 
a communication link, such as a LA . 
Thi i not a imple a reading data from 
a disk. These additional delay do not exi t 
on the MV /20000 Model 2 under AOSIVS, 
ince all data is acce ed locally by either 

pr ce or. 

The MV /20000 hardware and software 
To understand fully the performance f 

the Model 2, you must conceptually un
derstand the hardware architectural de
sign and al 0 the oftware u age of this 
design . This section won't make you a 
hardware engineer or a oftwar de igner, 
but it will allow you to under tand how the 
hardware and software work together. 

Hardware overview: The MV /20000 
Model 2 consi t of two ingle-board CPUs 
connected in a tightly coupled arrange
ment haring a common memory ub-
y tern . The memory sub ystem can be 

expanded up to 64 MB. It uses double-bit 
ERCC memory correction that allows for 
correction of hard /hard, and hard /soft, 
double-bit error . Th 110 ub y tern, al 0 

implemented on a single PC board, can 
con i t of one, two, or three I/O channel, 
the first two providing both I/O buses
burst multiplexor channel (BMC) and data 
channel; the third providing data channel 
only. The P board al 0 supplie the y -
tern with a time-of-day clock (backed up 
by battery) and the remote diagno tics 
processor. 

An initial MV /20000 system can con i t 
of either one or two processors and, op
tionally, their re pective hardware FPUs. 
If the hardware FPUs do exi t, there mu t 
be the arne number a there are proce -
sor . The two CPUs are arranged as equals, 
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which means that either proces or can ac
cess any area of memory or any 110 device. 
In the event of a single CPU failure, the sy -
tern can be r booted as a uni-proce or 
u ing the non-failing PU. 

Each processor ha it own 16 KB write
through data cache. The write-through na
ture of this data cache mean that write 
operation immediately update main 
memory. Each proces or aloha it own 
4 KB in truction cache. 

Serializable instructions: Certain in
struction on the MV /20000 Model 2 are 
referred to as" erializable" and do a read
modify-write of memory. "Serializable" 
mean that th re can only be one of the e 
in truction executing in the ystem at any 
one time. The erializable instruction are 
ISZ and DSZ (all type except ISZTS and 
DSZTS); SZBO and WSZBO ; and 
WMESS. Additionally, th in tructi n 
DEQUE, E QH, and E QT are serializable 
with re pect to them elves and each other. 
Serializable in truction hould only be 
u ed when the memory location could be 
acce ed from multiple path at the same 
time. In truction uch a XWDSZ hould 
not be u ed for "loop counters" in single 
threaded path . 

Software overview: The Model 2 i sup
ported by AOSIVS rev 7.53, or greater, 
which ha been running for over 1'/2 year 
on an in-house dual-proces or te tbed and 
later on the actual Model 2. 

AOSIVS 7.50 on the Model 2 is nearly 
peer/peer, versu ma ter /slave. In a fully 
peer/peer implementation, all function 
can execute on any of th pr ces ors in the 
ystem. In a master/ lave implementation, 

the ma ter is the only processor that can 
execute all the functions . Generally, the 
slave is told which job to execute by the 
master, it must communicate with the 
rna ter when it can no long r execute that 
job, and it mu t wait for the ma ter to a -
sign it the next job. 

In some other multi-proces or ystem , 
the slave cannot execute any ystem code 
or ystem calls-the emu t all be done by 
the master. The lave, then, i u ually nly 
efficient in a technical environment where 
it has a number of compute-bound jobs to 
execute. If the master /slave software ar
chitecture applies also to the hardware and 
the ma ter proces or fail , the complete 
y tern might b come unu able. 

A mentioned above, A SIVS 7.50 on 
the Model 2 i nearly per/peer. The 
proce or that is initially b ted i r ferred 
to as the "initial" processor. A common 
copy of the operating system is executed 
on both processors, maxim izing the use of 

sy tern memory. Both proc or will 
chedule them elve - th re is no need for 

either proces or to wait for the other to 
schedule it when it can no longer execute 
it current job. Both proce or can execute 
mo t of the frequently u ed system code 
and y tem call . Additionally, if the "ini
tial" proce or fail , the y tem can be re
bo ted a a uni-pr cessor u ing the 
non-failing proces or. 

There are a few functions that are cur
rently only executed on the "initial" 
proce or (al 0 ref rred to a th Moth r 
or main proces or). The e include some 
y tem functions, proces es, and y tem 

calls. Many of these areas are under dis
cu ion for enhancement in future revi
sions in order to minimize the functions 
that mu t execute on th " initial" proces-
or. The utility MP _ DISPLAY, included 

in the AOSIVS performance monitor 
package, will display the percentage of 
CPU time used in all the above area . 

Sy tem functions that are restricted to 
the initial proce or only become a ignifi
cant i ue when there i very little idle time 
on that processor. AOS /VS provide au
tomatic load balancing between proces ors 
for the functions that can execute any
where. So, if the "initial" proces or-only 
load goe up by 10 P rcent, the other 
proce or will increa e it "run-anywher " 
processing by up to 10 percent to 
compensate. 

Given the extreme ca e that the initial 
processor-only reque ts amount to 120 
perc nt of the pr c or, then om r 
quest are going to have to wait, and this 
might have an effect on the productivity 
of the other processor. In monitoring this 
under heavy load, the most I have ever ob
served i a 20 to 40 percent total usage for 
initial proce or-only activitie, 0 thi 
doe n' t appear to be a major issue. 

The Ii t of system functions that will ex
ecute only on the "initial" proce or 
include : 
1. Interrupt handling- note that even 
with a large numb r of con ole, thi 
doe n' t usually have a major impact on 
system performance since intelligent asyn
chronous controllers (lACs) usually only 
generate interrupts on request comple
tion , not on each character. 
2. Di k manager - handle file I/O and 
unit pre/po t-proce ing. 
3. Core manager- primarily handles proc
ess swapping. 
4. System manager- handles unit type 
device, SCp, and mirror error; SYSLOG 
logging; and mirror operations. 

The heaviest load on the initial proces
sor will be generated by the interrupt han
dler and the disk manager. The utility, 
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MP _ DISPLAY, will display the percent
age of CPU usage for each of the above 
area, a well as the traditional "total u er," 
"total system," and "total idle." 

The processes that will only execute on 
the "initial" processor consist of two 
types- ones that will always execute there 
and ones that will be locked to the "initial" 
processor while a specific request is out
standing. These are: 

1. Peripheral Manager (pMGR)-Pid 1-
always executes there. 

2. Any process with an ?IDEF outstand
ing executes there for the duration of the 
?IDEF request. Once the last ?IRMV has 
been execu ted for a process, it ca n execu te 
anywhere again . For processes such as 
XTS, the ?IDEF is outstanding for the total 
time the process is executing, so it will stay 
locked onto the "initial" processor. 

For most systems, the processes that fall 
into the second category are limited to XTS, 
SDLC, and XDLC. 

The PED utility with the" /MPROCESS" 
switch will highlight any process that falls 
into the "initial proce or-only" category. 
The utility MP _ DISPLAY will display, in 
addition to the traditional "total user" CPU 
time, a sub-category of "Mom user;' which 
is the CPU time used by any process that 
can only execute on the initial processor. 
All of the other proces es will randomly 
execute on either of the two processors de
pending on whether they are the highest 
priority ready-to-run job when that 
processor selects a job to execute. 

System calls can be subdivided into one 
of three group , depending on the 
resources that the ystem call requires. 
The e groups are: 

A. System calls that will execute totally 
on either processor. Some examples of 
these are ?MEMI, ?PSTAT, ?GTOD, 
?SIGWT, ?MBTC, ?MTFC, ?BLK, ?TPORT, 
?GU M, ?RSE 0, ?PRC X, ?WIRE, 
?DELAY, etc. ote that usually ?ISE 0, 
?IREC, and ?IS. R fall into this category but 
could become a type B if the mes age mu t 
be spooled to disk . 

B. System call that will execute on ei
ther processor down to the point of the ac
tual file system (FS) reque t. Some exam
ples are ?RDB, ?WRB, ?SPAGE, ?FLUSH, 
?RPAGE, Page Fault, etc. Note that this sys
tem call /FS transition point is the same as 
on the uni-processor, so there is no addi
tional overhead to switch to the initial 
proce or. To minimize overhead even fur
ther, if no request to the FS is nece sary, 
such as when the data is already in mem-

. ory, the system call will execute totally on 
either processor (same as A above). 

C. System calls that will only execute on 
the "initial" proce or. Some examples are 
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? REATE, ?PROC, ?DELETE, ? HAl , 
?OPE , ?CLOSE, ?FSTAT,?G F , etc. 
Mo t of the e call make heavy u e of the 
file system. Because of the lack of software 
lock in the file system, it was more expe
dient initially to re trict them to the "ini
tial" proces or. 

System calls that will execute on either 
processor, groups A and B, make up ap
proximately 50 percent of the system calls 
by count and about 80 percent by fre
quency of execution. For this ca e al 0 , the 
utility, MP _DISPLAY, will display the 
percentage of CPU time pent executing 
"Sys Calls" (groups A and B and the per
centage of CPU time spent executing 
"Mom Sys Calls" (group C)) . 

The frequency of execution percentage 
was determined by monitoring y tem 
doing actual office automation and time
sharing activities over a period of several 
days. The total number of each system call 
was counted. These calls were then totaled 
by group and the percentages calculated . 
Most of the system calls in group Chad 
a very low average usage percentage with 
the exception of ?GOPE , ?CLOSE, 
?STMAP,?G F , and ?FSTAT. But even 
in these cases, a user would issue a single 
?GOPE (group C) for a file ("-'1 .96 per
cent of total system calls), then do a num
ber of ?RDB/?WRB (group B) requests 
("-'8.98 percent), then finally issue a sin
gle ?CLOSE (group C) for the file ("-'1.78 
percent). 

General performance discussion 
When mea uring the performance of 

any system, a number of factor must be 
taken into account. Some of these are 
under the control of the hard
ware/software deSigner, others are under 
the control of the user. These factor are 
hardware /microcode implementation, 
software implementation, job mix being 
executed, and system configuration . The 
total effect of each of these factor i what 
i measured a the performance of a pe
cific benchmark or job mix. 

The fir t two factor, hardware/micro
code implementation and software im
plementation, are not under the control of 
the user. For these, the user hopes that 
hardware deSigners did their best to min
imize any bus collision , maximize concur
rent in truction execution, etc. , and that 
software deSigners did their best to mini
mize both lock collisions and frequency of 
"initial processor-only" requests. The var
ious controlled tests to be discussed next 
month give an indication of how well the 
de igner carried out the implementation. 

The job mix being executed is under con
trol of the user. The performance of any 

given mix can vary depending on the total 
number of jobs; the type of jobs (whether 
compute or 110 bound); whether the mix 
does multi-tasking or multi-processing; 
the amount of idle time remaining on each 
processor; and other factors. In perfor
mance testing, it is be t to use a mix that 
is as close as possible to the final applica
tion, and then vary the load up and down 
while monitoring ystem performance. 
Remember that since AOSIVS schedule 
processes on the two processors, the dual 
processor doesn't provide any increased 
performance for the single proce s 
environment . 

The la t factor, sy tem configuration, i 
also under the control of the user. The goal 
with configuration in performance testing 
is to try to eliminate the effects of all fac
tors other than the one being te ted . The 
traditional bottlenecks are CPU u age, 
memory u age, and lIO u age. 

The first two are fairly traightforward . 
The memory usage bottlenecks can be 
eliminated by having sufficient memory to 
prevent the system from going into mem
ory contention, i.e. , the AOSIVS counter 

PFFW will alway be equal to O. Current 
revisions of AOSIVS will not degrade y -
tem performance if there are large areas of 
unused memory. CPU usage can be fac
tored out by increasing the test load until 
there is no CPU time left. 

The I/O u ag factor i mor compli
cated . U er are u ually concerned with 
two types of I/O-terminal I/O and disk 
block I/O. Disk block 110 is the major 
problem, so we paid particular attention to 
it in our performance analysis. Disk block 
110 performance can be affected by the 
number of disk controllers; the numberof 
disks on each controller; the load on each 
of the disks; and, in some cases, the place
ment of the data file on the disk. The disk 
block I/O can be monitored using DISCO, 
a utility included in the AOSIVS perform
ance monitor package. 

There are thre ar a needing careful 
m nitoring : balancing reque ts between 
disk drive , adjusting requests among disk 
drives on the same controller, and 
monitoring the seek distance . 

Differences in these areas can have a dra
matic effect on performance. In the EO 
test case, which will be discussed next 
month, if80 scripts are executed on seven 
Argus spindles, the uni-processor to dual
processor ratio was measured at 1.708. If 
the data di tribution i changed and nine 
Argus pindle are u ed, the uni- to dual
proces or ratio now increa e to 1.819. The 
addition of two more Argus spindles elimi
nated some of the I/O bottleneck, allow-

(continued on page 59) 
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WEIGHING THE UPGRADE OPTIONS 
It's now considerably 
less expensive to 
upgrade from ROOS 
Business BASIC 

One of my fir t columns in Focus was on the pros and cons of 
converting from ROOS Business BASIC to AOS or AOSIVS Busi
ne BASIC (October 1985). It's about time I updated that column . 

Mo t Busine s BASIC user are till running on ome ort of 
ova or Eclipse with good old ROOS. I've got nothing again t 

ROOS, but it has been far surpassed as an operating system for 
running BBASIC 

ROOS, the "Real-Time Disk Operating System," has been 
around nearly as long as Data General. It was designed in the 
days when programmer tried to write y tem that could get by 
with 48 KB becau e memory upgrades were so expensive. Once 
you got to 64 KB, you were maxed out. We believed then that 16-bit 
machines would never go beyond that-and besides, what pos-
ible u e could there be for that much memory? 
AOS, the "Advanced Operating System," came along in the 

mid-70 to answer ju t that question . It featured clever buffering, 
fancy cheduling, and did lots of things we bit-picker knew be
longed in our application software, not the operating system. 

Besides, it didn't eem to work that well . The zillions of lines 
of new code hadn't been debugged, and the operating system 
eemed to u e up all the memory for itself. It even had trouble 

when given a full half-megabyte! 
Meanwhile, ROOS chugged along. A new rev used a paging 

mechanism to go to 256 KB, and eventually 2 MB. It was almost 
totally dependable, and its faults were like cracks in old leather: 
deep with history and tradition . Some said that if Data General 
had been less restrictive, ROOS could have been the standard 
operating y tem for micros when they came along, in tead of 
MS-DOS or CPM . Interesting thought . . . 

When the MV/8000 made its debut, AOS was brought into the 
32-bit environment as AOSIVS. The code works well now. It still 
love memory, but two and four and even ten MB boards are cheap 
and readily available. Programmers have now decided they love 
it because it doe what all operating systems hould do: it make 
programmer ' lives easier. AOS has fallen by the wayside. 

The most important thing about AOSIVS is its ability to deliver 
performance far beyond what ROOS could ever have been modi
fied to do. For the future, AOSIVS has the potential for even more 
improvement. 

What does all of this have to do with BBASlC? Well, studies 
eem to indicate that up to a third of you are out there looking 

for ome ort of upgrade in any given year. Quite sim ply, AOSIVS 
systems now deliver by far the best price-performance in the Data 
General line. I think it would be foolish to consider anything else 
eriou ly in your upgrade plans. 
The design of AOSIVS and the MY/ series hardware is well 

suited for running BBASIC Some good work was done bringing 
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the language over to take full advantage of the increased power 
of the operating system. For example, terminal handling by ROOS 
Business BASIC is handled by BBASIC itself, simply because when 
it was written, the ROOS terminal drivers didn't work well 
enough . However, in AOSIVS this work is done by the PMGR, 
a part of the operating system that is far more powerful than any
thing attempted in ROOS. 

The end result is that on machines that are identical except for 
the operating system, AOS BBASIC has been clocked as almost 
50 percent faster than ROOS! 

When we last looked at this topic, the costs of going to AOS 
or AOSIVS were not that different. That's all changed now : Data 
General has pretty much stopped making larger 16-bit Eclipses, 
and announced that no further significant development will be 
done to AOS. The cheaper maintenance prices on 32-bit equip
ment mean that the MVI series with AOSIVS is the only way to go. 

I always thought ROOS would outlive AOS, and it seems it has. 
ROOS now exi t on the MV/2000 DC However, I do not recom
mend it for BBASIC users in most cases: you lose a lot of the ad
vantages of the 32-bit architecture by not running AOSIVS. 

Why i AOSIVS so much better? To begin with, it was designed 
for true multi-processing. Without the limitation of a 64 KB ad
dress space, more than one job can be active at a time: jobs are 
much less often "locked out" while waiting for other jobs to fin
ish their system calls. The AOSIVS terminal handler also down
loads a lot of work onto the lAC In ROOS, every character coming 
or going to a terminal interrupts the CPU with a separate system 
call. You can imagine what a display at 9600 baud does to the CPU! 
An lAC allows a single system call to send a whole burst of data . 
This is not magic: an IAC-16 has a complete 16-bit CPU on board 
to do the work, relieving the main CPU. 

There are many other reasons as well . More memory can be 
u ed for more buffers, cutting down on disk accesses in heavily 
u ed files . Larger available space for programs cuts down on 
CHAIN statements and allows more complex programming. 
When larger disk blocks are being read and written (2048 instead 
of 512), disk operations are speeded up, especially index files. 

So, now you're so ld on moving to AOSIVS. What sort of ma
chine hould you upgrade to? As usual in the computer business, 
there are several answers, none of them obviously right. So, let's 
look at a couple of situations. (All prices in these comparisons 
are rough : you may need some different equipment for your own 
site. Also, I've ignored details such as cabinetry, battery backup, 
installation charges, etc.) 

Suppose, first , that you've got a typical small system: a Nova 
4 with 25 MB of disk, floppy backup, and about five terminals. 
You may have heard that Nova BBASIC will go Category C soon, 
and won't be really supported by Data General any longer. Be
sides, you're bursting at the seams. The accounting department 
want three more terminal , and you're out of disk . So, what are 
your options? 

The MV /2000 DC is the smallest member in Data General's 32-
bit family, and it's more than $20,000 cheaper than last time I made 
these comparisons. While it still comes with a cartridge tape at 
present, there are rumors of a standard streamer tape. When it 
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come out, I recommend pending the extra m ney to get one. 
I don't know any good r a on for the di kette drive: a far a I 
know it come with it, and it can't be deleted. Printer and modems 
could al 0 be a h adache. 

Figure 1: Upgrade from Nova to MV/2000 

l'1V/2000 DC with 2 MB memory, 
70 MB disk drive 
737 KB diskette drive 

12 MB cartridge tape 
16 asynch port multiplexor 
AOS/VS operating system start-up services 
AOS/VS Business BASIC license 
AOS/VS Business BASI C services package 

19 ,500 

1,500 
2,250 
2,208 

400 
1,600 

$27,458 
On the other hand, the MV/2000 DC will give a you a big boo t 

in performance. Even after the increased disk pace AOSIVS will 
use, you'll have twice as much disk . The peed of almost every
thing will increase dramatically. Without further expansion, you'll 
be able to go up to 16 terminal and printer . 

uppo , though , you f el the MV/2000 D architecture, with 
it ab 0lu te li mitof24terminal and320MBofdisk, i toorestric
tive, or you're skeptical of the cartridge tape' ability to back up 
a data base larger than 70 MB. (You should be!) A year ago you 
would have had to consider the MV /4000, but now the MY /7800 
fills this range of the product line. 

Providing Hardware and Software 
Solutions to Data General Users 

for 18 Years. 

Applications 
• Manufacturing 
• Distribution 
• Travel 
• Cruise Line 
• Accounting 

New and Used 
Systems/Maintenance 

• MV/2000 to MV/20,OOO 
• Eclipse 
• NOVA 
• Desktop 

A Sure and Safe Answer 
to Your Data General Needs 

XYRTIN XOLUTIONS, INC. 
(213) 595-5727 2444 Palm Dr v e 

Long Beach Cal forn a 9DBD6 

Grc1e 52 on reader service card 
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Figure 2: Upgrade from Nova to MV17800 

MV /7800 with 2 MB upgrade 
including AOS/VS license 

IAC-16 lines for RS-232 or 20m a 
354 MB disk drive 
1600 BPI streaming tape drive 
AOS/VS installation package 
AOS/VS BBASI C license 
AOS/VS BBASIC installation package 

11,200 

5,850 
25,000 
6,800 
6,300 
2,200 
1,600 

$58,950 
he n wer proc or re ult in a aving of about $10,000 ince 

my la t column, but there i a big difference: thi time w 've got 
354 megabyte of di k, in tead of only 73. The malle t di k DC 
currently ell for the MV/7800 i the 354. Upgrading from the 

ova, we've xchang d th di k and witched to tape for backup. 
The 25 megabyte drive are low, and di kette wa always a silly 
way to back up. It hould al 0 be noted that MV/ erie machine 
may mean a change to your printer interfac . 

If you got an MV/7800 DC instead of the MV/7800, you'd get al
most a much performance and could buy mailer drive . On the 
oth r hand, th whole pr mi e h r i that w want a full iz 
expandible y tem . 

The MV/7800 lets you plug in almo t anything Data Cen ral 
ells: multiple di k drive, 592 megabyte each; tape driv that 

write out 6250 bit -per-inch, 125 inches-per- econd; and lot more 

It keeps 
more than 

• memorIes 
alive. 

THE AMERICAN HEART 
ASS<1::IATION 

MEMORIAL PR(I;RAM 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR 
YOUR LIFE 

American Heart • 
Association V' 

This space provided as a public service. 
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terminal . You can even run CEO. We don't know what the limit 
for BBASI terminal on an MV/7800 is yet: omewh re around 30. 

But what if you already have an E lip e SI140 and enough di k 
and tape capacity for your projected needs? Unlike the ova, it 
cou ld be upgraded to run AOS. But, ba ed on our previ u dis
cussion abou t the future of that operating y tem, it make 
en e to go to AOSIVS. 

Figure 3: Upgrade from S/140 to MV17S00 

MV /7800 with 2 megabytes upgrade 
including AOS/VS license 

IAC-16 RS-232 and 20ma 
AOS/VS installation package 
AOS/VS Business BASI C license 
AOS/VS BBASIC installation 

10,000 

5,850 
6,300 
2,200 

.-UQQ 
$25,950 

Thi i 10,000 cheaper than it co t to convert an 1140 to run 
AOS la t time! We find BBASI run well under AOSIVS for up 
to 16 termina ls or 0 if yo u have 2 megabytes of memory. How 
much you'll need depend on your application. In any of the e 
upgrad ,you may b able to get credit for trading in your old 
Bu ine BASI licen e, which will save you om money. 

Th MV/7800 bring you into the main tream of Data General' 
32-bit technology. It include a BMC (B ur t Multiplex Channel) 
f r high r di k performance, and i an all around fa ter machine 

UPGRADE 
TO AN MV-7800 

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL 
CONVERSIONS: 

• 16-Bit to 32-Bit program modifications 
including macro assembler rewrites 

• RODS and AOS to 32-bit AOSIVS 
• Complete hardware and software analysis 

for fastest and least expensive conversion 
path 

• Redocumentation and program mainte
nance available 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE SERVICES 
from 

INFODEX 
7000 Boulevard East 
Guttenberg, NJ 07093 

Call 
(201) 662-7020 

(Note: INFOoeX IS a "sohware onlY- firm. We are nol an O.E.M. and do not sell hardware. We 
are pleased 10 work with the hardware vendor 01 your Choice.) 

Circle 26 on reader ervice card 
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than the S/140. BBASIC benchmark rate it ab ut twice a fa t a 
the ROO S1140. 

There i till ome concern about how well the MV/7800 works 
with Bu ine s BASIC. Some u er have reported it run much 
slower than the MV/4000, while others say it's about the same. 
The three we've installed seem to run about the same as the 
MV/4000. People wh have te ted B32 on the MV/7800 report that 
it rally f1ie . 

There are of cour e many other con ideration in the conver-
ion : Who' going to do it? It hould be straightforward, but what 

if the people who wrote the original programs u ed un
d cumented trick and weird RDOS system calls? What if pro
grams don' t exi t anymore (and only optimized ver ions are left)? 
What if the programmer are gone? How do you learn about 
AOSIVS? 

The e probl mare n tin urmountable. If you' r worried, get 
h Ip from a company that ha done these conv r ion before. In 
anyca e,allof uru r whohavedonetheconver ionhaveb en 
xtr mely happy with the r ult , and feel the eff rt involv din 

con er ion wa well worth it. II 

Ceo/xl.' Hell//{!, a colltrillll tillg editor to FOCIIS, has worked with Bllsi
III.' s BASIC IIsers fill'lIearly a decade. He is Ihel,ice presidelll of MAXON 
CO/llJllller Syste/ll , at/d call /1e reached al 575 Madi 011 Al'elllle, SlIile 
1006, ew York, Y 10022; 416/445-4823. 

Buy, Sell, Rent, Lease and 

SAVE on 
DATA GENERAL 

from our huge inventory, plus: 

• Unconditional 1 O-Day Return Privilege 

• Guaranteed Data General 
Maintenance Eligibility 

-OR-
• 90-Day Warranty on Parts and Labor 

• Quick Delivery 

• Great Selection 

• Hassle-Free Appraisals on your 
surplus Data General Equipment 

Call or Write Today for 
More Information! 

(313) 994-3200 
~ NI.WMAN 

. COMPUTER EXCHANGE I 

Member 
CDLA 

P.O Box 8610. 1250 N. Main St.. Ann Arbor. MI481 07 
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VIVE LA DIF! 
How to avoid re-keying 
data for your PC 
spreadsheets 

A few months ago, I mentioned using 
REORG to send data to microcomputers, 
to be used in Lotus. One of our concerns 
was deciding how to get the data into 
Lotus-readable format. We decided to go 
with DIF-type files. 

DIF (Data Interchange Format) was de
veloped by Software Arts as a simple way 
of moving information that can be read (or 
at least translated) by many different 
spreadsheets. Lotus, Symphony, Jazz, 
Framework, VisiCaIc, TK!Solver- all can 
make use of DIF files . This means that we 
didn' t h.ave to standardize on a spread
sheet- Ii I get my boss the Macintosh that 
he's been bugging me for, I don' t have to 
translate all of our files for him, and I can 
take the files home and work on them on 
my good 01' CP /M system . 

The format is standard, and any changes 
have to be cleared through the DIF Clear
inghouse. Finally, something in this indus
try that really is standard! Not only that, 
but the format is fairly simple. It uses only 
printable ASCII characters, so there's no 
escape code or control sequences to worry 
about. DIF provides for its own end-of-file 
~~rker, so you don't have to worry about 
fIlImg up a record with control-Zs. 

We'll be writing to a sequential file and 
using REORG to convert it into a line se
quential file (for reasons that will become 
apparent) . I'll use as an example a cus
tomer sales report. The printout would 
look something like this : 

CUST-# 

12345 
23456 

and so on . 

CUST. NAME 

ABC CORP. 

XYZ, INC. 

SALES YTO 

8,765.43 
3,456 . 78 

A DIF file consists of header items, to tell 
the program what to do with the data and 
data items. The first header item is 
TABLE 

0,1 
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Data Interchange Format 
was developed as a simple w ay 

of moving information that can be read, 
or at least translated by, 

many different spreadsheets 

This signals the beginning of a DIF file . To 
get the double quotes, you need to MOVE 
" " " " " "TO DF RECORD. 

Next, the DIF format requires the num
ber of tuples . For some reason, the peo
ple who wrote thi tandard decided on 
their own nomenclature. Tuples is simply 
the number of fields in the record - three 
in our example. So: 

TUPLES 

0,3 

Then come vectors, which are the num
berof records to be transferred . This is why 
we can't simply open the file as line 
sequential - you'll have to rewrite this 
number once you determine how many 
records have been processed . The alterna
tive w.ould be to go through the file twice, 
countmg records on the first pass and writ
ing the DIF file on the second. I've found 
~hat method to be too time-consuming, but 
if you're working with a short file, two 
passes may be the way to go. If you're 
gomg to count the records and rewrite the 
value, you' ll want to leave the value zero 
at this time: 

VECTORS 

0,0 

If you knew how many records you were 
going to write, you would put that num
ber after the zero-e.g., "0,450." 

The next step is to write the header fields 
for the data . 

LABEL 

1,0 
, 'CUST-, " 

LABEL 
2,0 
, 'CUSTOMER NAME" 

LABEL 

3,0 
"SALESYTO" 

The number under LABEL refers to the 
position of the header. CUST -# is over field 
#1, CUSTOMER NAME is over #2, and so 
on . The quotes must appear around the 
string, so the ICOBOL statement i 

MOVE" " "CUST-I " " " 
TO 01 F-RECORO. 

Finally, the next entry tells DIF that the 
gr~nt work is over and the computer i ~ 
gomg to start doing the work . The format is 

DATA 

0,0 

To write the data, you have to put a BOT 
(Beginning of Tuple) marker at the front 
of each record, followed by the actual data . 
The DIF format for the first record would 
look like this : 
- 1,0 
BOT 

1,0 
12345 
1,0 
ABC CORP. 

0,8765.43 
V 

Let's examine the format a little more 
closely. The first data item is the customer 
number, which is written to the DIF file as 

1,0 
12345 

The "1,0" signals that a string item is going 
to follow, and the next record written is the 
value of that string. Customer sales, on the 
other hand, appear like this : 

0,8765.43 
V 

The leading "0" means that the next value 
is numeric and to ignore the next line. With 
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numeric items, the next line is always a "V:' 
The I OBOLcodel ok impler. I'vegot 

thi in working storage : 

01 NUMERIC-LINE. 
03 FILLER PIC X(2) 

VALUE "0,". 

03 NUMERIC-VALUE PIC 
9(S)V9(2) - . 

and the code look like thi 

PRINT-CUSTOMERS. 
MOVE " - 1,0" TO 

DIF-RECORD. 
WRITE DIF-RECORD. 
MOVE' 'BOT' , TO 

DIF-RECORD. 
WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

MOVE"1,O"TO 

DIF-RECORD. 

WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

MOVE CUSTOMER-NUMBER 
TO DIF-RECORD. 

WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

MOVE "1,0" TO 

DIF-RECORD. 
WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

Fast Emulator for WANG II. IBM pes 

o Full 0210 emulatton 

o Versions for IBM and Wang PCs 

o User definable keyboard macros 

o Supports COM I and COM2 

o 110 to 9600 bps 

o Keyboard template 

o Updates free for I year 

o Site licenses available 

''''9.00 I 

4 West Dri ve 
Bay Shor e, New York 11706 

(5 16 ) 968-5687 

Circle 29 on reader ervice card 
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MOVE CUSTOMER-NAME TO 

DIF-RECORD. 
WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

MOVE NUMBER-OF-RECORDS 
TO NUMERIC-VALUE. 

RE WRITE DIF-RECORD FROM 

NUMERIC-LINE. MOVE CUSTOMER-SALES-YTD 

TO NUMERIC-VALUE. 

WRITE DIF-RECORD FROM 

NUMERIC-LINE . 
MOVE' 'V" TO DIF-RECORD. 

Th above code i very traightforward, 
and will produce file that just about any 
spreadsheet can use. There's only one 
minor problem - it doesn' t work. 

WRITE 01 F-RECORD. 

ADD 1 TO NUMBER

OF-RECORDS. 

ow, before you start writing nasty let
ter , let me explain. It will work, but some
thing additional i needed-variable
length equential records. 

READ CUSTOMER-F I LE 
NEXT RECORD. 

The DlF format do n't look for nd-of-file 
marker, 0 when all of your record are 
written, you need to tell it so. 

MOVE" - 1,O"TO 
DIF-RECORD. 

WR I TE 0 IF-RECORD. 

MOVE "EOD" TO 
DIF-RECORD. 

WRITE DIF-RECORD. 

The file is now complete. To correct the 
number of record, you mu t clo e the file, 
reopen it 1-0, read eight record, and then 

You're probably not as familiar with 
variable-length records as I am. I read the 
half paragraph in the Programmer's Refer
ence la t month, which ha no explanation 
and no examples, so that makes me an ex
pert. I then proceeded to play around with 
the file structure until the DlF program 
worked. I have no idea if I'm using this 
type of file in the way that I should, but 
I'm judging the re ults in true program
mer' fashion- the code works, so I'm not 
going to change it. 

When a program reads the DlF files, it 
expects the control statements (VALUE, 
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TUPLES, etc.) and numeric values to be 
the only thing on the line . When ROOS 
writes a fixed-length sequential record, it 
pad the record with space. Some 
method must be found to get rid of those, 
and variable-length records is the easiest 
way. 

The SELECf tatement for a variable file 
is identical to that of a fixed-length file. The 
FO that I u e look like thi : 

FO 01 F-F ILE 
RECORD CONTAINS 1 TO 

SO CHARACTERS 
RECORDING MODE IS 

VARI ABLE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE 

STANDARD. 

0101F-1 PICX(1). 

0101F-2 PIC X (2) • 

0101F-3 PICX(3}. 

0101F-4 PICX(4}. 

010IF-S PICX(S}. 
0101F-6 PICX(6}. 
010IF-7 PICX(7}. 

DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 

BUSINESS BASIC 
APPLICATION GENERATOR 

A founh generation language 
for all Data General Systems 

Don't ell Ie for a mere program generator. DIME 
SID is a complete, marure, tried and proven ix year 
old data base oriemed application generator that 
works. Develop complete, sophi ticated application 
in weeks instead of year . 

Standard feature include: 
- shorthand coding command 
-data dictionary 
- screen builder/editor 
- full function text editor 
- imelligem spooler 
- translator/compiler 
- support utilitie 
-automatic documentation 
- program generators (emry, maimenance, and repon) 

Uterally ~ Business Basic application can be develop
ed with DlMENSIO . Available today for RDOS, ADS 
and AOSIVS, Desktops through MV 110000. 
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COMMERCIAL OAT A SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION 
1000 South Pioneer Drive - Smyrna, GA 30080 

404/799·1000 
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01 OIF-S PIC X(S}. 
01 01F-14 PIC X(14}. 

01 OIF-RECORO PIC X(SO}. 

Now, in tead of writing D1F-RECORO 
each time, I move the value to the ap
propriate length record and write it . The 
main loop of the program then becomes 

MOVE' ' - 1,0" TO 0IF-4. 

WRITEOIF-4. 
MOVE' 'BOT" TO 0IF-3. 
WRITEOIF-3. 

MOVE "1,0" TOOIF-3. 
WRITEOIF - 3. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NUMBER TO 

OIF-RECORO. 
WRITE OIF-RECORO. 

MOVE' ' 1,0" TO 0IF-3. 
WRITE 0IF-3. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NAME TO 

OIF-RECORO. 

WRITE OIF-RECORO. 

MOVE CUSTOMER-SAlES-YTO 
TO NUMERIC-VALUE. 

WRITE 01F-14 FROM 

When you call JTWnaloonal support. you'lI get the 
answers you 're looking for. ThaI's because we 
wrote the FLEXIBILlTY· PLUS accounting system 
from scratch and have over ten years of 
experience In supportIng It. UnIque questIons are 
researched qUIckly by our dedicated support stall 
and creatIve programmIng department. 

- Computerozed Traonlng Module 

- On-Site InstallatIon/ TraIning 

- Software Update Service 

- ComprehensIve Operators Manual 

- Source Code Included 

- Custom ProgrammIng Available 

- Competitively Proced 

- Extremely FleXIble 

- S,mple To Learn & Use 

- Instant Inquiries CapabIlity 

Includes modules for: A/R. A/P. P/R. G/L. Financial 
Statements. Job Cost. Order Entry. Inventory. 
Fixed Assets/Depreciation. Manufacturing MRP. 
Bill of Materials. Budgeting. Loan Amortization. 
Mailing list Processing. Financial Report Writer. 

Available for RDOS. AOS. AOS-WS. and 
AOS-VS. Desktops through MV/20000. 

JTW "SINCE 1976" 

Computer Systems 
521 S.W. 11th Ave.- Suite 200- Portland. OR 97205 

PHONE (503) 223-5691 
Call or Write for Brochures &< 
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NUMER I C- LI NE. 
MOVE "V" TOOIF-1. 
WRITE 0IF-1. 

When all of this is finished, you'll have 
a file that looks like Figure 1. Then, sim
ply use REORG and transfer that file to 
your Pc. 

REORG/A OIFFILE/V QTY:4 

Thi translates your variable-length e
quential file into a line sequential file, and 
sends it along your QTY line. The TRANS 
utility in Lotus will now be able to read in 
the file and convert it. Writing the OIF file 
i quick-l,600 record proces ed in under 
2t/2 minutes. If that doesn't seem very fa t, 
remember that you have to write eight out
put records for each of tho e processed. 

If all of the above looks too complicated, 
it' really like any computer program-a 
pain to get going, but well worth it once 
it's running. And once you have the first 
program up and running, it's a simple mat
ter to adapt it to all of your other. If you 
have omeone keypunching figures into 

We Buy·Sell & Trade 
CPU's & MEMORIES: 

MV 2000/4000/6000/8000/10000 
MV, Eclipse & Nova Memory 
8/140, Nova 4, Nova 3/12 
Model 10/20/30 15MB 
MP200 & CS10 64KB of RAM 

DISI(S & TAPES: 
6070 20MB Disk SIS 
6045 & 6095 10MB Disks 
6060 96MB Disk SIS 
6101 12.5MB, 1.26 SIS 
6067 50 MB Disk SIS 
6021 800BPI TAPE SIS 
6026800/1600 BPI SIS 
61251600 BPI TAPE SIS 
6236354 MB 

PRINTERS: 
4034-G 300 lPM SIS 
6174 TP2 180CPS w Keyboard 
4215 600LPM SIS 
4364 600LPM SIS 

CRT'S: COMMUNICATIONS: 
61300400 4255 AlM-8 
6134 0450 4241 UlM·5 
6134 0410 4368 IAC·16 
62460460 4257 ALM·16 
610S 0·200 4007/10 Cassette 110 
6168 0·210 IAC.8 
60530·2 

SOFTWARE FOR: 
Construction,Oistribution,Manufacturing, 
Trucking,High Technology,Video Stores, 

Professional Time & Billing 
and Retail point of sale 

tall for prices on Equipment not Usted 
All Equipment Guaranteed 

For Data General Maintenance. __ 
SERVICES INC. 

3220 Beta Ave., Bumab" B.C. 
canada V5G 414 604-291·2360 
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DATA GENERAL'S NEW LINE OF 
CRTS AT ROCK BOTmM PRICES. 

BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT 

0-214 $595. 

0-215 675. 

0-411 895. 

0-461 1,125. 
Price listed includes monitor, keyboard 
and power cable. 
OEMs and volume buyers call for quan
tity discounts. 

Data General has introduced a new line of CRTs and Alpha-Kenco has them at rock bottom prices. Now you can purchase 
brand new Data General terminals priced lower than compatibles. This new line of Data General eRTs features: screen
saver-for extended life; soft set-up- for easy installation; blink, dim, reverse video and underscore on a character-by
character basis; alphanumeric display; low-profile, ergonomically-designed keyboard with tactile feedback; small 
footprint packaging; industry-standard asynchronous communications interface; Data General oasher™ 0-200 and 
0-400 series compatibility. 
From cables to Desktop Generation™, from the MVI2000™ to the MVl20,OOOTM, for printers, memory and communications we 
are the one stop source for all your Data General needs. All equipment is brand new, in stock, fully warranted by Data General , 
eligible for a service contract and of course sold at the lowest price. Compare and save. 

For further information and FREE catalog call: 

AI.PHA·KENCO INC. 
SYSTEMS AND ELECTRONICS 

1365 39th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218 
Formerly Kenco Data Systems Inc. 

TOLL FREE 

B00-44-KENCO 
In New York State 
(718) 633-2800 

Telex: 232463 ALEC UR 

Dasher, Desktop Generation , MV/2000 and MV/20,OOO are trademarks of Data General Corp. Photo courtesy of Data General Corp. 
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D • * * * 
* 

COMPUPLAN INTERNATIONAL 
400 Centre Park Blvd., Suite 200 
DeSoto, Texas 75115 • (214) 228-0188 
Ralph Gallizzi 

* * * * * * * * * * * MARCH SPECIAL ~ : TO FOCUS READERS 
* 
* 
* jiiiI4 * 6026 SIS $2,900.00 

~ .... *-*--*-*-*-*-*-*-*--*-*-*-*-* .... 
r fii\ We Buy - Se ll - Service 

* 

~ Data General m (New and Used) 

~ Penri l - Modems and Multi plexor ca PC - XT - AT Clones and Parts 

~ Field Service 
~ Dallas/ Fort Worth Metroplex 

~® ~----------~P-----------~ 
.. IBM - PC/ XT Renp;1 
~ AND COMPATIBLES lDataComm 
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Hardware works 

r "I" "'" Comp"," w'", loe rooq'" ''''00 "" mom",,,,' """W, .hro'gh '''' ". 

I L I your hardware dilemmas. Our problem pert taB' of qualified technician . 
solving s tern is built around a com- We aI 0 offer MV computer time and cu tom-

8 -1ll plete inventory of Data General equip- ized programming under RDO or AO 
ment and compatible subsystems. We have found VS. Call our office for further details. 
Data General products to be among the most re- E ex Computer 
liable and ver atile in the computer indu try. II i ervice, Inc. in 
these qualitie that enable our configuration pe- bu ines to serve 
cialists to build a system you can rely on. "!i!ii~I-;"'----....I you ince 1980. 

Every ystem, peripheral or component part pur- Cftl'WU'U .... r S~rvk~ Inc 
chased from Essex is thoroughly sy tern te ted previ- ..,. ...... u... .o .o. • 
ous to hipping and carries a full warranty which i 263 - 267 Cox Street, Roselle, New Jersey 07203 
backed by our alional Product Repair Center. In taI- (201) 686-3724 

Circle 22 on reader service card 

Lotu from a computer printout-and I've 
seen a number of companies do just 
that-now is the time to automate the 
process and free up some time. 

There are some RDOS people out there 
(myself included) who are desperately 
eeking XMODEM or Kermit. If anyone 

knows where to find RDOS versions of 
those file transfer programs, please get in 
touch with me. Or, if anyone has an RDOS 
C compiler and would be willing to run 
some code through it for us, give me a. 
call. !J. 

Figure 1: completed DIF file 
TABLE 
0,1 
t t t. 

TUPLES 
0,3 
t ••• 

VECTORS 
0,2 

LABEL 
1,0 
., CUST- , " 
LABEL 
2,0 
"CUSTOMER NAME" 
LABEL 
3,0 
"SALES YTO" 
DATA 
0,0 .... 
- 1,0 
BOT 
1,0 
12345 
1,0 
ABC CORP. 
0,8765.43 
V 

- 1,0 
BOT 
1,0 
23456 
1,0 
XYZ, INC . 
0,3456.78 
V 

- 1, a 
EOO . ... 
Tim Boyer is fOP mallager at Denlllan Rub
ber Mallufactu ring COlllpany, presidellt of the 
Nortilem Ohio Data Gelleraf U ers Associa
thlll, alld a contributing editor for Focus Maga
zine. He may be reached at Po. Box 951, 
Warrell , OH 44482; 2161898-2711 or on the 
NADGUG bulletill board at 4151924-3652. 
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MYI SYSTEMS B Y TIM MANESS 

ON QUEUE 
Here's an alternative way to implement queues 
for managing intertask communication 

ENQH - Enqueue a data el m nt at the 
head of a queue 
ENQT - Enqueue a data element at the tail 
of a qu ue 

In the February 19 7 i u ofFoCIIS, there 
wa an excellent article by Karen Jack on 
on u ing qu u for interta k communica
tion (p,lge 16). We ill 0 U e queue ilt OM 

Y tem , and I thought I would off ran 
alternative implementation of the queuing 
mechani m . The MVI machine have 

Figure 1 

Queue Descriptorl 

A (head) 

C (tail) 

B (forward link) 

-1 (backward link) 

user info 1 

Isl 
C 

A 

user info 2 

[Cl 
-1 

B 

user info 3 

Focus 

ev ra l in truction p cifically for queue 
manag m ntthatcanmakelifeea i r(and 
your program · much qui ker) by avoiding 
the ne d to write the e routine in a high
level language. 

Ba ically, a queue i a double-link d Ii t 
of en tries (ca lled data e lement ) that ha 
a head and a tail (i.e. , a beginning and an 
end). A ociated with each queue i · a 
qu ue d criptor. The queue de criptor i 
two 32-bit word . Th fir tithe addr 
of th ntry that i th h ad f the queue, 
and th econd i the addre of the ntry 
that is the tail of the queu . Figur 1 how 
il queue with thr e data element . The 
queue de criptor contain the addr of 
the head of the qu ue (addre A) and the 
addr of the tail of the queue (addr C). 

The in truction available for managing 
queue · include : 

OEQUE- Remove il queue clement 

U ing the e in truction , you can 
develop code to implement FIFO queue , 
FILO queues, and other intere ting varia
tions. The other variation include priority 
ba ed queue. In order to implement thi 
type of queue, you mu tin ert and delete 
elements from a qu u from oth r than the 
head and tail. Thi m an that the queue 
mu t be earched; th oth r qu uing in-
truction that are i1vailable are u ed for 

'eilrche ·. For now, we'll just con ider the 
FI F ca e where data element are added 
to one end (the tail) and removed from th 
oth r nd (the head) . 

In thi hort Fortran 77 example, we have 
a qu u con i ting of data element that 
are three words long . Thi mean thilt 
there i one word of user information. Tcl k 
1 put an ntry on the queue, and ta k 2 
take it off. The dequeue instruction 

Figure 2: Interface to the ENOl instruction 

; ENQUEUE32.SR -- Interface to the MV ENQT instruction 
, 
; CALLING SEQUENCE: 

CALL ENQUEUE (QDESC,DATA_EL) 
, 
; ARGUMENTS: 
; QDESC 2 WORD ARRAY CONTAINING THE QUEUE DESCRIPTOR 
; DATA_EL ARRAY CONTAINING THE DATA ELEMENT (1ST TWO WORDS Of 

WHICH ARE USED AS THE fORWARD AND BACKWARD LINKS) 

QDESC=ARG1 
DA T A_EL=ARG2 

.TITLE ENQUEUE 

.ENT ENQUEUE 

.NREL 

ENQUEUE: WSAVR 0 
XWLDA o,QDESC,3 
WADC 1,1 

XWLDA 2,DATA_EL,3 
ENQT 
NOP 

WRTN 
.END 

; QUEUE DESCRIPTOR 
; -1 -) ADD TO TAIL 
; ADDR Of ELEMENT TO ADD 
; DO IT 
; WE DON'T CARE If EMPTY 
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SNARe. 
For RDOS users 

whdve had it 
up to here ... 

A an ROO u er, you n 
d ubt have experienced the fru -
trati n of not being able to 

quickly rec ver tape backup and 
arch iv . 

W ith ARC, tho e fru tra-
ti n are eliminated. S ARC 
make it po ible n r you to: 

• Manage your tape library 
• Give you complete records 

of all file locations 
• Provide incremental backup, 

full backup, and archiving 

F r a brochure with complete 
detail on how S 'ARC can 
treamline your workload, plea e 

ca ll r end in your read r ervice 
card. 

SNARe 
Software orth (907) 561-4412 

Circle 46 on reader service card 

MV/SySTEMS _________ _ 

r c ive an addre ; b cau e of th limita
tions of Fortran, however, the calling pro
gram get th u r information back, 

TASK 1 
common 1 exq 1 queue 
(3, ZOO), qdesc (Z) 

dataqdesc IZ* - 11 

c Queue an element 
ca II enqueue (qdesc, 
queue(1 , i» 

TASK 2 
common lexql queue 
(3, ZOO) , qdesc (Z) 

ca II dequeue (qdesc, 
in f 0) 

rather than the addr of th data le
ment. ote that thi example ignore all 
the locking that Karen explained in la t 
month's article. 

Figure 2 i the a embly language 
routine that interface with the E QT ( n
queue at th tail) in truction . 

The routine shown in Figure 3 will d -
qu ue a data I ment from the h ad of the 
qu ue. A mentioned before, th routine 
return the u er information in t ad of th 
addre of the data el ment . 

Because of this awkwardness dealing 
with addresses in Fortran, we usually have 
anumberweuseasanarray ub criptinto 
the real user information. For example, if 
you are using queue to manage a et of 
buffers, the user information would be the 
buffer number rather than the actual buffer 
of data. 

Figure 3: Interface to the DEQUE instruction 

j DEQUEUE32.SR -- Interface to the MV DEQUE instruction 
, 
j CALLING SEQUENCE: 

CALL DEQUEUE (QDESC,INFO,ICC) 
, 
j ARGUMENTS: 
j QDESC 2 WORD ARRAY CONTAINING THE QUEUE DESCRIPTOR 
j INFO INTEGER TO CONTAIN THE USER INFORMATION 
j ICC CONDITION CODE, 0 -) OK, - 1 -) QUEUE WAS EMPTY 

QDESC=ARG1 
INFO=ARG2 
ICC=ARG3 

DEQUEUE: 

GOOD: 

MAYBE: 

FAILURE: 

42 

.TITLE DEQUEUE 
.ENT DEQUEUE 
.NREL 

WSAVR 0 
XWLDA O,QDESC,3 
WADC 1,1 
DEQUE 
WBR MAYBE 
WMOV 1,2 

XWLDA 0,4,2 

XWSTA 0,@DE_SUB,3 
WXOR 0,0 
XWSTA O,@ICC,3 
WRTN 

WMOV 1,2 
WSALA -1,1 

WBR GOOD 

WADC 1,1 
XWSTA 1,@ICC,3 
WRTN 
.END 

j QUEUE DESCRIPTOR 
j -1 - ) DEQUEUE FROM HEAD 
j DO IT 
j MIGHT BE EMPTY OR LAST 

j 1ST AFTER 2 WORD HEADER 
j IS THE USER INFORMATION 
j GIVE IT BACK 

j ICC = 0 -) OK 

; MAKE A COPY OF AC1 
; COMPLEMENT AC1 AND ADD 
j -1 TO IT 
j NON ZERO RESULT 

; -1 -) NOTHING TO DEQUEUE 
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-------------_____ MV/SYSTEMS 

You can use the queuing primitive to 
build up fairly compl x cheme for 
managing re ource ; By utilizing the e in
structions, these schemes will be efficient. 

• 
I want to thank Lamar Bevil of Protec-

tive Management Corporation, Moy 
hambers of Mclean Financial, and Bill 

A hley of Allied Cr up In urance Tru t f r 
reading my December 1986 article and 
ending me letters for my Chri tmas stock

ing. Sometimes I agree with Lamar' third 
rule of system management: "If it works as 
well a tho e wildly optimi tic proj ction 
in the ale literature, it doe n't de erve 
any attention what 0 ver." But th rare 
alway a few excepti n , and I thank you 
all very much. 

Al 0, ba ed on my mail, I'm les an
noyed at DC' credit department - it 
eem that they tr at everyone equally 

badly. om ne wrote to ay, 'Tv done 
bi er order with tranger over the 
phone than DC will do with 'appr ved 
credit'." 

• 

From the Desktop Generation 
to the MV/10000 

• Custom Programming 
• Consulting, Field & 

Systems Engineering 

we r ceived ur on December 14, 1986. 
After in tailing it and running for about 
12 day , we decided to move back to rev 
6 for a while. We have an MV/4000 with 4 
megabyte of memory; with the new revi-
ion of AOSIVS, w eemed to I e about 

1 megabyte more to the y tem . The 
y tem eemed to be u ing about 2.5 

megabyte under rev 7 compared with a 
little more than 1 megabyte under rev 6. 
That extra megabyte i the one we need to 
get any p rformanc out of our y t mat 
all. So, we'll u e rev 6 until we get om 
new mem ry. • 

raig mith at Texaco' Freeport rvice 
nt r poke with me about the new 

MVI15000. Thi i the line of machine that 
replaced the MV/8000 and MV/I0000. 
There are three machines in the erie : the 
model 8 (a 2.8 MIPS machine), the model 
10 (4.3 MIPS), and m del 20 (6.4 MIPS). 
One of the features of thi erie i that the 
CPUs are interchangeable. This mean 
that it i po ible to upgrade from a model 
8 to a model 10 or 20 by ju t changing one 
board. Craig aid it really did take ju t 20 
minute to upgrade from a model 10 to a 

model 20. The co t fran upgrade fr m 
model 10 to model 20 is about $87,000. Thi 
i ub tantial aving over previou 
upgrade options. 

The original in tallation of the mod 110 
at Texaco wa accompli hed over one 
weekend by cabling the peripheral from 
the MV/I0000 to the MV/15000 and bring
ing the new machine up. They didn' t even 
have to generate a new ystem. 

Unfortunately, I wa unable to get any 
numb r 'from the benchmark th y ran in 
time for thi article, we'll continu thi 
di cu ion next month. 

The MV/15000 look like a winning e
rie . Our company has b n waiting t g t 
a machine that will grow a needed with
out having to throw it all away every two 
year. I'm definitely planning t g t an 
MV/15000. 11 

Tim Maness is a contribllting editor to FoCl/s, 
and president of OMS Systems, IIIC., a software 
development firm specializillS ill data ba e 
management. He can be reached a/ 1171 
Brickyard Road, Salt l.Jlke City, UT 84106; 
8011484-3333. 

• Hardware Sales - New & Used 

Free! Tell us you saw this ad in 
Focus and receive one hours worth of 

timesharing on a CEA computer system 
(RODS, ADS, or AOSNS - over 10 systems 

available) with the purchase of a minimum of one 
week or 40 hours timesharing. • MV/7800 Upgrades 

• 4GL Languages 
• Fuel Oil (Jobber) 

Distribution Package 
• 911 & Custom CAD Packages 
• Accounting - Desktop RDOS or AOS 

thru MV/10000 AOS/vS, etc. 
• System Timesharing 
• Emergency Backup - Hot Site 
• Media Conversions 

(Including MV/2000DC) 

AUTHORIZED f.,DataGeneral OEM 

For more information call 
Mike Collins, V.P. of Sales at 

301-247-5244 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 
We've moved! To service you better! 
3922 Vero Road, Baltimore, MD 21227 

Offices in: Baltimore, MD • Cambridge, MD • Washington, DC • Pittsburgh, PA 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE IN: DC, MD, VA, PA, DE, OH, WV 
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AOS{/VS} TRICKS B Y J 0 H N A . G RAN T 

PLEASE REMOVE THE WRITE-RING 
Two routines make 
tape handling safer 
and more efficient 

Well, as you may have noticed from the 
pa t few i ue of FoClis and Dala Base 
MO/llh/If, we now have everal methods of 
implementing a "day-of-week" function 
thanks to material pre ented by Jim Sieg
man, Lynn Lively, Tom Robinson (Decem
b r, DBM), and my If. If you don't have 
omething imilar on your system by now, 

where have you been?! Although there 
was some overlap of material, it shows that 
there are quite a few people out there with 
good ideas. 

Thi month I'll pre ent two ubroutine : 
REWI D_ TAPE and RING_IS~N. 
REWIND_ TAPE physically rewinds a 
tape, and RING_ IS_ IN checks for the 
pre ence of a write-ring on a tape. 

First, let's review some of the ways in 
which tape can b acce ed by program 
on AOS{ IVS }. When you write programs 
that read or write tapes, you open a chan
nel (either an AOS{ IVS} channel or a high
level language channel like Fortran's logi
cal unit number) to a file. Tapes are treated 
iu t like file on AOS{ IVS} : referring to 
"@MTBO:23" is identical to ":PER: 
MTBO:23", which in turn is similartoa file 
called "23" in directory" :PER:MTBO". 
When you reach the end of a tape file, you 
cannot read past it Oust like a disk file). 
Instead, you must dose the channel and re
open it using the name of the next sequen
tial file on the tape (i.e., "@MTBO: 
24"). 

If you are using AOS{ IVS } system calls 
(?READ,?RDB/?PRDB) to read or write the 
tape, then you can ?OPEN or ?GOPEN the 
tape drive (unit) without specifying a file 
number: the file number is specified as an 
integer on subsequent read or write oper
ations. This requires a bit more effort and 
bookkeeping than on ome operating sys
tems, which allow you to read and detect 
an end of file and then continue reading 
on the next file . 

However, the advantage is that any 
AOS{ IVS} tape file can be directly ac
cessed in any order simply by specifying 
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th file number in th file name or y tem 
call packet. Many y tem only permit e
quential access to files on a tape, requir
ing that the application program rewind 
the tape and skip ahead over end-of-file 
marks until the appropriate file is found . 

The REWI D_ TAPE and Rl G_ lS_ 
routines ultimately use AOS{ IVS} 

channels to perform their functions. There 
are several ways to write these routines, 
and they depend on the methods you use 
to read or write tapes. If you perform tape 
110 using AOS{ IVS} system calls (?READ/ 
?WRITE, ?RDB /?WRB, ?PRDB/?PWRB), 
then you can use the AOS{ IVS } channel 
returned by ?OPE or ?GOPEN.lf you use 
Fortran READ/WRITE statements for tape 
ItO, then you can use the F77 IO_CHAN 
function to look up the equivalent 
AOS{ /VS } channel number tor an F77 log
ical unit number. It doesn't matter whether 
or not you've opened the drive (i.e. , 
"@MTBO") or a file on the tape drive 
("@MTBO:23") . 

Sometimes I use a drive name and 
speCify the file number internally, and 
sometimes I specify the tape file name ex
plicitly. If I know the tape structure, i.e., 
which file numbers to read or write, then 
the user only needs to specify the tape 
drive number and I do the rest . This sim
plifie the drive pecification from the 
user' point of view, especially ince we 
only have two tape drives, 0 and 1. 

J've written two very simple routines 
(not presented here because you can write 
th 01 easily) for switching back and forth 
between tape file names and file numbers. 
T APEJILENAME name accepts a tape 
drive number and file number and builds 
the actual tape file name: 

character*32 filename 

ca II TAPE_F I LENAME (3.24. 

filename) 

returns file name="@MTB3:24". 
Conversely, TAPE~UMBERS accepts 

a tape file name and returns the equiva
lent tape drive and file number: 

ca II TAPE NUMBERS 

( 1 1 @MT B 1 2 : 3 1 1 ,n d r i ve , i f i l e ) 

returns ndrive= 12 and ifile=3. 
If you use the MOUNT command, i.e.: 

) MOUNT MY TAPE 

"please mount tape ABC123" 

then EXEC creates a LNK entry (MY
TAPE)foryou, and you'll have tolook up 
the path name of the file, i.e ., MY_ TAPE: 
12 may resolve to @MTBO:12. 

Now let's look at the rewind function . 
Although the Ll REWIND command 
will phy ically rewind a tape, a Fortran 
REWIND statement just resets th inter
nal file pointer regardless of whether the 
file i disk or tape. In th ca e of a tape file, 
the tape doesn't actually move until the 
next READ or WRITE is executed . For 
tho e of you who use batch mode or to 
whom the system i just a machine in an
other room or building, it probably doe n't 
matter whether or not the tape rewinds
let the operator worry about that (actual
ly, DISMOUNT rewinds the tape) . 

On the other hand, if you mount your 
own tapes and are processing many of 
them, processing delays and waiting can 
be r duced if the program starts the tape 
rewinding as soon as processing is com
plete. If the program is interactive and the 
user has a few options to select with dia
logue or menus, then you can start the tape 
rewinding while the interaction is taking 
place; when the dialogue has b en com
pleted, the tape will be already rewound 
and ready for immediate reading or writ
ing. This eliminates those dead times in 
programs where nothing happens until 
the tape moves to the correct file and block. 

Subroutine REWIND_ TAPE will phys
ically rewind a tape (Figure 1) . It accepts a 
single integer argument: if the argument 
is negative, it is considered to be an 
AOS{IVS }channel number, otherwise it 
is a tape drive number (0-7 for @MTBO
@MTB7 or 10-17 for @MTB10-@MTB17). 

If the argument is a drive number, 
REWIND_ TAPE rewinds the tape by 
opening a channel to file 0 (you should 
close any open channels on that drive first) 
and positioning to block 0 of file O. 

If the argument is a channel number, 
then REWIND_ TAPE assumes that you 
mean to position to block 0 of the current 
file. In that case, the tape won't actually re
wind to BOT unless that file was specified 
as file 0 when it was opened, either ex
plicitly specified as@MTBx:Oorimplicitly 
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as @MTBx . You can use OG's F77 
10_ CHAN function to look up the 
equivalent A05{1V5 } channel numberfor 
a Fortran logical unit number. 

The po ition op rati n in eith r ca e 
doe n't "pend" (unlike a read or write), 
and returns immediately to the calling rou
tine after starting the rewind operation. 

Another method of rewinding a tap 
from within a program u e the Ll 
subroutine (see my column in the July 1986 
issue of FOCIIS, page 33) to start up a CLI 
process to is ue the L1 REWI 0 
command: 

call eLl(' 'rew ind ([/mtbO ; 
bye / l =@nu l l ' , ) 

stop 

end 

Thi m thad i n't a fficient b au it 
incurs additional overhead in creating the 

Ll proce . 

The second subroutine I want to pr -
ent i RI G_IS_I . Thi function 

Repair 
• DG Depot Repair 
• 2 Day Turnaround 
• 60 Day Warranty 
• Upgrades our Specialty 
• Quality Workmanship 
• 20% off any repair for 

1 st time customers 

An experienced company 
you can count on 

(617) 295-0311 

-WCRS 
Northeastern Computer 
Repair Specialists 
34 Standish Ave.rClil----"" 
East Wareham, I 
MA 02538 

Call or write for a free 
estimate today. -JUlUUi-'iE· 

Cirele 38 on reader service card 

Focus 

check for the pre ence of a write-ring in 
a tape. We proce many raw fi Id tap 
from our airborne data acqui ition y t m. 
The data on the e tape i xp n ive to col
lect, and the tape are irreplaceable. Year 
ago, when I start d out to write the 
proce ing program for the e tape , ne 
of th fir t ta k wa to figure out how to 
make ure that no field tape wa ever 
m unted n a tap drive with a write-ring 
in place. Initially, b for ?PROB wa avail
able and when I had only one tape drive, 
I u ed direct as embly-Ianguage in truc
tion , but when I acquired a ec nd drive 
on the ame contr lIer, I ran int ome 
pr blem with thi rather cavalier ap
proa h . It eem that AOS{ IVS} doe n' t 
appr ciate u er doing their wn I/O in-
truction to device it think it control. 
Thi tape-ring information i not avail

able from the CLl or high-level language ; 
even ?REAO /?WRITE and ?ROB/WRB 
can' t detect the pre en e of a write-ring. 
Only ?PROB/?PWRB can do that. Function 
RI G_15_1 look up the tape con
troller tatu word, but in rder t do 0, 

it mu t read or writ a bl ck.Obviou Iy, 

~n.1Ph:l. nata 

Your VAR Support Group 

Buy • Sell • Repair. Upgrade 

DATA GENERAL DESKTOPS 
15 MB-38 MB upgrade ($2495) 
38 MB-71 MB upgrade ($2995) 
15 MB-71 MB upgrade ($3495) 

MV/2000 - MV/4000 
• Add-On MV/2000 Disk 

- 70 MB ($3430) 
-120 MB ($5880) 
-160 MB ($6700) 

Call for MV/4000 DC upgrade prices 

DESKTOP USERS 

Need: An Add-On Disk? 
An easy way to Backup? 
An easy way to Move Software? 

Delphi Data has the answer!! 
The Bundy Box 

Call for details and prices. 

V ARs/OEMs, call for your prices 

- 714/354-2020 
12155 Magnolia Suite 6C 

Riverside, CA 92503 

Orele 17 on reader service card 
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the logical thing to do i read a block. We 
can't ju t ay "read th n xt block," how
ever, becau e the ?PROB y tem call re
quire an ab olut bl ck numb r. 
Therefore we read file 0, block O. 

o pending on how the A05{ IVS } chan
nel wa pened, there are two po ible 
re ult : (1) If opened to a tape unit, i .. , @ 
MTBO, then reading block 0 of file 0 will 
effectively rewind the tape. (2) If open d 
to a tap file, i.e., @ MTBO:23, the file num
ber will b ignored and block 0 of the cur
rent tape file will brad. 

In ith r ca e, th tap will b rewound 
toth b ginningofth file; thi i atisfa
tory becau e the tap -ring check i u ually 
done before reading the tape. 

The OIA tatus word i returned in off
t?P 51 of the packet, and the DI sta

tu word i r turned in off et?P 2. Th 
structure of the DIA tatu word i hown 
in Figure 2. 

You can write s imilar routine to ch ck 
other bit in the OIA and 01 status word . 

You can al 0 write an almo t identical 
routin called TAPE~S_OFFLl E that 
check OG bit 15 (F77 bit 0), although the 

COBOL SOFfWARE 
• FIXED ASSETS 
• PROPANE GAS 

ACCOUNTING 
• INCOME TAX 

PREPARATION 
• PUBLIC ACCOUNTING 
• COUNTRY CLUB 

BILLING 
• SMALL WAN SYSTEM 
• MCBA GENERAL 

ACCOUNTING 
• CREDIT LIFE/AD&D 
• TRUCK/BUS SALES 

AND REPAIR SHOP 

CALL GARY BISHOP AT 
(205) 988-4336 

Program Systems, Inc. 
'--__ .... ~f~~,;~~~~~~~m~;,~\rz~ ' sum 101 

PRCWlDINCOOMP\1TWSOFTWARESOI.UTIONSSI 1911 

I 
Circle 40 on reader service card 
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Figure 1: REWIND_TAPE 

subroutine REWIND _ T APE(ndri ve) 

include 
integer+4 
integer+2 
integer+2 
integer+2 
integer"'4 
equi valence 
integer"'4 
character"'7 
integer"'4 
integer+4 

"qsym .f77 .in" 
ndrive 
opkt(0:?oplt-1)!0:5 for ?gopen 
rpkt(0:?pblt-1)!O:7 for ?rdb 
buffer !small buffer 
wa_buffer 
(wa_buffer ,rpkt(?pcad» 
aCO,ac1,ac2,ier 
name !@mtb17<0> 

ichan !aoslvs channel 
isys !f77 intrinsic 

c»>begin 
c-->if < 0, then ndrive is an aoslvs channel, 

otherwise open 
if(ndrive.lt.O) then 

ichan=-ndri ve 
else 

if(ndrive.ge.10) then 

!make positive 

name="@l'1TB1" Ilchar(ndri ve-1 0+60k)II" < 0 >" 
else 

name="@l'1TB" Ilchar(ndri ve+60k)II" < 0 >" 
end if 
opkt(?opfl)= ?opme 
opkt(?opty)= ?fmtu 
opkt(?opeh)= 0 
opkt(?opeh+1)=0 
opkt(?opfc)= 0 
opkt(?opfc+ 1 )=0 

!flag bits 
!magnetic tape 

!n/a 

!reserved 

acO=byteaddr(name) 
ac1=-1 

!unit name 
!any channel 

ac2=wordaddr(opkt) 
ier=isys(?gopen,aco ,ac 1 ,ac2) 
if(ier .ne.o) return !ignore error 
ichan=opkt(?opfl) !get channel no. 

end if 

c-->position to file 0, block 0 
rpkt(?psti)=o 

!O 
!no read 
!reserved 

Focus 

rpkt(?psto)=o 
wa_buffer=wordaddr(buffer) 
rpkt(?prnh)=O 
rpkt(?prnl)=o 
rpkt(?prcl)=2 
rpkt(?pres)=o 
acO=O 
aC1=ichan 
ac2=wordaddr(rpkt) 
ier=isys(?rdb ,aco ,ac 1 ,ac2) 
return 

end 

!file 0 
!block 0 
!2-byte buffer 
!reserved 
!reserved 
!aoslvs channel 

!ignore any error 

Figure 2: DIA status word structure 

DG F77BTEST 
Bit No. Bit No. Description 

0 15 error 
1 14 data late 
2 13 rewinding 
3 12 illegal 
4 11 high density (always 1) 
5 10 data error 
6 9 EOT (end-of-tape) 
7 8 EOF (end-of-file) 
8 7 BOT (load point) 
9 6 9 track 

10 5 bad tape 
11 4 reserved 
12 3 status changed 
13 2 write-lock (1=no ring) 
14 
15 0 

odd character 
unit ready 

"qsym .f77 .in" 
aosvs_ channel 
buffer 
pkt(0:?ppblt-1) 
wa_buffer 

!small buffer 
!0:15 

include 
integer 
integer+2 
integer"'2 
integer+4 
equivalence 
integer+4 
integer"'4 
logical 

(wa_buffer ,pkt(?pcad» 

c»>begin 
c-- >build packet 

pkt(?psti)=O 

aco,ac1,ac2,ier 
isys 
btest 

pkt(?psto)=o 
wa_buffer=wordaddr(buffer) 
pkt(?prnh)=O 
pkt(?prnl)=o 
pkt(?prcl)=2 

c-->read block 0 
aco=O 
aC1=aosvs channel 
aC2=wordaddr(pkt) 
ier=isys(?prdb ,acO ,ac 1 ,aC2) 

c-- >check bit (xxxxxxxxxxxxxOxx) 
if(ier .eq.o) then 

!f77 intrinsic 
!f77 intrinsic 

Tread 1 block 
!reserved 

!current file 
Tread block 0 
Tread 2 bytes 

RIN G_IS_IN = .not .btest2(pkt(?pcs 1) ,int2(2» 
else 

RING IS IN=.false. 'assume out 
end if --
return 

end 
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10 STAT option in the F77 OPEN statement 
can be used to perform this function also 
(if the drive i off-line, then ?ERUOL will 
be returned). In fact, the OPE must be 
succe sful before IO_CHA will return 
a correct AOS {IVS }channel for use in the 
RI G_IS~ function. 

In my tape processing programs, I tell 
the user to mount the tape and hit 

EWLI E when ready ( ee subroutine 
HA G in the July 1986 i sue of Focus, page 
36). I then open the tape drive and check 
for the ?ERUOL error on the open. If the 
drive is off-line, then the program tells the 
u er to put the drive on-line. The program 
loop in thi manner until the drive is on
line. Then I u e the RI G~S~ rou
tine to check the write-ring. If the tape is 
to be "read only" and the ring is in, the pro
gram tells the u er to remove the ring . If 
the tape is to be written on, and the ring 
i mis ing, then the program will tell the 
u er to in ert a ring . 

Each time EWLI E i hit, signifying 
compliance, the ring is checked again. In 
either ca e, the program won't proceed 
until the write-ring ha been either re
moved orin erteda required. lntheca e 

of programs that write on tapes, this avoids 
programs dying with tacky messages like 
"PHYSICAL WRITE-LOCK", which iscer
tainly not very user-friendly : 

ier=1 
do wh i le(i er .ne.O) 

open(20,fi le= ' '@mtbO", 

iostat =ier, ... ) 
if(ier.eQ.?eruol) then 

wr ite(10, *)' ' put dr ive on-line, 
'NL' when ready " 
read(11,fmt="(a)") idummy 

else 
ca II errcode (i er) 

'di e on unknown error 
end if 

end do 

ichan=IO CHAN(20) 

dowhile(RI NG IS I N(ichan» 
write(10,*) " remove ring , 
' NL' when ready " 

read(11 ,fmt=" (a)") idummy 

end do 

read(20, •.... 

HARDWARE • SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS 
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~'.' . ~ . '"'WE 
MEAN 

BUSINESS 
DG and MCBA. The right combination for your business. 

Now, through Westwood Systems Group, updated 
COBOL.JICOBOL versions of MCBA General Accounting 

and Distribution ~ MCBA's full Manufacturing System. 
We do mean business for you. 

DG HARDWARE FOR QUICK DELIVERY 
• MV SYSTEMS· MV 7800 UPGRADES· CRTS • PRINTERS· 

WESTWOOD • SYSTEMS • GROUP, INC. 
161 MORSE STREET· NORWOOD, MA 02062 · (617) 769-6335 
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The system isn't perfect-since we don't 
use the MOUNT command, the tape is 
vulnerable from the moment it i mounted 
unti l the program OPENs the tape for ex
clusive access. During that period, there 
i no protection from a careless user doing 
a DUMP command using the wrong tape 
drive name. If we used the CLI MOUNT 
command, then it would "lock" the tape 
drive from other users, but it still wouldn't 
protect the users from themselves. 

However, with Rl G~S~ , I feel 
much more secure about our valuable field 
tapes, because users know that they won't 
be able to process any field tape that has a 
write-ring in it. They therefore tend to 
always check the write-ring fir t. 11 

John A. Grant is a geophysicist with the Geo
logica/ SurveaJ of Canada. He is also a contribut
ing editor for Focus magazine and "system 
manager, ch iefcook, and bofflewasher" for the 
Exploration Geophysics subdivision's 
MV/4000. He may be contacted at 601 Booth 
Street, Room 591, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OE8; 
613/996-2325. 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
D200/210 EMULATION + 

Here at Algoma University we have more 
IBM PC/XTI A T' connected to our DG 
y tem than DG terminal ! 

Here's why: 
A PC i more ver atile than a dedicated 
terminal. Keys may be programmed on the 
Oy to provide ingle keystroke command in 
CLl. SED. CEO, IDEAS, etc. Snap hots of 
screens may be aved on the PC' di k. A PC 
makes po ible file tran fer between the PC's 
disk drive and DG. 

If you de ire these capabilitie and morc. 
writeorphoneu today. If you have any ideas 
that you feel would improve our product, let 
us know and we'll make every effort t 
incorporate them into future revi ions of our 
oftware. A we improve and develop our 

product. all old customer will receive updates 
for ju t the cost of the di k and hipping. 

ow for the unbelievably low price of 99 
U.S., you can have 0 200/210 emulation, 
programmable keys, file tran fer. and dedi
cated customer upport . 

So why go any other route? 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
Computer Service 
1520 Queen St. E. 
Sault Ste. Marie, 

Ontario, CANADA 
P6A 2G4 

705-949-2301 

Circle 1 on reader service card 
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CUSJOM'CONFIGURE 
ANY DATA GENERAL SYSTEM 

TO ~(OtJR PECIFICATIONS 
And We Mean Your Specifications 

WE LISTEN 
When you order a system 
from us, you get it complete 
-- down to the lost nut, bolt, 
ond coble. When you require 
specific revision levels on your 
system components, that's 
what we deliver. 

HARDWARE THAT 
LASTS 
We check out, and if 
necessary totally recondition, 
every item we sell. Nothing 
leaves our facility without 
being: 

• Fully tested 

DELIVERY TO MEET • Completely cleaned --

A GUARANTEE 
CAN COUNT ON 
We guarantee every piece of 
equipment we deliver to be 
complete, fully operational, 
and eligible for servicing by 
the maintenance company of 
your choice. 

WE'RE KNOWN BY 
THE SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS WE KEEP 

YOUR SCHEDULE ~~ like new ~-

Our many present customers 
already know about our high 
quality, superior service, and 
competitive prices. That's why 
we've grown to be one of the 
largest volume Data General 
used equipment dealers. They 
also know we offer the best 
deals on purchasing used 
Data General equipment. Buy 
your next Data General 
system or peripheral from us, 
and discover the Security 
Computer Soles difference for 
yourself! 

When you specify a delivery 
time, that is important to us. 
Whether it's a complete 
system or just a coble. We 
make every effort to assure 
that your equipment arrives 
when you need it. 

• Properly packaged 

" 
We're so sure you'" like doing 
business with us, we' re offering a 
special bonus iust to have you give us 
a try. 

With any order of $ 1 ,500 or more, we 
will send you a Deluxe 5" Bentley 
Portable TV Iretail value $169.95), 
with 82-chonnel receiver and VHf/UHf 
electronic tuner. This ultralight. 
compact (5 pound) TV operotes on 
"D" batteries or. with ACIDC 
adopters, from standard household 
current or the cigarette lighter of your 
cor, boot, or mobile home. 

Just make your best deal with one of 
our salespeople, and send in the 
coupon with your order. 

Circle 45 on reader ervice card 

Security Computer Sales, Inc. 
622 Rossmor Building 
500 North Robert Street 
Saint Paul, MN 55101 

PHONE: (612) 227·5683 FAX: (612) 223-5524 

My Order Is Enclosed. Pleose Send Me My FREE B I " 
ent ey 5 Portoble TV. 

NAME _____________________________________ __ 

COMPANY: ----------------
ADDRESS: ___________________________________ __ 

CITY. ______________________________________ _ 



OA TODAY B Y CHARLENE 

DEAR CHARLENE • • • 
Charlene's back, and 
helping CEO users cope 
Dear Charlene, 

I've noticed your c lumn ha n't ap
peared in the last couple i ues of FoClls. 
Have you been taken captive by a hostile 
band of CEO users? 

Ju t Curious 

D ar urious, 
Hang onto the ransom money. I'm alive 

and well. After an operation to remove a 
literal "pain-in-the-back," I'm back to 
work. Thanks for your concern. 

Dear Charlene, 
When using CEO Connection to do file 

tran fer , I keep getting FTCU errors. What 
am I doing wrong? 

Foiled Filer 

Dear Foiled, 
I know how irritating tho e error can 

be. Before you throw out the terminal, 
though, be sure that all the files necessary 
for firing up DG BLAST are accessible on 
the host processor. You might also check 
your memory requirements and the disk 
space available on your Pc. If everything 
checks out, gather all the details of what 
you did, what type of equipment you're 
using, which error number is popping up, 
then pick up your phone and dial 
1-800-DG-HELPS. The Support Plus 
maintenance agreement will help you 
through tho e trying times. Good luck! 

Dear Charlene, 
I have to send reports out to different 

groups of people in the company. I get so 
tired of typing their names and sending 
the ame document 20 time . How can I 
speed up this process? 

Monotonous Mailer 
Dear Monotonous, 

All the names of staff members that have 
accounts can be put into a mailing list 
within CEO. When you need to send the 
same document to all of them, just type 
the name of the mailing list and it will au
tomatically be distributed to each in
dividual. And if you have certain groups 
that only get some special materials, keep 
them separated into different mailing lists, 
which can then be embedded within the 
master mailing list. It will save you an 
abundance of time. 
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Dear harlene, 
My bos tell me I have to end 100 per

sonalized invitations to our cu tomers by 
tomorrow. Since I'm also responsible for 
getting all the food and entertainment 
planned, how am I ever going to write out 
all tho e letter? Help! 

Frazzled Finger 

Dear Frazzled, 
Your boss certainly doesn't expect you 

to write all those invitations by hand . 
Sh w him / her how efficient you are by 
using the List Processing function of CEO. 
By creating one basic "text" document, and 
one list document containing names and 
addresses for all of those invited, you can 
merge the two documents and have your 
100 per onalized invitation in the mail by 
noon tomorrow. You can even ort them 
by zip code using the sort I select feature 
(just in case you ever need a favor from the 
mailroom staff). 

D ar harlene, 
When working with a particularly large 

document, I was going to SAVE a large por
tion of it for future use. But instead of 
pressing COPY, I pressed DELETE and the 
text disappeared. I was so frustrated at that 
point, I ju t gave up and went home. ow 
I have to start all over. 

Waylaid Words 

Dear Waylaid, 
Such a sad story. But if you had just 

pre ed COMMA D (F2), then typed 
UNDO, all tho e lost words would have 
reappeared magically. You better brush up 
on your functions available through the 
COMMAND key. Better luck next time. 

Dear Charlene, 
There's a certain format my boss prefers 

when sending correspondence. It's noth
ing really special, but it is mandatory that 
this format is used. Is there any easy way 
to specify these special printing instruc
tions without having to set them up anew 
each time I create a document? 

Pooped Printer 

Dear Pooped, 
By creating a Print Layout within the util

itie menu, the format that you pecify can 
be used each time you print a new docu
ment, without specifying the print setup 
each time. If you need to change a portion 
of it for a particular document, it still al-

K I R I A N 

low you to change, wi thou t changing the 
original layout. 

Dear Charlene, 
I'm getting ready to load a new revision 

of CEO, but I'd like to find out if there are 
any "gotchas" waiting for me. How can I 
do this? 

Worried Watchdog 

D ar Worried, 
I suggest you call the Atlanta Customer 

Support Center and ask one of the CEO 
specialists. I've found them to be honest 
in telling users if they need to watch out 
for certain things. Or, if you subscribe to 
OIS (On-line Information Service), dial up 
and log on to the system for detailed in
formation. Another avenue to pursue is 
calling a couple of your OASIS (Office Au
tomation Special Interest Subcommittee) 
acquaintances. They're always willing to 
help each other. If you're not a member, 
contact me again and I'll send you infor
mation on joining. 

Dear Charlene, 
There are so many times I repeat the 

same eries of keystrokes within a docu
ment. I just wish there was some easier 
and quicker way to do thi . 

Shortcut Searcher 

Dear Searcher, 
You desperately need some training in 

the use of user commands. By recording 
tho e often-u ed key troke in a c 01-

mand, or assigning that command to a 
function key, you will cut your processing 
time conSiderably. I know of one user who 
created a monthly report by user com
mands only. She created commands to 
combine all the staff reports, delete the old 
documents, and print out the new report 
within 16 minutes. I was impressed. 

If you have any questions you'd like to have 
answered, or problems that YOIl haven't been 
able to solve, send thelll to Dear Charlene, cia 
Focus Magazine. !J. 

Charlene Kirian is OA training specialist for 
the On-line Computer Library Center, Inc., 
6565 Frantz Road, Dllblill, OH 43017; 
6141764-6435. She also serves as president of 
NADGUG's OASIS Office Automation Spe
ciallnterest Subcommittee and is a contribut
ing editor for Focus. 
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LAW OF DIMINISHING RESOURCES 
Why new revs put 
greater demands on 
system resources 

board and becau e I had been running 7.51 tem to AOSIVS 7.54 from AOS/VS 6.06. 
The upgrade went extremely smoothly. 
On Monday morning, most of the user 
didn' t even notice the new rev. Very 
refreshing. It makes rev 7 worth the wait. 

: + + RESOURCES 
Th i month I'm going t c ver a topic 

that ha b en on my mind for a long tim . 
The vent of the pa t few days have con

pired to get me to fi nally wri te about it. 
I had already wri tten most of a column 

when the time came to upgrade the 
MV /4000 I u e from 6.06 to 7.54. I did the 
upgrade oon r than lu ually do, b cau e 
of om po itivecomment about the up
grad on the RDS I ADGUG bulletin 

n an MV 12000 for several months with 
onlyafewproblem . Asare ultoftheup
grade, the exi ting column got impaled on 
the Future Topics pike and replaced with 
this one. 

Aside: anybody who doe n' t check the 
RDSI ADGUG bulletin board before up
grading anything is brain damaged . The 
phone number i Ii ted under "On-line 
Help" on the table of contents, page 2. All 
you pay for is the phone ca ll. 

GORY_ DETAILS 
I u e a pair of MV 14000 hooked together 

u ing an M A with XODIA and XTS. 
La t weekend I upgraded one of the y-

I had intended to upgrade both sy tems, 
but one of the y tern had two long
running batch job, 0 I gave up and went 
home. I was running: PERFMGR on Mon
day morning and noticed that my availa
ble memory had fallen significantly. It 
occurred to me that thi pre ented a 
unique opportun ity to compare AOSIVS 
7.54 to 6.06 under ideal circumstance : both 
machine are configured identically. So I 
hung around Monday night after every
body went home, and I ran two t t. 

Table 1: Additional resources used by AOSNS rev 7.54 

Test 1 ~ ~ Unsbared 
7.54, 17 PIDs: 878KB 958KB 1570KB 
6.06, 17 PIDs: 740KB 798KB 1152KB 

Iilll 
3406KB 

= 2690KB 

Difference: +138KB +160KB +418KB +716KB 

Test 2 ~ Shared Unsbare~ Total 
7.54, 68 PIDs: 1012KB 1028KB 4084KB 6124KB 
6.06, 68 PIDs: 876KB 800KB 2852KB 4528KB 

Difference: +146KB +228KB +1232KB :; +1606KB 

7.54 Incremental cost per PID: (1606-716}/51 :; +17KB/PID 

Figure 1: The benchmark 

COMMENT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMENT. BJ's INFOS CPU-time benchmark. 
COMMENT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

COMMENT NOTE: This benchmark is relatively immune to disk 
COMMENT speed, system load, and INFOS page size. 
COMMENT Its primary purpose Is to measure CPU time 
COMMENT consumed by INFOS during two common INFOS 
COMMENT operations: sequential writes and sequential 
COMMENT reads, both using single-level keys. It 
COMMENT assumes that AOS/VS, AGENT, and SORT CPU 
COMMENT time are negligible. Histograms have 
COMMENT indicated that this is indeed true. 

COMMENT See if we need to make the sequential input file . 
[!EQUAL,[!PATHNAME PATHNAMES.sEQ),) 
COMMENT Replace" :D3:UDD:BJ:" with some directory pathname 
COMMENT that contains at least a few thousand file names 
COMMENT beneath it. 
FILEST A TUS/CPL=1/L:;PATHNAMES.sEQ/NHEADER :D3:UDD:BJ:U 
[!END) 
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COMMENT Delete the existing INFOS file. 
[!NEQUAL,(!FILENAME PATHNAMES.DB),) 
IDELETE/V PATHNAMES.DB 
[!END) 

COMMENT {Re)create the INFOS file. 
X/M ICREATE 
PATHNAMES 
(insert 23 or more blank lines at this point> 
) 

COMMENT Load the INfOS file . 
X/M SORT/C 
INPUT FILE IS "PATHNAMES.sEQ", 
RECS ARE DATASENS UPTO 256 CHARS. 
OUTPUT INFOS INDEX IS "PATHNAMES", 
RECORD IS 1/LAST, PATH IS -. 
KEY 1/LAST. 
COPY. 
END. 
) 
WRITE Sees/record" Copy pass CPU time/record count 
WRITE 

COMMENT Read all the records sequentially. 
X/M SORT/C 
INPUT INFOS INDEX IS ·PATHNAMES", 
PATH IS ., RECORD, 
RECS ARE VARIABLE UPTO 256 CHARS. 
OUTPUT FILE IS U@NULL", 
RECS ARE VARIABLE UPTO 256 CHARS. 
COPY. 
END. 
) 
WRITE Sees/record = Copy pass CPU time/record count 
WRITE 

COMMENT That's All folks! 
WRITE Done! 
} 
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In the first test, I simply rebooted both 
sy tems and u ed :PERFMGR to measure 
the memory consumption with only one 
per on logged on (me). In the second test, 
I PROCed up 51 CLis (I intended to do 50, 
but I screwed up) doing PAUSE 1024 to 
mea ure the incremental memory cost of 
a process due to the system and AGENTs. 
Since the CLI and AGENT were already 
in memory (51 times), the difference in 

memory would be simply the additional 
un hared page consumed by each ys
tems' table space, the CLI, and its AGENT 
in ring 3. 

The results of the test are shown in 
Table 1. 

:QUINCY 
From the re ult , it appear that for my 

initial process load (EXEC, 1 XLPT, 

Tools of the Trade. 
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To do a job right, you need the right tools. If the job is 
managing an AOS/V$® system, you'll fmd the right tools 
in the VS TOOLBOX™ 

The TOOLBOX contains sixteen tools designed to help you 
do the job right. Tools to monitor system activity and tighten 
system security. Tools to improve me access and optimize 
INFOS® performance. The right tools. The right price. 
The VS TOOLBOX. 

-

ZAGI.I Software, Inc. 
p.o. Box 16/SaIina, 1<567402·0016 
Telephone (913)823-7257 

AOS/VS and INFOS an! regislered lrademarl<s of 
Oala General Corp. VS TOOLBOX is a Irademark 
of EAGLE Soflware. Inc. 
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XODIAC, XTS, :PERFMGR, WPEXC, and 
my CLI), the difference required simply to 
boot is about three quarters of a megabyte. 
At the level of 50 more proces e the addi
tional cost per PID for 7.54 i 17 KB, or 1.7 
MB per 100 PIDs. 

A check of .PR file sizes showed that 
EXEC. PR has grown by a factor of 6 in size, 
going from a 16-bit to a 32-bit proces . 
AGENT. PR has grown by 45 percent, and 
XLPT and the CLI have remained pretty 
much unchanged. 

: POST_ MORTEM 
What' it all mean? Well, it's pretty obvi

ous that if you're currently swapping heav
ily or you have lots of excess memory, then 
you11 see little difference upgrading to 7.54. 
Your performance will remain lou y or ex
cellent respectively. However, if you're one 
of those poor soul who's only swapping 
occasionally, rev 7.54 will change your per
formance dramatically. 

How did this happen? Is this all part of 
a massive conspiracy by DG to sell you 
more memory? I have a hard time believ
ing that the "What will we do next?" group 
in the marketing department has their act 
that together. After all , look at what they 
did with media interchange on the 
MV 12000. I suggest we check to see if they 
indulged in insider-trading on file trans
fer software packages. I doubt it. 

Nope, what's actually happening i two 
thing ; the market expects and demands 
(via their RFPs, RFQs, and dollars) more 
and better functionality, and DC' inter
nal goal for software development con
flict with your goal a a u er of their 
sy tem oft ware . 

Let me give you a few xampl of the 
market forces. Every year at th ADGUG 
national conference lots of u ers plead for 
increased functionality in the CLI, specif
ically, named variables and string , loop
ing, added pseudo-ops, and an expanded 
address space so that ridiculously over
fill d directorie can be listed with ut 
causing the CLI to re tart. CEO user have 
a wish list about a mile long. Prospective 
customers are demanding graphiCS with 
windowing, networking with everything 
including their microwave ovens and 
blender, twelfth-generation language 
with relational data ba e , and system 
that are easier to u e and manage (hence 
the new Sy tem Management Interface) . 

All of this stuff costs. It costs increased 
di k I/O, increa ed CPU consumption, 
and increa ed ba e and per-u er memory 
consumption. However, none of the e 
pressures are unique to DG . Any of you 
old-timer remember when Unix up
ported 32 users comfortably on an un-
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mapped 64 KB PDP 11 /40? Try getting a 
Unix ystem to run 32 u ers with Ie s than 
a cou pie of megabyte today. ot a chance. 
So at least in thi ca e, the only thing we 
can say is "Mea culpa:' 

In terms of DC's goals versus users' 
goals, the cause is a bit different, but the 
effect is the same. DC runs a large 
programming shop. It is in their best in
terest to control the costs of developing and 
maintaining the mountain of software 
products they offer. In addition, they have 
a staffing problem in that the supply of 
competent y tem programmer i 
limited and other players are competing 
for the scarce resource. 

Put yourself in the position of the head 
of software development at DC. You find 
your elf surrounded by mountain of ma
chine language code, and the per onnel 
department is having a hard time coming 
up with good PUI and C programmers. 
Forget finding people who already know 
DC's or anybody el e's instruction set. The 
local colleges and universities are crank
ing out Pascal and C programmer like 
crazy. The only machine language they've 
seen was in a "History of Programming" 
course back in their sophomore year. 

What do you do? Simple: you start con
verting the machine code into PUI or C 
or whatever else the personnel depart
ment says is in long supply before the last 
of your machine language coders retires 
to the Old Programmer's Home, dies at his 
tube, or voluntarily commits himself to the 
Funny Farm. 

So, what' 0 bad about PUI and C? Isn' t 
Unix written in C? Yes, it is, except for a 
few low-level routines that interface with 
the hardware, and a handful of routines 
that were determined to be bottlenecks 
worthy of hand-coded machine language. 
But Unix C ha everal advantages: its run
time libraries are quite small because the 
language was designed to map quite nicely 
onto the PDP 11 instruction set, and its 
libraries don't have the burden of over
generalization to support inter-language 
call . 

Try writing a one-line COBOL, C, or PUI 
program and linking iton AOSIVS with a 
load map. Take a look at the size of the 
shared code area. I just did it, and a one
line COBOL program caused 60 KB of 
librarie to get loaded . I remember back in 
the early 1970 when I was assisting some 
guys at Xerox PARC to get the BCPLcom
piJer(a predecessorofC) ported to RDOS. 
It runtime library wasabout300bytesand 
consisted mostly of things that the ova 
in truction setcouldn 't handle easily, like 
XOR and byte addressing. 

It's exactly this set of conflicting issues 

Focus 

that ha cau ed ome manufacturer to im
plement system programming languages 
for in-hou e u e only or for limited relea e. 

OK, that explain how memory usage 
has ballooned over the year . To ome ex
tent it also explains how disk usage has 
gone up. After all, those larger programs 
have to be dragged into memory from the 
disk at some point. But what about CPU 
consumption? 

Well, one of the ri k of implementing 
things in high-level languages is that the 
ter eness of the language syntax tends to 
hide the generated code size and CPU cost 
from the coder. Therefore, it is much more 
incumbent upon the developer who u e 
high-level languages to analyze the perfor
mance of their software more clo ely than 
a machine language coder needs to. Un
fortunately, the pressure of deadlines and 

Business Systems 
It all adds up to customer satisfaction . .. 

It's your money, and we think you should be choosy 
about your accounting software. Our customers aren't 
easy to please, but they tell us the HBI Financial Package 
gives them a lot to smile about. 

General Features: All HBI packages are designed with 
customer satisfaction in mind. The HBI menus help users 
master advanced features without a long learning curve. 
There's even a report writer that integrates directly with 
Lotus or MathPlan spreadsheets. 

Accounts Payable: Easy vendor lookup • Virtually 
unlimited GIL distribution • Recurring invoicelcredit memo 
entry • Automatic GIL updating. 

Accounts Receivable: On-screen client information • 
Invoice writer • Quick input for cash receipts • State
ments include application and aging summary 

General Ledger: On-screen checking of account 
summaries, details, and journal entries • Report writer 
integrates with Lotus or MathPlan . 

Payroll : Multi-state capability • Easy update 
of tax tables • Distribution to cost centers 
and job types • Check reconciliation 

We Help Your Computer 
Help Your Business 

CALL TODAY 

301/869-2355 
7503 Weatherby Dr. 
Rockville, MD 20855 
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STRs inevitably causes this effort to get 
pu hed way too deep on the "Things to do 
today" stack . 

:CASE_ STUDY 
As an example of these trends, take 

what's happened to INFOS over the last 
few years during the time when it got 
recoded into a high-level language and 
changed from a global server (one-time 
memory cost) to a local inner-ring server 
(per-PID memory cost). Over time DC's 
most widely used file management system 
ha changed from being almost !PC and 
I/O-bound to badly CPU-bound. 

I ran a short benchmark (see Figure 1) on 
my MY 14000 using INFOS 4.02-it shows 
that a single-keyed sequential write takes 
29ms. of CPU, anda single-keyed sequen
tial read takes 19 ms. of CPU. That trans
lates to 34 and 53 keyslrecords per second, 
respectively, with nothing else going on 
and zero idle CPU. A histogram of the 
process during the benchmark shows 
several sharp peaks in ring 3 which co
incide with small sections of INFOS code 
doing character move sequences. The 

• Proven Software 
Package 

INFOS source code is probably orne 
innocuous-looking two or three lines of 
code, but it accounts for about 40 percent 
of where INFOS spends its time. This is a 
classic case of a candidate for hand-coded 
optimization using machine language. 

:NET~ET 

Increased memory consumption by sys
tem software is inevitable. It's too bad that 
the maximum memory available on certain 
CPU model numbers is not cranked up to 
compensate for it. As a result, some of you 
are going to find yourself stuck on rev 5 
or 6 until you can afford to spring for a big
ger processor. 

It's OK to code system functions in high
level languages if critical regions get some 
attention paid to them. If INFOS is any in
dication of the state of system software in 
general, then the same attention probably 
needs to be paid to other products as well. 
High-level language implementations take 
more memory, but as long as the cost of 
memory and the capacity of the processor 
to hold it rise in step, that is not too seri
ous a problem. CPU also tends to go up 

• Hardware 
• Venical Sy tern 
• Turn-Key Solution • Stand-alone or 

Integrated Module 
• at ional Support 

• Supt:rior 
COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS Documentation 
CORPORATION 
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1000 Soulh Pioneer Drive · Smyrna. GA 30080 

(404) 799-1000 

CDS Business BASIC Software 
SI3Ie-of-lhe-An Package For Dala General De klop 10 MV/ 15000-M20 RDOS, AOS and AOS/vS 

• Whole ale Distribution: • Office Automation (WordPerfect): 
Purcha ing 
Order Entry 

Inventory Control 
Sale Analy i 

Word Proce ing 
Calendar 

• General Accounting: 

Electronic Mail 
Spread heet 

Account Receivable Account Payable 
General Ledger Payroll 
Fixed A et 

• Whole ale Wall Covering Di tribution • Whole ale Uniform Di tribution 
• Whole ale Shoe Di tribution • Telemarketing • Auction Management 

• Application Generator (Dimen ion) • Office Product Di tribution 

BASIC Software & MCBA ICOBOL Software 

Authorized •• Data General Sy tern Supplier 
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as the products are recoded into higher 
level languages, partly due to increased 
program size (where there' code, there's 
CPU consumed), and partly due to how 
easy it is to write simple constructs that 
consume lots of CPU. 

Personally, I can't see how a piece of code 
that will be executed an infinite number 
of times during its lifetime can be coded 
in anything but machine language. That 
covers things like critical regions of the 
operating system, PMGR, AGENT, XLPT, 
and the language runtime libraries. 

Now you know why I'm not the direc
tor of software development at a Fortune 
500 company. !J. 

Copyright © 1987 by 8.J. Inc. All rights re
served. Rf. is the president of RJ. Inc., a San 
Francisco-based consultanCljspecializing ill sys
tem auditing, system management, and perfor
manceanalysis. He is also a contributing editor 
to Focus Magazine. He can be reached at 109 
Minna St., Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 
94105; 415/550-1444, Telex 296544. 

PCIVS'· 
PopTerm'l 
200 ... the Rationat 
approach to personal computing 

From the experts in 
LANs and micro-mini integration 

Rational 
Data 
Systems 
5725 Paradise Dr. Corte Madera, CA 94925 
415/924·0840 
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Dataram introduces 
low-cost add-on 
memory 

Princeton, J - An add-on memory 
product called the DR-280 has been in
troduced by Dataram Corporation. 

Compatible with Data General's 
MV/4000, MVIlOOOO, and 5/280 system, 
the DR-280 is available in 2 MB, 4 MB, and 

MB ver ions, all 256 KB ba ed . The ad
ditional memory provided by the DR-280 
may be u eful to Data General computer 
user who want to improve response time, 
run exi ting applications quicker, serve ad
diti nal u er without impairing perfor
mance, or add new applications. 

Patrick Carr, product manager, aid, "We 
believe the DR-280 addre ses performance 
problem by adding power to the existing 
ystem and prolonging it life at an afford

abl co t." 
According to Dataram, the DR-280 i 

priced 40 percent below comparable add
on memory products. The company also 

offer a lifetime warranty for the DR-280. 
Additional feature of the product 

include: 
-A memory di able switch, ea ilyacces

sible from the rear card edge, which allows 
for the electrical disabling of memory with
out having to physically remove the board . 
By taking the Dataram module off-line 
when troubleshooting, confusion over the 
ource of a problem is eliminated. 
-An allocation of boundaries to comply 

with that of the existing system configu
ration. Therefore, Dataram memory can be 
ea ily added to an MV/4000, MVIlOOOO, or 
5/280 withou t having to reconfigure the ex
isting memory. 

- User accessible memory starting ad
dress switch. A cutout through the DR-280 
protective shield is aligned with the mem

ry tarting add res witch. The protective 
shield does not have to be completely re
moved to set the switch. 

According to Barry Blumber, marketing 
director, "The DR-280 fills a growing need 
in the marketplace for owners of Data 
General computer who want to consider
ably improve their data processing perfor-

'Illprove Your 
BACKUP 

PERFORMANCE 
with the 

Disk Backup and Recovery lyseelll™ 
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• DBR Dump is faster than Dump and DUMP_". 

• DBR quickly retrieves files from any tape without enduring 
lengthy sequential searches. 

• DBR eliminates the inconvenience of labeled tapes. 

• DBR retrieves files from tapes with hard tape errors. 

• DBR has full AOS and AOS/VS compatibility. 

Write or call for more information' 
t t t t Brickyard Road • Salt Lake City, Utah 84 t 06 

,801 J 484-3333 

OMS Systems, Inc. 
ADVANCED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
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mance and extend the life of their 
hardware in a co t-effective manner." 

Dataram Corporation, P.O. Box 7528, 
Princeton, NJ 08543-7528; 609/799-0071. 11 

Switched line/leased 
line security modem 

Youngstown, OH- The 424 Line Backer 
is the latest in the 424 eries of V.22bi 1212A 
2400 bps modems offered by We tern 
DataCom. 

The Line Backer' non-volatile memory 
allows user configuration as either a two
wire dial-up modem with call back secu
rity or a four-wire lease line modem with 
two-wire dial backup. 

When configured for call back security, 
the Line Backer will challenge all dial-up 
entries for a user phone number. Upon 
reception of a valid number, the user will 
be instructed to hang up and wait for a call 
back . The modem will then drop the line 
and call the number of the user site. Upon 
connection, the user will be prompted to 
enter his or her access code for call back 

FOR IBM PC's 

Why is the 
fastest DiOO terminal 

emulator also the 
cheapest? 

Because 
we sell a lot of 

them! 

Rhlntck's 

EMUS 
Discounted 
USA Price: "5_ 

C Rhlntclc, Inc. 
• p.o. Box 220 

Columbia, MD 21045 
301-730-2575 
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back verification. Simple pas word protec
ti n can al 0 upp rted by thi operating 
mode. 

Up to 56 acce code Iphone number 
can be edited by using the menu-driven 
editor. Switching from learn mode to run 
mode and back again is controlled by the 
only witch on the modem . 

When the Line Backer is installed in a 
four wire leased line connection, it con
tantly monitor the link for carrier. In the 

event ot a lea ed line crash, an automatic 
dial backup procedure will occur over the 
witched network; however the Line 

Backer can al 0 be configured for manual 
dial backup. 

During both automatic and manual dial 
backup, call progre (a well as the ta
tu of the lea ed line) i ent to the user's 
terminal. 

Exten ive diagno tics, complete net
work node functionality, and peed con
version are among the features of the 
product. All modem that me t Bell 103, 
212A, or CCITT V22bi over two-wire 
witched lines or four-wire leased line are 

fully compatibl . 
The unit price is $795. 

DG PARTIAL LISTING 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

Color OG/I0 P 15MB Pkg. 
OGIIO 15MB Pkg. 
OG/20 Pkg. 
256KB OG/I0 Memory 
U AM-I 
o to A Desktop Converter 
4436 Mou e 
0-214,0-215, 0411 , 0461 RT 
0410 CRT 
0-200 CRT 
MV/2000 
C/300 
C/150 w /o Memory 

ova 3 w /o Memory 
Comm. Ba ic 110 
IAC-8, IAC-16 
ALM-8 
ALM-16 
DC -200 
TCB' 
9165 TCU 
6236 354MB Oi k 
6239 592MB Disk 
6161 147MB Disk 
ERCC for S/140 
8537 Expansion Cha 
8655 128KB Memory 
64KB Eclip e C Me mory 
6125 nhard Tape SIS 

IBM PC 640KB 20MB ystem 

$2900. 
2700. 
tock 
475. 
195. 
tock 
tock 
tock 
850. 
275. 
tock 
495. 
795. 
395. 

llOO. 
tock 
250. 
350. 
400. 

15% off 
50. 

tock 
tock 
tock 
500. 
300. 
400. 
50. 

2000. 

1550. 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 

Focus 

Chancellor Pt. Road 
Trappe, MD 21673 

301-228-8100 
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Westem DataColll, 5083 Market Street, 
Youngstown, OH 44512; 216/788-6583, Telex 
910-333-8609. t:. 

Launch of disaster 
recovery service for 
Data General users 

ew York- Track Data Corporation has 
announced the formation of Fa t Track 
Systems, Inc. The new company provides 
comprehensive, fully supported disaster 
recovery services for all Data General 
user . 

"A computer systems switched from 
batch to on-line environments," said Barry 
Hertz, president of Track Data Corpora
tion, "companies began to rely more and 
more on their information systems. With 
this reliance came the need to insure the 
survival of the business in the face of a 
disaster." 

Citing a tudy from the Univer ity of 
Minnesota MIS Research Center, Hertz 
said that a typical company could lose up 
to 60 percent of its operational effective-

ness if its com pu ter service was ou t forfour 
day , and that by the end of the econd 
week the company would be functioning 
at 10 percent . 

Disaster recovery is a methodology that 
defines the steps to be taken to ensure the 
timely and orderly restoration of an organi
zation's data processing capability. Accord
ing to Hertz, the only cost-justifiable 
method to ensure continued data process
ing is a fully equipped hot site. 

Fast Track has hot sites in ew York City 
and Chicago that are fully equipped with 
multiple MV/10000 processors, disk drives, 
tape drives, CRT, printer , and full 
telecommunication capability. Clients can 
communicate with the hot sites from re
mote locations or can utilize the available 
office space at each location. 

To meet the needs of those clients who 
require clo e proximity of their computer 
center to their operations, Fast Track also 
has Mobile Recovery Centers. Hertz said, 
"These units are portable, self-contained 
computer rooms that can be transported 
directly to the user's site." The unit is com
plete with air conditioning, desks, tele
phone connections, all electrical hookups, 

Finally, a report writer 
and information retrieval system for. .. 

For technophobic Investment Managers who produce lots of custom form 
letters and need a way to move information into Wordperfect's mailmerge. 

For technophobic Accountants who want an easy way to select general 
ledger information for transfer into Lotus 1-2-3 on their PC. 

For technophobic Administrative Managers who want to produce custom 
reports quickly, without a programmer. 

For not-so-technophobic DP personnel who need to satisfy their backlog 
report requests. C~D 17 ATIVE'M 

CREATIVITY,'M the ICOBOL report writer and inIor- .J\..L:J11, 
mation retrieval system from Creative Synergy Corporation. SYNf,RCiX 

Arrange a 30 day, no-risk trial. --~==~iiI.iii 
(404) 438·0033 
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bathr om, and rai ed flooring. In addi
tion, a power generator is available if 
neces ary. These Mobile Recovery Units 
can be fully configured with a Data 
General computer to provide fully porta
ble, mobile hot ites. 

Fast Track Systems, 61 Broadway, New York, 
NY 10006; 212/422-9880. l! 

Eagle announces 
Extender utility 

Salina, KS- EagleSoftware, Inc. has in
troduced the Extender, a new utility for the 
VS Toolbox, bringing the total to 16 utilities. 

When an I FOS ind x or data ba e vol
ume ha reached its maximum size and an 
additional page i needed, INFOS tries to 
allocate that page in the next volume. If 
only one volume exi t ,or all volumes have 
reached their maximum size, I FOS is un
abl t allocate the new page and return 
the error "All volume at maximum size:' 

The Extender will add a volume to an ex
i ting I FOS index or data base. Thi al
low the u er to continue using the file 
without needing to re-create it. 

ompanie that have air ady purchas d 
the Toolbox will receive the Extender for 
n additional charge. 

Eagle Software, Inc. , po. Box 16, Salina, KS 
67402-0016; 913/823-7257. l! 
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(from page 29) 

backup and recovery, for instance. System 
test all modules, perform volume testing 
and tuning, and plan your installations. 
(You could use the beta installation plan 
for this last.) 

Implementation demands that atten
tion be paid to the production environ
ment, conversion, system startup and 
delivery, problem resolution, and 
documentation change requests. 

With careful attention to the users' re
quirements and needs throughout the pro
ject, user acceptance and satisfaction are 
assured . A new star is born the moment 
the system is implemented. 

Thanks to 4GLs we can now adopt a 
more flexible approach than was possible 
with the third-generation, one that really 
suits the size and environment of a project. 

But, let's not forget to carry with us what 
we learned yesterday. We need to live on 
sound principles to become successful sys
tem developers. What counts, after all, are 
efficient systems and user satisfaction . l! 

Senior product manager Marc Praly joined 
Cognos Inc. as a seniorconsuitant in 1979. He 
has been in the information management field 
since 1967. He can be reached at Cognos Inc., 
3755 Riverside Drive, attawa, antario, 
Canada KIG 3N3. . 

(from page 21) 
in certain applications, but the next tech
nology will be magneto-optics. These will 
be magnetic disks that handle reads and 
writes with lasers, giving lots of capacity 
and high performance. We expect the tech
nology to become available within one to 
three years, and to be dominant within five 
to six years. 

Q . It' s part of your job to stay abreast of 
recent developments in the industry. In 
your view, what are the most exciting 
and/or significant developments of the last 
few years? How are these likely to affect the 
productscomingon the market in the next 
few years? 
A. The PC and the Macintosh have al
ready made big changes to the human 
interface, and aU fu ture com pu ter products 
are going to have to reflect this trend. There 
will be a lot more of them, they'll be net
worked together, and they'll be more 
responsive to the user. Networking and 
interconnectivity will continue to be a 
major emphasis . In software, Unix hasn't 
caught on the way a lot of people were 
predicting it would, butit is still averysig
nificant development. 

In pure technology, high-density CMOS 
will soon let us put more than a million 
transistors on a single chip. I'd say we 
should expect the same curve for price, 
density, and performance to continue for 
the next several years. l! 
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FOR SALE 
Mod 8708 2MB Mem on DG Maint ....... $3700 ea. 
Mod 1244-A 60 in powered cab on DG maint .. $1200 
Mod 4034-G printer and controller ............ $500 
NOVA3 with 6021 tape, 6045 30MB disk sIs, 

96K MEM .......................... Make offer 
DG1 /MOD 1, 23-1/2 DD,512K MEM, 300BD MODEM, 

PRINTER . ... . ............... . ......... $1 ,800 
Trades considered , interested in 6026 controller 
wIT switch and cables, 

CONTACT: Carl Cunningham, 
804-342-6816 

NANOSECOND..12 SYSTEMS, INC. 
RDOS & DGlRDOS compatible operating y tem 

license available (or the (ollowing comput rs 
DISCOS-16 ground RDOS 
NEW MV/7800 ........................ $5000 

ECLIPSESI20S130 140 .. " .... " .... " .... $4000 
S230 S250 S280 050 C330 C350 C380 

CS2oosefles ............................. $4000 
OVA&Compallbl ...................... S3000 

Micro Eclops 520, CS 100 ................... S3000 
MOOS-8ground OGIROOS/OesktopGeneralion .. $ 
OEM and quanlity discount available 
Features: Full RDOS (7.5) or OGIRDOS (1.30) compatibili. 
ty guaranteed. ° hardware modifications required. Ad· 
vanced disk cachmg. ynchronized Int rground com· 
mUniCatlon, print spool r, utilltl , g n riC iii • and mor . 
Runs multl·user software such as I COB L, Busin and 
Exlended BASIC, Word P II I simultaneou Iy. 

Call or wrlle: 
NANOSECOND SYSTEMS, INC. P.O. Box 81, 

313 41h Sir I, Woodland, CA 95695 / (916) 662-4334 

For information on placing classified 
ads, call 512/345-5316 today. 

DATA GENERAL JOBS 
Fee paid by our client companie . We 

pecialize in Data General personnel only. 
AOS, RDOS, IRIS , Cobol, Bu ine Ba ic , 
Fortran Programmers , Analysts, DP 
Manager , Field Engineers , Sale Rep 
(hardwarel oft ware) and executive . 

PERSO EL RESOURCE SERVICE 
coordinates nationwide openings with ex
perienced candidate. Send confidential 
resume, current pay , geographic and 
indu try preference to : PRS, P.O. Box 
3212 , Atlanta , GA 30302 . 0 phone call 
plea ·e. 

CETTINC A NEW DC? 
Avoid costly media converslons_ 

use BREAKTHROUCH, a no-frills data 
communications program, to 
transfer data with 100% accuracy. 
Features: Easy t o use. Fast· No extra 
hardware needed. Communicates with 
PC'S. Binary or text transfer . Disaster 
recovery 
Systems supported: MV Series . DESK
TOp· CS Series · Eclipse· Nova· Mlcro
Nova-AOS / VS • AOS • RDOS • DOS· ICOS 

BREAKTHROUCH Price
$125 per machine 

(815) 229·0189 
Applied computer SOlut ions, 2606 Broadway. 

Suite 2, P.O. BOX 7902, Rockford, IL 61126·7902 

WORDPERFECT. MADE EASY 
WITl! PERfECTTEACHER. 

t~D'* ...... labW t", lhr .. o~ Vf rllon of\\'oni~f'CI' 

A complete and comprehen ivc video training 
program for \VordI\:r(ecr users. All versions can be 
ordered in Beta. VH • and #Malic formab . Plcase 

write or call: 

CMS • '1 ~ 'I ; ~ ,. ~.b~;':: .':Lirh~~~~' 
~ t9\\4) ";tt-'I" 

I . , I ' 

PROGRAMMER OPPORTUNITY 

Expanding private firm located in Cin
cinnati i hiring a programmer to develop 

pre ent oftware, with the po ibility for 

advancement to y tem management. 

Thi is an opportunity for long term 
employment and career advancement for 

a qualified candidate. Data General Bu i

ne Ba ic experience required. AOS or 
AOSIVS would be helpful. Send re ume 
and alary requirement to : MIS-DR, 
N . T . Enterpri e , Inc . , 2323 Park 
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45206. 

• Fully DG Business Basic Compatible 
• 32 Bit Implementation 
• Greatly Improved Performance 
• Powerful New Features 
• Up to 512K Program Size 

~ .- .. .,.~-. 
~.,,~V._ 

COMPUTER svsrEMS INCORPORATED 

575 MADISON AVENUE 
SUITE 01006 
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 
10022 
(212) 227-1922 

B5 SCARSDALE ROAD 
SUITE 0200 
TORONTO. CANADA 
M3B2R2 
(416) 445-4823 

KING COMPANY 
SA VE MO EY 0 WORDPERFECT PRODUCTS 

"LIST - 51000 

LIST - 52000 
"L1 T - SSOOO 
' L1 T - 56500 

OUR PRI E - 53000 
OUR PRI E - 51500 
OUR PRI E - 53900 

UR I'RI E - 55350 
' . Anchor 1200 baud modem I., rn.'C hllh prep.,),n".'nl. 

,talued at 5399 

Focus ON: PROMISING TKHNOLOGIES-----------
(from page 32) 

ing the second processor to perform more 
efficiently. 

Placement of a data file on the di k can
not be very easily controlled by the user. 
If heavy 110 activity is being done to a data 
file, the key point is that the placement of 
the data file mu t be consistent between 
application test executions. If the data file 
pan two cylinder for one test run, it 

should span two cylinders for any other 
test run. It is not obvious that this would 
make a large difference in test execution 
time, but it can . 

For example, using our Contest Disktest, 
(on an Eclipse MV /4000 system in this 
ca e), and writing 20 sectors to a 20-sector 
data file, if the data file resides wholly on 

Focus 

a single cylinder, the test has an average 
te t time of 245 seconds. If the data file 
spans two cylinders, the test has an aver
age te t time of 325 econd . Thi lIO ac
tivity may be more extreme than most 
application programs, but to produce con
sistent results, the data file must be con
sistent between test executions. 

Data placement consistency can be 
achieved by either not deleting the data 
file(s) between test executions, or PCOPY
ing to the disk before each test execution 
so that the data file(s) always reside in the 
same place on the disk . 

The main bottleneck areas- CPU, mem
ory, and I/O - need to be considered 
whenever the system configuration is 
changed. For example, when upgrading 
from a uni-processor to a dual-processor, 

if additional load is going to be added, con
sideration needs to be given to whether 
more memory, more di k drive, or a redi -
tribution of the files l data bases on the ex
isting disk drive need to occur to u e the 
second processor more efficiently. Techni
cally, the only change that needs to be 
made to use the second CPU is the plug
ging in of the econd CPU (and pos ible 
FPU) board and is uing the C I JPI IT 
command . In actuality, other configura
tion changes may be needed to get the 
maximum efficiency out of that second 
processor. a 

J. R. Gilgis is a programming staff specialist 
for Data General operating software 
development. 
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~w __________________________ _ 

WordPerfect Corporation is moving I 
ah ead quickly with it trategy of provid
ing integrated office automation products 
across hardware environments. Starting 
from its original WordPerfect word proces
sorfor the DG environment, the company 
preserved the same file structures when it 
expanded into the IBM PC arena a few 
years ago. When they developed their 
MathPlan spreadsheet, they used similar 
function key layouts and compatible file 
structures. Then in the DG 32-bit environ
ment they added OA functions with their 
Library product, which isnow installed at 
more than 100 sites. 

The latest step was to produce a version 
of their word processor to run on DEC's 
V AX machines. Released in mid-February, 
the DEC version won an award at DEXPO 
as the best word processor of the year
even before it was actually being shipped. 

ow the company is porting its Library 
mail facility to V AX, and is working on an 
IBM mainframe version for release late this 
year. A company spokesperson says Word
Perfect will continue to develop and test 
products in the DG environment while 
working to port them to other environ
ments. The company will soon introduce 
a Toolkit product to aid users who want to 
integrate other software with WordPerfect 
Library. 

According to W.E. Pete Peterson, Word
Perfect's executive vice president, total 
sales for the year were $52, 239,238-and it 
was the first year DG sales exceeded $1 
million. 

• 
Doug Kaye's mood matched the soaring 

stock market in mid-January. His com
pany, Rational Data Systems, had just sold 
10,000 copies of its PCNS software to the 
E.F. Hutton company. Hutton has bought 
10,000 PC AT compatibles from CR, and 
is putting one on the desk of each of its 
brokers worldwide. PCNS will be used to 
link the ATs with the approximately 450 
MY / series machines that E.F. Hutton uses 
in the middle tier of its network. Accord
ing to Kaye, Hutton is the ideal client: 
"They're technically sophisticated, and 
they want to work with you." They also 
write big orders . 

• 
MAXON Computer Sys tems has 

bought a 50 percent share in CMSlData 
Corporation of Tallahassee, Florida. CMS/ 
Data, with 60employees and sales of more 
than $5 million, has provided office auto
mation and data processing for the legal 
profession for more than eight years. 
Through its CLO (Comprehensive Law 
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Office) product, it is one of the large t 
upplier of WordPerfect word proce sing 

on DG systems. 
MAXO reports that the CMS/Data 

management team will not change, but 
that the two companies expect to reduce 
operating costs by combining their sales, 
service, and R&D. 

• 
Desktop publishing is expected to be a 

market worth more than $5 billion by 1990. 
DG recently got in the act by signing an 
independent software vendor agreement 
with Intercon Associates. Intercon's 
Office/Publisher software integrates with 
CEO; it accepts CEO documents, then 
recomposes, paginates, and produces 
graphics-quality output with popular laser 
printers or phototypesetting machines. 
Prices for Office/Publisher start at $5,000 
for an MV/2000 DC system. 

• 
The UK Users Group will hold its 

annual conference April 2-3 in Birming
ham, England. Brian Cooper, chairman of 
the group, who was putting the finishing 
touches on the conference program at 
press time, said one of the highlights 
would be a lecture on software licensing-a 
touchy subject for European users. 

Cooper added that the UK Users Group 
will pay for two of its members to attend 

ADGUG's Conference 87 in Las Vegas 
next October. They're also working on 
arrangements to charter a plane for the 50 
or so UK members who would like tocome 
to the Las Vegas meeting if the price is 
right. Officers of ADGUG and the UK 
group are hoping that this kind of interna
tional sharing will become routine in years 
tocome. Anyone wishing to attend the UK 
conference can get information from 
Chairman Cooper, clo Tarmac Roadstone 
Holdings Ltd ., Roadstone House, 50 
Waterloo Road, Wolverhampton WVl 
4RU, United Kingdom; Telex 339825 
TARMACG. 

• 
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 gave DG's 

earnings for the first quarter of fiscal 1987 
a boost. A nonrecurring tax credit raised 
netincometo$3.3million ($.11 per share), 
which compares to $1.1 million ($.04 per 
share) for the same period last year. The 
first quarter figures included a loss of$2. 9 
million resulting from DG's equity in an 
unconsolidated affiliate. 

"Equipment revenues were down 7.4 
percent from our previous quarter," said 
President Edson D. de Castro. "This 

under core the fact that we have yet to ee 
any sign of improvement in industry-wide 
demand." He added that DG is continu
ing to increase staffing of its field ales and 
system engineering organizations while 
concentrating on high-growth markets 
and new product introductions. 

• 
DG's new Conversion Assistance 

Center in Cambridge, Massachusett , is 
part of an effort to recruit new value-added 
re eller (V AR ). The center is equipped 
and staffed to help V ARs convert their oft
ware to run on DG machines or to integrate 
their vertical application software with 
CEO. "Our overall objective is to become 
the vendor of choice for prospective 
V ARs," aidJ. David Lyon, vice pre id nt 
ofDG's BusinessGroup. DG i also form
ing four regional V ARcouncils in the U.S. 
and one in Canada, and is enhancing it 
On-Line Solutions Directory of VAR and 
independent software vendor (ISV) pro
ducts that support DG hardware. 

• 
The Sysgen Group of Ronkonkoma, 
ew York, is completing a private place

ment of stock through Trikon Investment 
Corporation ofJacksonville, Florida. The 
group has acquired three computer-related 
businesses: Sysgen Data, a seven-year-old 
reseller of DG equipment, Microland 
Exchange, a two-year-old distributor of 
IBM and compatible PCs, and Sysgen 
Recovery Services, a newly created disaster 
planning and recovery service for DG 
installations. Raphael M. Feldman, the 
founder of these companies, will be board 
chairman. Dr. William Queen, former 
president of Corbel & Company of Jackson
ville, Florida, will serve as president and 
CEO. 

• 
Ralph Gallizzi and JoAnn Gentile, both 

formerly with the Pinzone Companies, 
have formed Compuplan International, a 
new company ba ed in Desoto, a suburb 
of Dallas, Texas. The firm will specialize in 
elling and leasing new and used DG 

equipment, PCs, and communications 
devices, and providing depot repair, main
tenance, and configuration service . 

• 
A letter is going out to McDonnell 

Douglas' Unigraphics customers to say 
that the company will nolongerbeanOEM 
for Data General equipment, although it 
will continue to sell Unigraphics software 
for DG systems . The letter makes a com
mitment to enhance the software through 
at least one more rev, and to provide main
tenance through 1988 at a minimum. l1 
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MICOM 
M}~OAf 
M/,-O~I 
M'~ON 
MAXON 

Informed buyers make 
better buys. 
Experience Micom Accounting 
Software. 

MICOM 
ACCOUNTING 
SOF1WARE 
GENERAL LEDGER 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Responsible purchasers of accounting software 
demand proof of performance - up front. 

They call MAXON for a demonstration. 
Ask MAXON to demonstrate Micom Accounting 

Software - award winners for three consecutive years. 
Ask MAXON to show how Micom software is 

designed, optimized, and continues to be enhanced 
for the Data General environment. 

Ask MAXON about Micom's high functionality and 
unparalleled performance. 

Ask about installation. 
Ask about training. 
Ask about support. 
Seeing is believing. 

~ !I_A ..,PlaA, 
~ .. ~ ..... -

COMPUTER SYSTEMS INCORPORATEO 

AUTHORIZED •• I>ata~ SYSTEM OOTRIB TOft 

Call: ( 212) 227-1922 
~----------------------------------------------------------

o I want more information about Micom 
Accounting Software. 

o Contact me regarding a demonstration. 

Company 

575 Madison Avenue. Suile 1006 
ew York. ew York 

10022 



We're ow In The 
Big Leagues 

Be Part Of Our Winning Team 

-(617)449-5566 

You've Always 
Known Us 

For Our 
Technical 

Knowledge ... 

... Now Copley 
Systems Is A 
Data General 

Industrial Electronic 
Distributor 

* Desktop 
*CRT'S * Printers * New! MV2000 

Always In Stock For 
Immediate Delivery! 

COPLEY SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION 
185 Second Avenue, Needham, MA 02194 

Circle 10 on reader service card 

-Outside Mass. 
800-4-COPLEY 
800-426-7539 


